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KAIHU THE DISTRICT
NORTH RIPIRO WEST COAST
SOUTH HOKIANGA
HISTORY AND LEGEND REFERENCE JOURNAL
FOUR

EARLY CHARACTERS
PART ONE
1700-1900

THOSE WHO STAYED AND THOSE WHO PASSED THROUGH
Much has been written by past historians about the past and current commercial aspects of
the Kaipara, Kaihu Valley and the Hokianga districts based mostly about the mighty Kauri
tree for its timber and gum but it would appear there has not been a lot recorded about the
“Characters” who made up these districts.
I hope to, through the following pages make a small contribution to the remembrance of
some of those main characters and so if by chance I miss out on anybody that should have
been noted then I do apologise to the reader.

I AM FROM ALL THOSE WHO HAVE COME BEFORE
AND THOSE STILL TO COME
THEY ARE ME AND I AM THEM
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Note:
Whanau=Family
Hapu=Clan
Iwi=Tribe
Taua=War Party
Ariki=Leader/Chief
Aotea=New Zealand
Whapu/Kaihu=Dargaville
Whakatehaua=Maunganui Bluff
Opanaki=Modern day Kaihu
“Te Ika a Maui” (the fish of Maui) North Island of Aotea
It is my wish to have all of my ‘history research journals’ available to all learning
centres of Northland with the hope that current and future generations will be
able to easily find historical knowledge of the ‘Kaihu River Valley, the Northern
Ripiro West Coast and South West Hokianga’.
BELOW: COMPUTER DRAWN MAP SHOWING THE PLACE NAMES BETWEEN MANGAWHARE AND SOUTH HOKIANGA
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1
THE EARLY CHARACTERS
TOA

Note: By the year 1840 nearly all Maori who lived between Waimamaku and
Mangawhare had a common ancestor: His name was ‘TOA’…
The legend unfolds…
‘Toa’ was a descendant from the legendary ‘Manumanu’ of the Iwi, Ngati Rangi and Ngati
Whatua. Ngati Rangi are ancestors of the very first people off the Waka/canoe Mamari who
1
came ashore on the Ripiro West Coast about 1300 AD . By the period of 1700 Iwi Ngati
Rangi had coupled with and was affiliated to the Ngapuhi Iwi/tribe of Hokianga and Kaikohe
districts:
From my reckoning ‘Toa’ was influential with the land of local Hapu in the Waiotemarama,
Waipoua and Whakatehaua /Maunganui Bluff areas about the year 1720.
Additional, legendary historical accounts speak of his mana or his lordship over the lands
extending Southward, down the Ripiro Coast and into the Kaihu Valley all the way down to
the Northern Wairoa River.
By the period of 1873-76 when the Crown made a very controversial decision about the
ownership of Waipoua most of the descending Hapu of ‘Toa’ who had survived disease and
warfare would all have a mix of bloodlines predominantly from Hokianga, Kaikohe and
North Kaipara: by 1900, most of these Hapu of THE KAIHU RIVER VALLEY, THE RIPIRO WEST
COAST AND SOUTH WEST HOKIANGA, would say their ‘Iwi’ or ‘Tribe’ was ‘NGAPUHI’.

1 (COVERED IN ‘JOURNAL ONE’ PART ONE AND TWO)
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LIEUT.-COL. W. E. GUDGEON, C. M. G. WHO WROTE IN THE JOURNAL OF POLYNESIA 1904
GIVES A VERY GOOD DESCRIPTION OF “TOA” AS FOLLOWS;

FOR many generations previous to the arrival of the first European settlers in 1840, the
social condition of the Maori was such that the very existence of a tribe depended upon the
courage and ability of its leading chiefs and warriors. If these men were wanting in-tact,
political ability, or courage of the highest order, then the tribe stood but a poor chance of
coming creditably through the hundred and one dangers that menaced the existence of the
Maori in those days of blood and fire. Hence it was that the warriors of great reputation
were known as Toa, and whose deeds are recorded in the memory of the Maori people,
played a very leading part. So much so, that at one period, their influence was well-nigh
equal to that of the sacred hereditary chief, the first born of many generations of elder sons.
Happy the tribe that could claim among their members one or more well recognised Toa,
since it might in many instances mean immunity from attack or insult, to which less
fortunate tribes would be subject. The presence of a famous Toa was moreover a guarantee
of success, in as much as his mana was very great, and the bravest warrior before engaging
in battle with such a one, might take solemn leave of his relatives, and perchance murmur
to himself these words “Hei kona te ao-marama” (Farewell O world of light!)—an expression
not unusual under the circumstances, and significant of the fact, that the Maori recognised
that the home of disembodied spirits was one of gloom and deadly quietude.
It is not easy to define the full meaning of the word Toa, but it is properly applied to any
man of extraordinary courage and good fortune who had survived dangers, wherein
ordinary men would have perished. To the Maori mind the word carries a much wider
significance, for to them such courage is superhuman, and hence they have evolved the
theory that a Toa is a man specially selected and protected, a favourite of the gods of the
Maori people. A Maori is naturally brave and sometimes berserk, and the uncertainty as to
both life and property which had been the normal condition of the Maoris for at least seven
generations, had induced contempt for all consequences, including death, that was almost
sublime.
In the years preceding the adoption of Christianity, there was nothing that could induce the
sentiment of fear, and therefore all Maori were brave; the Toa exceptionally so, but he was
also something more than that, since it required a special combination of qualities, moral,
intellectual and physical, to turn out a complete Toa ready for use. Great skill with his
weapons was a need, also strength or activity beyond that ordinarily given to man. So also
the ability to lead a war party, and think out a plan of campaign was an indispensable
quality in the composition of a Toa; but above all it was necessary that he should possess
the magnetic power, which is the gift from heaven to all great men, born with them and not
to be acquired by any process known to mankind. This last qualification is known to and
identified by the Maori under the name of mana; a very useful word, and one that fits many
phases of human character, and specially applies to that, which for want of a better term, I
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call magnetic influence, the power often felt, but seldom mentioned, but which alone gives
certain men and women extraordinary power over their fellows.
THE TE ROROA WAITANGI TRIBUNAL REPORT 1992
This report gives a mixed account of the ancestors of Toa but the one that makes some
sense to me is the following. It works in with the arrival back onto the Kaipara of Ngati
Whatua about 1650-1700…

‘MANUMANU’
LEGENDARY GREAT GRANDFATHER OF “TOA”

Traditions tell us that ‘Manumanu’ had Mana Whenua over Waipoua:
Note: Mana Whenua: (noun) (Meaning that he had territorial rights, power from the land
or power associated with possession and occupation of tribal land.) The tribe's history
and legends are based in the lands they have occupied over generations and the land
provides the sustenance for the people and to provide hospitality for guests.
It could also mean that he neither owned the land nor had authority appropriate to
existing rights of usufruct:
(Usufruct is a right of enjoyment enabling a holder to derive profit or benefit from
property that either is titled to another person or which is held in common).
Waipoua had been occupied long before his arrival by Ngati Rangi and the rights of usufruct
established by the early inhabitants remained intact. Such rights would have been
transmitted to their descendants, among them the wife of Manumanu, who was Ngati
Rangi.
In general, chiefs held relatively small rights of usufruct over land. Their leadership roles
and the informal tributes of food they received reduced the need for them to labour
directly on the land and hold rights of usufruct in it. This is not to say that they did not or
could not cultivate their own plots.
Manumanu is said to have established a kainga at Whenuahou (new land) along with
cultivations which he called Te Wai-o-rua. He would have done so while acknowledging the
right by occupation of every individual or family to an equal share of the community's
resources.
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The protection of these rights and access to resources depended on his leadership, which in
turn demanded the community's support. A system of mutual obligation and dependency
was the result. To defend his Mana Whenua, Manumanu built the Pa ‘Kaitieke’.
A pattern of consolidation over three to four generations followed Manumanu. Linkages
between Ngati Rangi were established through the marriage to Ngati Rangi women of his
grandsons Rangiwhatuma and Matohi and great grandson Pinea, the noted legendary Te
Roroa Tohunga. While these marriages may have been influenced by the isolation of
Waipoua, they nonetheless stressed the Maori preference for marriage to close relatives. It
is summed up in the whakatauki…
“E moe i to tuahine, kia kino, e kino ana ki a koe ano” (Marry your cousin, so that if evil
comes it will be kept to yourself)
The marriage rule changed little over succeeding generations. Notable among them was the
marriage of ‘Toa’ the great grandson of ‘Manumanu’ to his cousin and first wife Waitarehu.
This marriage strengthened the ties between Waimamaku and Waipoua. Through her he
could claim interests at Hunoke, Waiwhatawhata and even further afield, at Wairau and the
Kaihu Valley.
ARIKI OR LEADERS FROM ‘TOA’
1/. ARIKI TARAMAINUKU
It has been said that those who descend from ‘Toa’ and his first wife became the Hapu Te
Roroa.
Those who descend from ‘Toa’ and his third wife propagate the Hapu ‘Te Uri-o-hau’ who
lived about the Northern Wairoa River.
Those descended from ‘Toa’ and his second wife ‘Hei’ adopted the Hapu name Te Kuihi.
From this Hapu we had emerged the Paramount Ariki/chief Parore Te Awha who descends
from the grandson of Toa ‘Taramainuku’: The second cousins of Parore, Tirarau and Taurau
of Maungakahia and Tangiteroria descend from the sister of Taramainuku: her name was
‘Haumu’. Parore Te Awha, the grandson of Taramainuku, by birth right and seniority
inherited the lands of Waipoua, Tutamoe, Maunganui and the Kaihu Valley with the help of
Haumu the sister of Taramainuku, who remained faithful to the Ngati Rangi Hapu.
Taramainuku and his sister Haumu owned through marriage and bloodlines all the lands
South of Waimamaku to Mangawhare then East to South Kaikohe and Mangakahia and
down to Tangiteroria.
The son of Haumu was Kukupa who inherited land near Whangarei: that is why his sons
Tirarau and Taurau had occupation over the lands South of Kaikohe to the Northern Wairoa
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River. This was all arranged within the compounds of Ngapuhi so they could have claim to
all of the hinterlands of central Northland giving them access to the East and West Coasts
and the Hokianga and Kaipara Harbour’s. This in turn would help them to control Ngati
Whatua who kept encroaching onto these lands.
Following is a copy of the sworn Whakapapa of Parore Te Awha of Ngapuhi and Tiopira of
Te Roroa who were giving evidence at the Maori Land Court Kaihu/Dargaville re the
purchase of Maunganui-Waipoua Lands, 1876. This gives us an actual insight as to who their
ancestors were…2

2 1873 MINUTE BOOK AUCKLAND ARCHIVES
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2/. PARAMOUNT ARIKI/LEADER PARORE TE AWHA
OF WAIPOUA AND KAIHU DISTRICTS FROM ABOUT 1818 TO 1876

Iwi: Ngapuhi; Descended from ‘Toa’ who was Ngati Rangi, Ngati Whatua, and Ngapuhi and
descended from Rahiri through his mother ‘Pehirangi’ who was Ngati Rangi and Ngapuhi of
Kaikohe and close kin to Hongi Hika.
Hapu: ‘Te Kuihi’ from his grandfather ‘Taramainuku’ who had married an Ngapuhi Wahine
from Kaikohe. The sister of Taramainuku connected Parore to Te Tirarau.
Whakapapa/Genealogy for Parore…
(Born approx. 1683) Toa = Hei
I
(Born approx. 1715) Paikea = Kawa
|
(Born approx. 1740, died approx. 1818) Tara-mai-nuku = Te Taia of Ngapuhi Kaikohe
|
Tore-tumua-te-Awha = Pehirangi (of Ngati Rangi of Ngapuhi)
|
Parore-te-Awha
It must be remembered that Parore lived in the Waipoua districts from about 1818 as
lieutenant for Ngapuhi proper. Parore was related to Hongi.
Small pockets of Te Roroa, under sufferance, lived on the fringes near the people of Parore.
Ngati Whatua and Uri o hau leading up to and including 1825 had almost been annihilated
by Hongi Hika of true Ngapuhi and those Ngati Whatua who were left lived way South of
the Kaipara. A small pocket of Te Uri o hau lived under sufferance from Tirarau near the
northern reaches of the Wairoa River.
From Polacks journals of 1832: “Paikea of Uri o hau returned to live on the Northern Wairoa
River under sufferance with Te Tirarau”.
Note: We have three known threads from Ngapuhi connected to the bloodline of Parore,
and so therefore, from 1818-1890 Parore Te Awha would be by birth right and
occupation, the senior most Ngapuhi Paramount Ariki of them all for the lands of “TOA”…
Note: In the late 1800’s and from census records Te Roroa are adamant they are affiliated
with Ngapuhi and not Ngati Whatua as legend portrays. I wonder was this because of the
timely arrival of the blood thirsty Ariki of Ngapuhi, Hongi Hika: During the period 1810-
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1828, he would sweep all Hapu of Ngati Whatua before him along his pathway of revenge
for Ngapuhi grievances from the past.
As my dad used to say when he talked about war… “Who would you rather be, a live
Communist or a dead Democrat”
3/. ARIKI TE TIRARAU OF NORTHERN WAIROA
Iwi: Strongly linked by blood to Ngapuhi
Second Cousin to Parore
Hapu: Te Parawhau
4/. ARIKI TE HEKEUA PAIKEA OF NORTH HEAD KAIPARA
Father: Te Hekeua
Iwi: Ngati Whatua
Second Cousin to Te Tirarau and Parore
Hapu: Uri o hau.
He is strongly linked by blood to Te Tirarau and was protected by him during the Ngapuhi
raids after 1825. He was living with Te Tirarau during the visit by Polack in 1832.
5/. ARIKI TE RORE TAOHO OF SOUTH NORTHERN WAIROA THEN LATER OPANAKI (KAIHU)
Iwi: Ngati Whatua
Hapu: Te Roroa
6/. ARIKI MOETARA MOTU TONGAPORUTU OF NGATI KOROKORO
Iwi: Ngapuhi. Hapu: Ngati Korokoro.
Moetara was a leader of Ngati Korokoro at Hokianga during the period of European contact
in the 1820s and 1830s. He also had connections with Te Rarawa, Te Roroa and Ngati
Whatua. He is thought to have been born in the late eighteenth century and was descended
from the Ngapuhi ancestor Rahiri and his second wife, Whakaruru.
7/. ARIKI HAPAKUKU MOETARA
He would inherit Ngati Korokoro from Tongaporutu
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8/. ARIKI TIOPIRA KINAKI OF WAIHOU, THEN LATER WAIPOUA
Iwi: descended from Toa
Hapu: Te Roroa
About 1857 an enterprising gentleman by the name of ‘Tiopira Kinaki’ would take an elder
or Ariki role for the Te Roroa Hapu or clan of the Waipoua area after Parore had moved into
the Kaihu Valley. He was a very clever man and in time his people would benefit greatly
from the inadequacies of those European who were in charge of the legal system of that
time in 1873-76 when large tracts of land between Northern Wairoa and the Hokianga was
purchased by the Crown.
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ERUERA MAIHI PATUONE
1764-1872
BAY OF ISLANDS, HOKIANGA
THE MEETING OF CULTURES;
Respectfully I use the Ngapuhi Chief Eruera Maihi Patuone
as an example of the early meeting of different cultures.
Patuone claimed to have seen Captain James Cook in 1769
at Te Puna near Cape Brett in the Bay of Islands. In his old
age he said;
“I LOOKED UPON THE FACES OF THESE STRANGE PEOPLE
AND I WONDERED GREATLY”

Left: This is a portrait of Patuone, who took the names
Eruera Maihi (Edward Marsh) after he was baptized in
1840. He was a high-ranking Chief of the Ngati-Hao, a Hapu
(clan) of the Ngapuhi of the Hokianga district Northland.
Patuone was proud to relate that he was among the
Ngapuhi who saw Captain Cooks Endeavour in the Bay of
Islands in November 1769, not least because he
remembered the port wine given to his father by the
visitors.
Although he was educated for the priestly class (Tohunga), Patuone is known to have joined
forces with warriors like Hongi Hika and Te Rauparaha on various distances inter-tribal
raids. However, history records that he became an ally and protector to the Europeans. 3
He lived his life out in Auckland where this photograph was taken as he approached his
century. Eruera Maihi Patuone, brother of Tamati Waka Nene, the great friend of the
Pakeha, died 14th September, 1872, at the probable age of 108.

3 FACES WILL CHANGE IN THE VALLEYS. R. MOLD.
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FROM NEWS OF THE DAY, PATUONE THINKS OF MOVING TO AUCKLAND
DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME 2, ISSUE 85, 30 NOVEMBER 1844, PAGE 2
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PATUONE RAISES AN ARMY TO ASSIST THE BRITISH
DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XII, ISSUE 846, 7 AUGUST 1855
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TE WAENGA
ABOUT 1780 – 1833: TOHUNGA

ARAI TE URU, WHIRIA, PAKANAE, POKIA, OMAPERE, OPONONI.
LEFT: TE WAENGA, TOHUNGA OR PRIEST OF SOUTH HOKIANGA

4

(ON LARGE CANOES “TE WAENGA” MEANS AMIDSHIPS)

Arai Te Uru is the name given to the South Head of the
Hokianga Harbour. This headland offers spectacular
views of the Tasman Sea and the giant sand dunes on
the opposite side of the Harbour entrance.
According to Maori mythology, Arai Te Uru and Niua,
Niwa or Niniwa (the North Head of the Harbour) were
two Taniwha (sea monsters) who had the job of
guarding the Harbour entrance. Their job was to lash
out with their powerful tails and stir the waters into
such frenzy that invading waka would be swamped and
rendered helpless in the sea.
On the South side of Hokianga Heads there is a cave in a
perpendicular cliff, which has been the burial place of the people of Hokianga from time
immemorial, and that cliff is one of the places invoked [hirihiri] when the war parties go
forth to slay men, and its name is also recited in the thanksgiving for food. Ramaroa is the
name of the cave.
When that part of the country was purchased by John Martin as a pilot station in March,
1832, the people removed the bones to another place, and it became common [noa]. To
reach the cave men were let down over the cliff with a rope.
All of the above for many years was preached over by a Tohunga, a distinctive New
Zealander called ‘Te Waenga’, who was king, priest and physician in one and an incorrigible
cannibal to boot.
There are some very interesting accounts recorded of this character of the Hokianga and
hopefully I can compile them in order to give this very interesting man the justice he is due
as we look “Through the Window of Time”

4 SKETCH BY POLLACK
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This character of the Hokianga Heads would make his acquaintance with and entertain
amongst others four early European travellers to the Hokianga. The impression he left was
worth noting in three of these travellers’ journals the other would become his son in law:
(John Martin; ships pilot Hokianga)
The legend connected to this Tohunga has it that when the early canoes arrived to
Hokianga, probably the Mamari and or Ngatokimatawhaorua the skipper ‘Nukutawhiti’ and
his navigator were seeking an entrance through the bar at the Heads. The navigator threw
from his neck the sacred tiki or ariki which was the symbol of his power to navigate offering
it to God in return for a safe entry for the canoe.
Note: This is why they were never able to return to Hawaiki: They had lost the power, the
God given mana of the navigator.
And so then, Te Waenga regarded himself as the spiritual and lineal descendant of that
ancient navigator, as you will discover when you read on…
Near Opononi there is a conical green hill called Whiria the location of a very notable Pa. On
its crest there is a Maori inscription saying that the monument was raised to commemorate
Rahiri ancestor of the Northern people and his Pa of Whiria.
It is said that during all the long years of war between the Ngati Awa and the Ngapuhi in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, this Pa was never taken. In 1813 the celebrated Hongi
made an attack on it in one of the skirmishes that occurred from time to time between
different sections of Ngapuhi, but he too was unsuccessful. This Pa is near the Pa at
Pakanae.
Pakanae was the home of ‘Te Waenga’ and is one of the most famous of the many Pa sites
on the Hokianga. The name Pakanae, which means ‘Mullet Pa’, was given when one
Ngapuhi hapu or clan attacked the Pa only to find all the warriors away, and the women
and children peacefully preparing a welcome meal of mullet for the invaders. During the
feast the local warriors crept back in one by one, and the fight was forgotten. That of
5
course was only a family row as it were.
In the year of 1819 Samuel Marsden made a journey to the Hokianga. During this journey
he ran into the priest ‘Te Manene’ also known as ‘Te Waenga’ at Whiria.
The following is copied from Marsden’s journals…

5 SOURCE: FROM JEAN IRVINE “HISTORIC HOKIANGA”
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At Wiria (Whiria)…
About four o’clock we got within a mile of our journey’s end. Our servants were hungry and
tired and wished to go on shore to cook some provisions. We therefore landed near the
residence of the chief who had accompanied us from Rangihoua. (North end of the Bay of
Islands). He immediately caught a hog and, having killed it, our servants dressed it for
themselves in a short time. While we were having some refreshment the inhabitants of the
village nearest the Heads, called Weedeea (Whiria), had observed us, and immediately a
great priest named Ta-man-hena (‘Te Waenga’), who is priest of the Heads of Shokee
Hangha (Hokianga) and supposed to have absolute command of the winds and waves, came
to visit us and to invite us into the village to the chief Mowenna (Mauwhena uncle of
Moetara) who is the head chief of the river. When we had dined we proceeded to the
village, where we were cordially received by the joyful inhabitants. Mowenna had heard of
our coming to see him and had prepared a good shed for us.
We spent the evening in conversation with the priest and the chiefs upon the works of
creation, the being and attributes of God, on the institution of the Sabbath Day, and the
resurrection of the dead. The priest was a very sensible man as far as the law of nature
could direct him. He spoke of having communication with atua of New Zealand, that he
answered him when he prayed unto him. I told him that I had never heard the atua of New
Zealand, nor could I believe he had, unless I could hear him myself, and I wished him to pray
while I was with him that I might hear him. He replied that when he came to see me at
Rangheehoo (Rangihoua) I should hear him. He believed all the New Zealand chiefs went to
a place of happiness when they died.
The power of their chiefs, the rites and ceremonies of their religion and the glory of war are
the grand subjects of their conversation. Their memories are very strong, and they show a
great anxiety to increase their knowledge. They are very great and enterprising endeavourer
in their own country: many of them are absent on their journeys ten and twelve months at a
time. We learned from them a more particular account of a river called Why-coto (Waikato)
about the centre of the island where the great bodies of the inhabitants appear to reside.
They describe them as innumerable.
The chiefs and priest wished to know what our business was. We informed them our first
object was to examine the mouth of the Harbour to see if any vessel could get in. They asked
us if we had mentioned our coming to Shunghee, (Hongi Hika) for they feared the chiefs on
the East side would not be pleased if any ship should visit them. I told them; I had
acquainted Shunghee with our intention, and he had sent his son to show us the way. They
were much pleased at this information and remarked that, as we had come of our own
accord, without invitation, the chiefs had no ground to be offended with them.
The priest then stated the situation of the entrance of the river, and described the rocks on
each side, and a sandbank on the right hand out at sea, as one got out of the mouth of the
river. He stated how many fathoms of water there were on the bank and in the channel, and
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said that he would accompany us in the morning to examine the entrance and sound the
depth of water. We told him that we could not go in the morning, for to-morrow was
sacred–a day appointed for us to pray to our God; but the morning after we should wish him
to go with us if the weather would permit. He said he was priest of the winds and waves and
would command them to be still.
After talking upon various subjects till a late hour, we sang a hymn as usual and thanked
our God for the blessings we enjoyed in a heathen land, and then lay down to rest. Our place
was very full of natives who remained with us all night, and the priest never left us for an
hour, night or day, till we arrived at Rangheehoo.
At Hokianga Heads…
Sunday October 3rd: Being the Sabbath, after breakfast I read the church service and made
a few observations on the eleventh chapter of the Epistle to the Romans. The chiefs and
their people behaved with great propriety. The head chief ordered all the children away lest
they should disturb us. Great numbers of men and women crowded round our shed.
The priest said he wished to learn to pray as we did, but he did not understand the reason
why we prayed to our God when we appeared not to want his assistance. He said he never
prayed but at those times when he wanted the aid of the atua. We endeavoured to explain
to him that our God made everything, that He was always present with us and continually
took care of us, and heard and saw all that we did or said. The chief wished that a European
would come to teach them, and said he would give him a farm and that he should live near
him.
Mowenna and his people live in a rich and fertile valley. Here are a great number of fine
children, and a very important station might be established in this valley for missionaries;
and I cannot doubt but they would be kindly received. We had much conversation on this
subject with the priest and Mowenna, who appeared a very mild man.
After dinner, in order to relieve ourselves from the pressure of the people, we took a walk
upon the beach. The natives followed us in crowds. We desired them to return as we wished
to be more alone. They immediately complied with our request. We returned in a few hours
and spent the evening in useful conversation.
Monday, October 4th.–We rose early this morning with an intention to examine the entrance
into the river. It blew very fresh. The priest said we should have his war canoe, and he would
accompany us and prevent the winds and waves from rising. As soon as breakfast was over,
the priest, Mr. William Puckey, and a very fine crew of native young men launched the
canoe, and we set off for the Heads which were about four miles distant. Ta-man-hena told
me not to be afraid; he would not allow the winds and waves to rise. There are two large
rocks at the Heads in which the gods of the sea reside, according to the opinion of the priest
and the inhabitants on the banks of the river. The priest said he would command the gods to
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be still and not to disturb the sea till we had made our examination and sounded the shoal
and channel.
We were no sooner in the canoe than the priest began to exert all his powers to still the
gods, the winds, and waves. He spoke in an angry, commanding tone; however, I did not
perceive either the winds or waves to yield to his authority, and when we reached the Heads
I requested to go on shore, as the water was rough, till the priest and Mr. Puckey went out
to sea to sound the sandbank. I landed near a sacred rock, and had one chief with me who
expressed great alarm lest I should tread on the consecrated ground, and said the god
would kill him if he suffered me to do so; and he frequently laid hold of me in great agitation
when he thought I approached too near. I was obliged to take advantage of every retiring
wave and run on the beach till I had passed the residence of this imaginary deity.
At Whirinaki…
After Mr. Puckey had taken the necessary bearings and soundings, I returned again to the
village and prepared for leaving our hospitable chief, who had supplied us and our followers
with the greatest abundance of potatoes and such provisions as he had. About seven o’clock
the chief, his brother, and many of the people with the priest, were determined to
accompany us in our visit to the other chiefs till we finally left the river. The canoes were
immediately got ready, and we set off for the next village called Weedenakke (Whirinaki),
about eighteen or twenty miles distant, where we arrived about twelve o’clock that evening.
After remaining a few hours we left these villages with the return of the tide. An old chief
with a very long beard and his face tattooed all over had accompanied us from where we
slept last night. He wanted an axe very much. At last he said if we would give him an axe he
would give us his head. Nothing is held in so much veneration by the natives as the head of
their chief. I asked him who should have the axe when I had got his head. He replied I might
give it to his son. At length he said, “Perhaps you will trust me a little time, and when I die
you shall have my head.” I promised him he should have an axe, and he gave me two mats
in order to secure one. I told him I had not one left–they were all at Rangheehoo. He said he
would send a man for it, which he did, when we finally left the river. We hastened back as
fast as possible and arrived at our lodgings at about eight o’clock, having gone by
estimation little less than forty miles by water. The war canoes go at a great pace when well
manned.
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Conversations with Te Manene (Waenga)…
We told the chief Tarawheka that we must leave him in the morning. He provided us with
his presents of potatoes and two hogs to take with us. The priest of the Heads was our
constant companion. As he was so well informed upon all subjects relative to his country
and religion, I wished to learn from him who was the first man at New Zealand. He
answered that the first man who visited New Zealand, from whence all originated, was
Mowhee [Maui]; that he had left his own country with his followers on account of public
troubles, and was afterwards conducted by the god of thunder to Showrakkee (Hauraki) or
what we call the river Thames. He said that Taurekke (Tawhaki), the god of thunder, sat at
the head of his canoe and brought him safe to land. His name is held in great veneration
and he is worshipped as a deity.
For several miles on the South-West side of the river the beach is covered with round stones
of various descriptions, from one to six feet in diameter. I asked the priest whence they
came, as I had seen nothing like them in any part. He said Mowhee (Maui) dug them out of
the bed of the river at the time he made the channel. They attribute to Mowhee many of the
natural productions in the island. We conversed with them on the motion of the earth, the
relative situation of other countries to their own, the number of moons a ship would be
sailing to different parts, what countries produced iron, coal, wheat, wine, spirits, tea,
sugar, rice; etc., and what articles their own country was capable of producing when once
they had means to grow them, and all these subjects gratified them very much. During the
conversation they often made many judicious observations, expressing their ardent desire
that they might only be able to try what their country would do. We closed the day with
reading a portion of Scripture, singing a hymn, and prayer.
At daybreak this morning (Saturday, October 9th) we heard the lamentations of the poor
widow on the summit of the hill, weeping for her children. Her affliction of mind was very
heavy. She was left wholly to the feelings of nature, which appeared to be intolerable. The
consolations of religion could not pour the oil of joy into her wounded spirit. She knew not
God, and evidently had no refuge to fly to for relief. In the fullest sense of the Apostle’s
meaning she was “without hope and without God in the world.” Her situation will apply to
the whole of her countrymen when under any affliction. I am informed they will sit for
months, night and day, mourning in a similar manner for the loss of their dearest relations.6
Note: Over the next few years Te Waenga would come in contact with more Europeans
as the Hokianga Harbour was exploited for her natural resources…
During 1820 the Dromedary a British frigate which had been fitted out in England to
transport convicts to New South Wales and then come on to New Zealand to endeavour to

6 SAMUEL MARSDEN: JOURNALS
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take back to England a load of Kahikatea or Kauri spars for the British naval ships arrived in
the Bay of Islands. Also accompanying the Dromedary was the schooner called the Prince
Regent, Captained by John Rodolphus Kent, a much lighter vessel which could navigate up
the arterial routes of the Bay of Islands and other Harbour rivers.
On board the Dromedary was an Officer of the British Army, Major Richard Cruise who was
entrusted with the military detachment on board. The guard of soldiers consisted of
detachments of the 69th and 84th regiments, amounting to about sixty men.
Cruise makes note that on the 18th of March some gentlemen who had been to the
Hokianga travelling overland from the Bay of Islands had returned after an explorative trip
to see if there were Kauri spars to be had on the banks of the Harbour and whether or not
7
they were accessible by water;
TE WAENGA MEETS THE SAILORS AND SOLDIERS OF THE DROMEDARY AND PRINCE REGENT
18th March 1820: In the afternoon the gentlemen, who had been to Shukehanga,
(Hokianga) returned. They were accompanied by some of the principal men of that district,
whom they reported to have behaved with much civility and attention, giving them plenty of
provisions, and affording to their person and property every protection. They seemed to
consider the tribe to which these men belonged superior to those we had met in the Bay of
Islands.
The river was found to be navigable for the ship for some miles, and its banks produced
abundance of cowry (Kauri) of the largest description. The entrance however, was narrow;
and across it there was a bar, which gave nineteen feet water at the lowest tide.
As it was possible that the ship might go thither, the chiefs of the district remained on
board.
Note: One of the four chiefs from Hokianga was ‘Te Waenga our celebrated Tohunga or
self-professed magic man?
Over the next few days both ships prepared to sail around Cape Reinga and down the coast
to the Hokianga Harbour. This would be an historic voyage as it would appear that on the
29th March 1820 the Prince Regent captained by John Rodolphus Kent was the first
recorded sailing ship to make it over the bar at the Hokianga heads and into the Harbour.

7 IT IS FROM HIS DAIRY AND A BOOK THAT WAS WRITTEN FROM THIS IN 1823 CALLED ‘JOURNAL OF A TEN MONTHS RESIDENCE IN NEW ZEALAND’ THAT I
AM ABLE TO RECORD THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION.
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This event would create trade in earnest with the local New Zealanders of Hokianga which
in turn would continue for many years thereafter.
We pick up Richard Cruises journal at this point…
March 30 1820: at 6 pm we made the heads of Shukehanga (Hokianga). The ship stood off
and on during the night, and some guns and a rocket were fired as a signal to the schooner,
in the event of her being in the Harbour.
March 31st 1820: at daybreak the boats were sent off to sound and place buoys in the
Harbour, while the ship stood off and on at some distance; and in the course of the morning
we were gratified to hear that the Prince Regent schooner was safe at anchor in the river
having arrived there two days before.
In a day or so the Captain of the Dromedary decided it was too risky to enter the Harbour
and made preparations to sail back to the Bay of Islands it was during this period of
preparation that Te Waenga raised his noble head and made it into Cruises journal as
follows…
The day after we arrived, one of the natives whom we had brought round from the Bay of
Islands announced his intention of leaving us. This man called himself the priest and the
pilot of Shukehanga, and was supposed by his tribe to have power over the winds and the
waves; an influence which, when he asked to exert during the late gale, he declined by
saying, that “he could not do so in the Dromedary, but that if he was in his own canoe, at his
word, the storm would instantly abate”. During his stay in the ship there certainly was
nothing of a very sacred character about him: he was by far the wildest of his companions,
and fortunately, on the morning fixed for his departure, a soldier having missed his jacket,
there was so great a suspicion of the pilots honesty, that the sentinel at the gangplank took
the liberty of lifting up his mat, as he prepared to go down the side, and discovered the
stolen property under it. The jacket of course was taken from him; and as the only excuse he
had to offer for his misconduct was, that he had lost a shirt that had been given to him, and
that he considered himself authorised to get remuneration in any way he could, he was
dismissed without those presents which were given to others. We were glad to see that his
countrymen seemed to notice his conduct in the strongest terms of disapprobation; and the
next day, when they were about to leave us, they seemed determined to put him to death,
that they were requested not to do so, but to consider his having lost his presents, and his
being forbidden ever to come near the ship, a sufficient punishment for his offence.8

8 RICHARD CRUISE ON THE DROMEDARY
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The next recorded contact for Te Waenga is with the ship the Gordon Macquarie.
JOHN MARTIN FROM IRELAND MEETS TE WAENGA

About 1827 a vessel called the Gordon Macquarie came into the Hokianga River to trade. A
native called ‘Waenga’ formed a plot to murder the captain and officers and take the cargo
for spoil. It would have been successful but Waenga’s daughter had fallen in love with
Martin, the mate of the vessel and disclosed the foul intention.
It adds a touch of romance to the story to know that this young woman afterwards became
a Christian and was married to Mr Martin, and both she and her husband were greatly
respected in the district.
THE NEXT MEETING RECORDED COMES FROM THE JOURNALS OF JOEL POLACK, 1832…
Proceed Down the Hokianga…
We started at 4 a.m. in a whale-boat, with the ebb-tide in our favour, quickly gliding down
that beautiful river; and arrived, at 9 A.M., at Moperi, [Omapare] the settlement of the pilot
of the Hokianga, within a short distance of the South head of the mouth of the Harbour,
formed by a mass of black granite rock; on which side is the deepest water. The North head
is formed of sand-hills. Here we hauled up our boat, and, having been welcomed by Mr.
Martin, the pilot took our
breakfast previously to
commencing our journey.
LEFT: A WHALER OR WHALE BOAT

THE WHALER WAS USED BY THE EARLY SAILORS ON THE
HOKIANGA AND ALSO THE DELIVERY OF JOEL POLACK
TOO ARAI TE URU FOR THE COMMENCEMENT OF HIS
JOURNEY OVER LAND TO THE KAIPARA.

Joel Polack meets the priest…
We were soon joined by Wainga [Waenga], a priest of great celebrity at this station, who
possessed infinity of names, on which he prided himself with the self-sufficiency of an

9 ‘THE HISTORY OF METHODISM IN NEW ZEALAND 1900’;
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hidalgo. Seating himself on the floor, aside of my chair, he took peculiar delight in my
pronouncing after him the variety of cognomens this dignitary possessed, and which
included all the letters of the alphabet some three or four times over. He soon learned from
the natives who accompanied me, that I had not been long a resident in the country: he,
therefore, felt it necessary that I ought to be made acquainted with his merits; and,
accordingly, held out his hand to me, which I accepted without hesitation, though an
imperfect glance was sufficient to show that its acquaintance with water (soap was out of
the question) appeared to have been of ancient date. He then surveyed me, cap-a-pie, with
an intended affable smile of infinite regard, and, giving a familiar nod of his head,
proceeded to tell me that he was a priest of Araitehuru, the Taniwoa, (Taniwha) or aquatic
deity of the headlands of the Harbour, whose abilities were wantonly displayed in upsetting
canoes and raising awful storms. “And see,” added this disciple of Baal, “how the Atua
foams at the mouth, because I have not preached my kauwau (prayer) to him to-day,”
pointing to the high and heavy surf, that eleven months out of the year, breaks furiously
across the bar of the Harbour, distant about two miles from the entrance to the river. “If you
had not shaken hands with me,” continued my oracular companion, “I would have raised
such storms that the sands on the sea-shore would have been impassable, your canoes
should have been mati (sick or dead), and you would have bitterly repented any slight you
might have put upon me.” I returned thanks to this imposing character with a serious air, as
if his speech had carried conviction. This behaviour pleased the old gentleman, who hastily
jumped from the ground and began to dance a haka; in which, if the priest was not
remarkably agile in his pirouettes, no fault could be assigned from his limbs being under any
undue restraint, as the sole article of dress that enwrapped the outer man of this modern
antique, was a piece of tattered something, that might originally have been a blanket; but it
had lost this distinction as such, either in colour or texture; and, from frequent rents, had
dwindled to the size of an ordinary pocket-handkerchief, which was cast in a style, quite
degage, over his shirtless back. The appearance of his body, as exposed to the view of the
beholder, as his apology for a skirt dangled in the air, was not (in my opinion) enhanced by
the saving method employed by these islanders, of conveying the phlegm contracted in the
nasal orifices to the hand; the palms of which, contents included, are transferred by gentle
friction to the thighs, legs, &c. of this economical people. Wainga then broke forth with a
cantatory impromptu, composed for the occasion, descriptive of the journey we had
undertaken; and, when he had finished, he turned to me, and inquired if he was not a
tangata pai, or [excellent fellow], to which I assented. He then conscientiously demanded
payment of me, for having tranquillised the ocean on my account. This was carrying the jest
too far; but I gave, as a tithe, a head of tobacco; which he, at last, admitted was
compensation enough. 10

10 JOEL POLACKS NARRATIVE OF NEW ZEALAND 1831-32
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DURING 1833 THE PRIEST OF THE HEADS MEETS HIS WATERLOO
AT KOUTU POINT…

Long before the colonization of New Zealand by the British Crown, there was a brisk trade
between Australia and Northland: Hokianga Harbour being celebrated for its magnificent
Kauri spars.
As a general rule, the Maori population evinced the greatest friendship towards the
captains and crews of the vessels entering the port, and rendered valuable assistance in the
preparation of the cargoes required.
A schooner named the Fortitude when about to sail for Sydney from the Hokianga Harbour
laden with sawn timber, stranded at Motukauri, near the Whirinaki River: some of the
natives, Whirinaki and Rarawa, in accordance, perhaps, with their ancient law, that all
vessels, fish, birds, etc. cast on shore, within their tribal territory, should become the
property of their tribe, boarded the Fortitude, and appropriated to themselves sundry
articles found on board, including the ship’s papers.
I have no hesitancy in saying that, if prudent steps had been taken, the purloined articles
would have been restored to the owners, and the difficulty amicably settled. Moral suasion,
however, was not the mode often resorted to in those days, but the spirit of retaliation was
preferred, by both settlers and Maoris.
Quickly, therefore, after the Fortitude’s capture, an army was raised by the Chiefs Moetara,
Rangatira, Te Kakahi, and others, whose country extended from Maunganui on the coast, to
One Tree Point, seven miles from the Hokianga Heads.
The armed tribes, in a fleet of canoes, paddled on to Motukauri, where they landed in
battle array, a circumstance; it would appear that greatly exasperated the Whirinaki and
Rarawa, as they fired into the army of Moetara, immediately upon its landing, killing one
man, which was the signal for attack, a general fight, therefore, ensued.
On the side of Moetara, some distinguished chiefs were killed: Te Kakahi, Pahau, Paura,
Taungahuru, and others. On the side of the aggressors, two great Chiefs, Mariao, and Taku
were killed. It is estimated that the killed and wounded numbered twenty-two.
Fearing a general war amongst the Hokianga tribes, and as each settler was under the
special protection of a Chief, Moetara, on his return from Motukauri with his dead and
wounded, landed at the late Captain Young’s station, One Tree Point, and built there a large
Pa, enclosing the houses, and formed an encampment as a precautionary measure, fearing
that the exasperated tribes would make a descent upon the station, rob the stores, and ill
use the family. Munitions of war were poured in from various localities, and, while warlike
preparations were being proceeded with under the supervision of a warrior Chieftain
named Te Waenga, by an act of carelessness a barrel of gunpowder ignited, scorching him
severely, from the effects of which he soon expired.
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Patuone and his brother Waka Nene joined Moetara at One Tree Point, with three hundred
followers, including a European named John Marmon, who had been in the habit of
shouldering his musket, and fighting side by side with the people of Patuone people against
the foes of the tribe, whether at Hokianga, Taranaki, or elsewhere. Marmon and about
thirty of Waka Nene’s army crossed the river from One Tree Point, and fired into the
Orongotea Pa, occupied by a section of the Rarawa; a series of skirmishes ensued, with little
harm to either party.
The allies at One Tree Point demanded the delivery of the Fortitude’s papers, which happily
was acceded to, a circumstance that brought about the establishment of peace between
the belligerents. All matters being satisfactorily settled, Moetara and Rangatira returned to
their settlements, and the allies, with their spirited and noble minded leaders, went to their
homes about thirty miles from One Tree Point. Thus, by the friendly intervention of the two
celebrated brothers, Patuone and Nene, was further blood shedding prevented, and cordial
relations established between the exasperated settlers and hostile Maori tribes. 11
THE LEGEND OF TE WAENGA LIVES ON THROUGH THE DESCENDANTS OF HIS DAUGHTER, ‘KATE’…
JOHN MARTIN
1800- 1863?
Partner/Housewife: Kate Te Waenga
Children…
Mary married James Rowe/Daniel Boyce
Maria married William Wells
George married Anne Elizabeth/Elizabeth Ann Chapman
1865 BDM
GREAT, GREAT GRANDSON OF TE WAENGA

Aperahana Reupena
Corporal 3rd Maori Reinforcements WW1
Mother: Mrs E M Reuben Pipiriki Wanganui.
ABOVE: WAIOTEMARAMA WAR MEMORIAL WW1

11 SOURCE: 1876 – DAVIS, C. O: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF PATUONE.
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TE WAENGA GETS A MENTION IN PAPERS PAST…
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POKAIA
1805: NGAPUHI CHIEF
OPANAKI/KAIHU, MAROPIU, RIPIRO COAST
An Ngati Whatua chief seduced the wife of Pinaki, the son of the Te Roroa chief, Te Toko of
the Wairoa River. A tau was organised to avenge this insult and Pokaia, who was friendly
with the Te Roroa chiefs, and specifically, Taoho, who was said to be related to Ngapuhi,
was invited to join the war party. In the skirmish that took place the son of Pokaia, Te Tao
was killed by Te Uri o hau. His body was brought back to Opanaki for burial. A year later
Pokaia came back to Opanaki for the scrapping of his sons bones expecting the Te Roroa
12
tribe had obtained uto for the loss of his son but this was not so.
Percy Smith continues…
Nga-Puhi was now the sufferers, and was in honour bound to obtain utu for their losses.
Pokaia again took the field and attacked and took Te Kawau pa near Kaihu, killing several
people. He then attacked another of Te Roroa pa named Tirotiro, which was situated close
to where Taoho was living. Hitherto Taoho had taken no notice of the killing of his people;
he had said, “Let Pokaia take payment for the death of his son”. But finding that Pokaia
seemed determined to push matters to extremities, he came to the conclusion that he would
be the next victim, so abandoned his Pa Whakatau at Opanake in the Kaihu valley, and
removed to Te Puka on the Wairoa River. Nga-Puhi finding that Taoho had gone, followed
him up and attacked him at Te Puka, but suffered a repulse and lost one of their chiefs,
Taurawhero, of the Ngati-Manu hapu, who was killed by Taoho. Taoho again moved down
the Wairoa to Arapohue (just opposite the modern township of Aratapu, the full name of
which is Te Aratapu-a-Manaia), where Nga-Puhi followed him and were again repulsed.
After this Nga-Puhi appear to have retired, for a sufficient time elapsed to allow of Te Roroa
constructing Pa at Tiki-nui (the bluff about four miles below Tokatoka) and at Tokatoka
itself. In these fights we first hear of the celebrated Hongi-Hika, who took part in them.
Hongi and Pokaia had the same great grandfather: Te Wairua.
1807: Pokaia fought alongside Hongi Hika at the Battle of Moremonui where he was killed
by Te Roroa and Ngati Whatua.

12 SOURCE: DOROTHY CLOHER, HER BOOK “HONGI HIKA”
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Pokaia was the uncle of Hone-Heke, who conducted the war against the British
Government in 1844.
John Marmon, although some of his place names for the battles are conjecture only,
confirms the story of Pokaia in his account of Hongi Hika in the following news clip from
papers past…
OTAGO WITNESS, ISSUE 1581, 4 MARCH 1882, PAGE 25
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MURUPAENGA
1806
NGATI WHATUA LEADER: HAPU NGATI RONGO
PROMINENT ABOUT 1806 -25
SOUTH HOKIANGA, RIPIRO COAST
Note: Defeated by Hongi Hika at Te Ika-a-ranganui 1825 with Hongi taking revenge for
the death of his two brothers, sister and Pokaia who were killed by Murupaenga and his
13
warriors at Moremonui 1807.
Murupaenga, leader of Ngati Rongo, a Hapu of Ngati Whatua, was born, according to
legend, about 1770. His parents were Ahi-wera and Tuaea. In the period of his most
important activity his home was near Makarau, on the Eastern shores of the Kaipara
Harbour. He first came to prominence when, early in the nineteenth century, a series of
wars began between Ngapuhi and Te Roroa, a people of the Kaihu area, midway between
Hokianga and Kaipara Harbours, who were related to both Ngapuhi and Ngati Whatua.
About 1806 Murupaenga called together a war party of sections of Ngati Whatua to avenge
the losses of Te Roroa. The combined force travelled by canoe up the Wairoa River to the
Kaihu Valley, then moved overland to attack Ngapuhi settlements at Mataraua on the
Punakitere River, a branch of the Hokianga Harbour. They later attacked Taiamai in the
hinterland of the Bay of Islands, the heartland of Mataraua and Ngai Tawake, the Hapu of
the chief Pokaia.
After the battle of Moremonui 1807 on the Ripiro beach just South of today’s Omamari
Murupaenga was greatly feared and for 18 years various Ngapuhi leaders attempted to gain
revenge with little gained but deaths on both sides.
Between the years 1810 and 1819 Murupaenga took part in at least three expeditions to
Taranaki. The first was peaceful; Murupaenga was made welcome at Manukorihi Pa, on the
North bank of the Waitara River, because his people and the Manukorihi hapu were
related. Murupaenga was said to be so delighted with the fertile country and the fine
quality of the local kaitaka (a variety of woven cloak) that he composed a waiata in praise of
Taranaki. The second expedition, about 1818, included an attack on the great Pa at
Tataraimaka, on the coast South of New Plymouth. Te Puoho-o-te-rangi of Ngati Tama had
13 (SEE JOURNAL TWO FOR DETAILED ACCOUNT).
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induced Murupaenga, Tuwhare and other important chiefs to help him reduce it. Many
Taranaki leaders were shot by Ngapuhi marksmen, having been identified by Te Ati Awa
allies of Te Puoho. Murupaenga also took part in the great 1819--20 war expedition in
which Tuwhare, Patuone, Nene and Te Rauparaha were among the many leaders who took
a force down the West coast to Te Whanganui-a-Tara (Wellington Harbour) and then into
Wairarapa, conquering and taking captives as they went.
By mid-1820 Murupaenga had returned home, in time to resist attacks on the Wairoa River
area organised by the Bay of Islands chief Tareha in May; the attacks were planned to
avenge the deaths at Moremonui. A battle was fought about June, but it seems to have
been inconclusive. In August 1820, when Samuel Marsden visited Murupaenga, Ngapuhi
forces were still raiding the Northern Kaipara area. Marsden was very impressed with
Murupaenga, having heard much about him from the Bay of Islands chiefs. He met
Murupaenga's adult son, Kahu, and the young wife of Kahu; he was received with formality
by Murupaenga, whose principal wife, Tangirere, was dressed in a dog skin cloak; his
various children had adorned their heads with feathers. Marsden was lavishly feasted and
presented with provisions for his journey to Hokianga. Murupaenga expressed interest in
European settlement at Kaipara and promised to protect any shipping that might cross the
Harbour bar. Marsden left Murupaenga as he was about to follow up and destroy the
enemies, laying waste to his territory.
In spite of the need of many of the Bay of Islands chiefs to avenge previous defeats by
Murupaenga, the accepted code of intertribal relations permitted Murupaenga to visit the
Bay of Islands without fear between campaigns. He was there on a visit to his kinsman
Pomare 1st when the 1823 Ngapuhi expedition against Mokoia Island, Rotorua, was decided
on. It is uncertain whether Murupaenga joined the expedition. In February 1825 the Bay of
Islands tribes at last set out to restore the mana lost at the battle of Moremonui. An
advance force led by Te Whareumu of Kororareka (Russell) was followed by the main force
of perhaps 300 Ngapuhi led by Hongi Hika, his son Hare Hongi, Rewa and other leaders; it
left the Bay of Islands on 25 February 1825. They spent about a month at the little Harbour
of Taiharuru, North of Whangarei, fishing and repairing their canoes. It was during this time
that the various branches of Ngati Whatua heard of the impending attack and gathered at
the head of the Kaiwaka River, South of Whangarei. Murupaenga, again showing his
superior military leadership, proposed that part of the 1,000-strong combined force should
ambush Ngapuhi as they arrived by canoe at Mangawhai, while they were at a
disadvantage. But, fatefully for Ngati Whatua, he was over-ruled, other chiefs refusing to
believe that Hongi could ever be caught at a disadvantage. Contact was made between the
two forces at Te Ika-a-ranga-nui, at the junction of the Kaiwaka River and the Waimako
Stream, inland from Mangawhai. An attempt at negotiation failed; the parties kept their
distance for three days, after which Murupaenga's force began firing, wounding
Wharepoaka, a chief of Rangihoua.
No further fighting occurred that day, and during the night Murupaenga's people managed
to burn and hole many of the 50 canoes of Hongi's force. Hongi's party then spent several
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days repairing their canoes, but on the fourth day Ngati Whatua closed in, apparently
determined to do battle. Murupaenga came close to victory, but Hongi then led a charge
and there was heavy fighting lasting several hours.
Both sides sustained heavy losses but Ngati Whatua were decisively defeated and forced to
flee the battle site, leaving their muskets in the hands of their conquerors. Murupaenga
escaped, and is said to have pronounced a farewell to his dead as he fled. He took refuge
with the remnant of his people on the Mahurangi peninsula.
In 1826, while most of his people were away up the Puhoi River, he and his party were
taken by surprise at Mahurangi by a party of Te Hikutu from Hokianga. Murupaenga was
killed; his body was found by his people floating in the sea.
The explorer Dumont d’Urville claimed that the death blow had been struck by ‘Tepouna’
(Te Puna?) of Rangihoua. Murupaenga is buried at Mihirau, on the Puhoi River.
Of medium height, very dark, and with a fiery, intelligent expression, Murupaenga could
persuade reluctant warriors to join in his campaigns through his inspiring oratory.
Taoho referred to him as “Murupaenga, he who will…deliver plans of war”
A Taranaki poet described him in 1818 as “Murupaenga, the mover of war parties”
Note: He was a brilliant strategist and military commander, and a leader of exceptional
talents.
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KAWITI TE RUKI
ABOUT 1770-1854

DESCENDANT OF RAHIRI: NGAPUHI LEADER/WARRIOR
ALIGNED WITH HONGI HIKA: HAPU: NGATI HINE.
FOUGHT ALONGSIDE HONGI AND POKAIA AT MOREMONUI

AHIKIWI, RIPIRO COAST
Note: Although not a permanent resident of the Kaihu Valley he played a part in the
politics of the area.
Legend has him having a fighting Pa at Ahikiwi.
He fought alongside Hongi Hika at Moremonui.
He probably stopped Hongi from annihilating all of Ngati Whatua from 1825 and on to
1828.
Pushed by his people he reluctantly signed the Waitangi Treaty.
He fought alongside Hone Heke against British sovereignty.
Before his death Kawiti warned his people to hold fast to the treasures of their ancestors,
and to wait “until the sand fly nips the pages of the book (the treaty); then you will rise and
oppose” Descendants have taken this as a special injunction to act, when treaty promises
are not upheld.
As legend would have it Kawiti was born, probably in the 1770s, in Northern New Zealand.
He was descended from Nukutawhiti, commander of the Mamari and or
Ngatokimatawhaorua canoe’s, which made their landing at Hokianga. He was the 11th
generation from Rahiri, ancestor of Ngapuhi; Huna was his father and his mother, Te Tawai.
They were of Ngati Hine, whose identity with their territory runs thus…
Tokerau is the mountain
Taumarere the river
Ngati Hine the hapu
Hineamaru the ancestress.
When Kawiti reached maturity, he was admitted into Te Whare Wananga mo nga Tohunga,
at Taumarere, one of the ancestral villages of Ngati Hine. As he gained a reputation as a
fighting warlord, Europeans gave him the nickname ‘The Duke’ (Te Ruki).
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Kawiti and his first wife, Kawa, had three sons: Taura, Wiremu Te Poro, and Maihi Paraone
Te Kuhanga. His second wife was Te Tiwha, and they had a daughter, Tuahine.
His villages were at Otuihu, Pumanawa, Waiomio, Taumarere, Orauta and Mangakahia; his
carved whare, Ahuareka, stood in Waiomio, a short distance from where the Te Rapunga
meeting house now stands.
LEFT: FAR LEFT AND RIGHT KAWITI:
SECOND FROM LEFT HONE HEKE: FAMILY POSE.

Kawiti was a notable warrior and
detested being bottled up in a fort.
He favoured rugged terrain as his
battleground, and preferred to
pursue an opponent and fight in
hand-to-hand combat to the death.
His fighting Pa, therefore, was situated on hilly slopes at points which offered safe exit
routes into thick bush.
His legendary Pa was Otarawa, immediately below Te Pouaka-a-Hineamaru; Tikokauae at
Motatau; Wahapu (Te Wahapu Inlet) at Ahikiwi; Ruapekapeka and Puketona.
At the battle of Moremonui, at Maunganui Bluff in 1807, Kawiti saw Ngapuhi fall before the
assembled might of Ngati Whatua; Hongi Hika barely escaped with his life.
In 1824 Te Whareumu of Ngapuhi came to Kawiti, chanting his ngakau, a song of special
request for assistance to avenge the deaths of his relatives at Moremonui. He had
presented Kawiti with a pig, and when Kawiti shared the pig among his people it was a sign
to Te Whareumu of Ngati Hine support.
The battle of Te Ika-a-ranga-nui, on the Kaiwaka River, followed in 1825, and on this
occasion Ngati Whatua fell before the assembled might of Ngapuhi; the deaths of
Taurawhero, Koriwhai and other Ngapuhi at Moremonui were avenged. Kawiti also earned
14
the reputation of a peacemaker among his people.

14 SOURCE: KENE HINE TE UIRA MARTIN
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THE FOLLOWING NEWS OF THE DAY GIVES EVIDENCE OF THE CONNECTIONS THAT KAWITI AND HONE HEKE HAD
WITH PARORE OF KAIHU AND TE TIRARAU OF THE KAIPARA
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HONGI HIKA: 1807
THE AWAKENING OF A FIERCE NGAPUHI WARRIOR CHIEF

SOUTH HOKIANGA, WAIPOUA, WAIKARA, RIPIRO COAST

LEFT: HONGI- HIKA

15

Hongi Hika was born about 1780 near Kaikohe, the son
of Te Hotete, chief of Te Tahuna and Tuhikura his
mother. Through his father, Hongi was descended from
Rahiri and from Puhi-moana-ariki: The legendary
ancestor of the Ngapuhi.
He was thus a member of the senior chiefly line of his
tribe and related to all the principal Ngapuhi chiefs of his
day.
In 1806 Hongi first attracted attention as a warrior
during a series of indecisive engagements between the
Ngapuhi, under their fighting chief Pokaia, and their
traditional enemies, the Te Roroa hapu and Ngati
Whatua. Such was his prowess on these occasions that,
in the following year, he was one of the tribal leaders,
who accompanied Pokaia on an excursion South of Maunganui heading towards the Kaipara
and the battle against Te Roroa and Ngatiwhatua at Moremonui
It is stated that two half-brothers and a sister and many relations of Hongi Hika were killed
at Moremonui.
The memory of the brutal death of his sister Waitapu would remain with Hongi Hika
forever.
Although there are several different versions, one mentioned by Ngapuhi is that Waitapu
urged him to flee, while she turned back to distract Ngati Whatua. She had seen the
slaughter of her brother Houwawe and half-brother Hau Moka, and was concerned for the
continuation of the family line, and the fact that there would be no one lefty to carry on its
honour – remembering no doubt that Hongi had been especially selected by her parents for
this role. The words credited to her as she turned back to face the enemy were: “E hoki ana

15 SOURCE: SKETCH MADE BY GENERAL ROBLEY, FROM BARRY’S PICTURE OF HONGI AT BURLINGTON HOUSE.
PHOTO BY: A J ILES ROTORUA. TIMELINE
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ahau hei whariki mo aku matua” “I am returning to act as a mat for the principal people of
my family”
Circling back along the cliff tops, Hongi saw Ngati Whatua slice into her body to remove her
uterus, filling the cavity with sand.
Hence, the name given later to his favourite gun; Teke Tanumia: – a perpetual reminder of
the fate of Waitapu.
This action was also a symbolical attack on the continuation of the line.
The following table’s show the possible connection Hongi Hika has with the great Ngapuhi
ancestor Rahiri, who was their “Tino ariki,” and “Taumata-okiokinga,” supreme chief and
head of all Ngapuhi, and ends in the names of many celebrated Ngapuhi chiefs including
Parore Te Awha and Hone Heke;
THE FOLLOWING WHAKAPAPA FROM 1855 SHOWS SOME DISCREPANCIES TO THE NEXT ONE
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The Reverend John Butler wrote, July,
1821…
“Hongi and Waikato have returned from
England with a great quantity of guns,
swords, powder, balls, daggers, etc. and thus
they are fully armed to murder, kill and
destroy without reserve”.
For six terrible years, the Missionaries at
Kerikeri watched helpless as the war canoes
of Hongi raced away on their Southern
escapades of destruction. In vain they
preached the futility of it all.
Papers Past has the last say…
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TAOHO: 1807
ROROA HAPU
KAIPARA, KAIHU VALLEY
Note: Pokaia of Ngapuhi had chased Taoho and his people away from the mouth of the
Kaihu River into exile about 1806: The people of Taoho under sufferance to Parore Te
Awha moved to Opanaki about 1830 from their Pa at Tokatoka soon after the death of
Hongi Hika. Through ‘Toa’ Parore and Taoho were related.
TOKATOKA: THE LEGEND…
Tokatoka is a sharp-topped volcanic peak rising above the Eastern bank of the Northern
Wairoa River. ‘Rocks upon rocks’ are the meaning of the name.
It has a story and a song, that fantastic peak, lifting like a huge marlinspike above the
woods and farms.
High up there on Tokatoka’s precipitous crag there dwelt a hundred years ago the warriorchief Taoho, head of the Te Roroa Hapu. “The ‘House of Taoho’ was close to the Puru (the
‘Plug’), that rocky projection which juts out from the Western face of the peak, the Tokatoka
citadel which no foe had ever scaled”: said his son, the old man ‘Te Rore Taoho’ of Ahikiwi.
This is the tribal war song of the Ngati-Whatua and Te Roroa, the thundering ngeri/short
haka of the river-dwellers, enjoining the warriors to be as firm as the great rock Tokatoka,
which they regarded as a type of their clan and country.
The Song of Tokatoka…
[Translation]
A-a! Ko te Puru-e!
A-a! Ko te Puru,
Ko te Puru ki Tokatoka!
Kia ueue;
E kore te riri
E tae mai
Ki roto o Kaipara.
Kia toa!
A-a-ae! Te riri!

’Tis the firm-set rock,*
The steadfast rock,
The rock of Tokatoka’s height!
Put forth your strength!
The tide of war
Ne’er shall the heart of Kaipara
touch.
O tribe, be brave!
Ah, yes, indeed, ’tis war.
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This battle song, the slogan of the Wairoa men, was chanted, said Te Rore Taoho, on the
eve of an engagement, in particular before the fight of Te Moremonui, where Taoho and his
braves defeated an army of Ngapuhi under Pokaia, Hongi Hika and other great warriors.
SHORT HISTORY OF TAOHO IN EXILE…
In 1807 Taoho of the Roroa hapu of Ngati-Whatua, closely related to Murupaenga (the
warrior chief of Ngati-Whatua) had fought a pitched battle with Ngapuhi on the long, hard
Ripiro beach at a place named Moremo-nui, and there defeated the Northern tribe, whose
losses were very serious. It is said two of Hongi's brothers and a sister were killed there, and
ever since that time-indeed, up until about 1830 Ngapuhi and Ngati-Whatua had constantly
been at war.
Hongi went to England in 1820 in order to procure arms to avenge the Ngapuhi losses at
Moremonui, and just before he left had arranged with Tareha (Note-an Ngapuhi chief) to
lead an expedition against the Kaipara people to commence the campaign that Hongi
looked forward to.
The party of Tareha created much devastation in the Kaipara district. He would naturally be
anxious to kill Taoho, and hence that old man wished to be taken to Maunganui to be under
the protection of Te Kairau of Ngapuhi.
STORY 16
After the fall of the battle of Moremonui in 1807, Te Kaha and Te Kairua, chiefs of Ngapuhi
came and dwelt near the Maunganui Bluff. They dwelt there for a considerable time, and
then they conceived the idea of visiting Taoho (of the Roroa hapu of Ngati-Whatua), who at
that time was living at Pouto, on the Kaipara, North inner head-the present Pilot Station.
They came there to fulfil this desire, but on arrival found that Taoho was not there, but on
the other side of the heads, at Okaka, (across the water) which is the South-inner head of
Kaipara, where he and his people were digging fern-root.
Whilst his men were thus engaged, the old man (Taoho) said, “Let us return home.
Someone has arrived at our village”. In consequence they returned, for a sign had come to
the old man, (Taoho) as was frequently the case.
After they were about half way across the Heads and were resting, they saw a woman
inland at Pouto waving to them. It was Taoho's own wife who was making the signal, so
they hastened onward and soon reached the village.

16 TOLD BY THE SON OF TAOHO, TE RORE TAOHO AND RECORDED IN 1894…
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Note: Pouto situated by the present day Pouto Settlement.
Taoho of Roroa arrives back on North Head at Pouto to meet Te Kaha and Te Kairau…
On their arrival the usual greetings took place, whilst the fern-root was carried up to the
village. The fires were burning, and the fern-root-diggers sat around. As soon as the tangi
with the two strangers, Te Kairau and Te Kaha had ended, the food was cooked and the
visitors were fed.
They stayed there some days, and on one occasion Te Kairau went forth from the house, but
barely had his head got outside when he noticed the sea making a peculiar noise. He stood
there listening; then went outside. He then returned inside the house and said, “The Sea is
making a peculiar noise” Then all went outside, where Te Kaha went through some
performance. “My ocean is crying to these” And on his return inside the house, said “Tomorrow (or shortly) there will be a battle fought; I (my tribe, Ngapuhi) will conquer this sea
or district of Kaipara-Ngapuhi will conquer it”.
Note: The original merely says ‘he worked’ but evidently something more is meantprobably some form of incantation to enable him to read the omens connected with the
queer sounds. This was just before the predicting of the battle of Ika a Ranganui to follow
in 1825.
Taoho begged to return as he had been in exile for nearly 20 Years from 1807…
In consequence of this Taoho said to Te Kairau “Let us go! Take me to my home at
Maunganui” But Te Kairau replied, “Not so! Do not you go with me, but follow after me
with a party, lest it be said I led you away. Let me go first, you follow after”
After this, (Te Kaha and Te Kairau) returned home; and not long after Taoho and his people
also went North, as far as Te Mamari (which is a rock on the coast shaped like a canoe; it
came from across the seas).
Note: Mamari or Omamari is on the coast eight miles South of Maunganui Bluff, and is
said to be where the legendary canoe of that name was wrecked, hence the name OMamari, the “place of Mamari about 1300 AD” This place is just North of the Moremonui
battle site of 1807.
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Taoho follows as far North as Mamari…
Here the migration turned inland and proceeded to build a Pa, but they used only flaxstems. At the same time Taoho dug into a hill there and made a tunnel through it. He
thought that if the Pa was surprised by a hostile party he would possess a way of escape
through that passage.
Note: Taoho was frightened of being attacked. Also note Taoho wasn't going to move
any further North of this area - re the marking of the sands in 1807.
Kairau sent out a party to look for Taoho in order to arrange a peace with Hongi…
Now in consequence of the long waiting by (Te Kairau) at Maunganui he sent some men out
to look for Taoho and his people (something omitted from the original here).
Te Kaha and Kairau return to Kaikohe in 1824…
After this event Te Kaha and Te Kairau returned to their old home at Tautoro: five or six
miles South of Kaikohe on the road to Mangakahia, and on the Punakitere branch of the
Hokianga River. After settling down there it occurred to them to send for Taoho in order
that an interview might be arranged with Hongi to make peace?
Taoho taken to Kerikeri…
At this time Hongi was living at Te Kerikeri, Bay of Islands. So Taoho went, and on his arrival
at Tautoro went on to Te Waimate, from whence he was escorted by four hundred of
Ngapuhi to Te Kerikeri, where he saw his friend Hongi, and a peace was then made between
them. Up to this time Taoho had never returned to his old home at Maunganui Bluff (this
would be Opanake/Kaihu) but he did return after this, and died there of old age.
The reason why the idea of peace-making with Taoho came about…
Formerly, when Te Kaha and Te Kairau lived at Maunganui, there once came a chief of
Hokianga named Tokowha, (also related to Hongi) an ancestor of Arama Karaka Pi
(formerly of Taheke, Hokianga), who wanted Ngapuhi to have those parts at Maunganui as
a dwelling place. But Te Kairau, of Ngapuhi did not consent to this, and it was an outcome
of this that he conceived the idea of the peace making with Hongi as explained above.
Note: From an article written about Mr Gittos or “Te Kitohi” as he was known a
Missionary during the early days of settlement of the Kaipara there is mention of some of
those early Maori elders including Taoho.
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TE KAHA/TE KAHAKAHA AND TE KAIRUA
1808: NGAPUHI
FROM KAIKOHE PROBABLY RELATED TO HONGI HIKA

RIPIRO COAST
After the battle at Moremonui and the drawing of the line in the sand, Te Kahakaha, also
known as Te Kaha and Te Kairua lived at Pa Hakehake South of the Maunganui Bluff for
about 17 yrs. probably as subalterns for Hongi Hika and to hold the land for Parore Te
Awha. After Hongi had chased Ngatiwhatua out of the Kaipara they moved back to their
home or Pa at Punakitere South West of Kaikohe leaving the young Chief Parore Te Awha as
the next in line to occupy for the mana of Hongi Hika.
It is reported that during their occupation a small party under the leadership of Te Pona of
Te Uri o hau hapu of Ngati Whatua approached Pa Hakehake after an excursion to the coast
for Toheroa. Te Kahakaha attacked them during the night killing about thirty and sent them
packing south again.
Later Te Kahakaha joined up with Hone Heke in his battles against the crown in Northland.
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JOSEPH WILLIAM CLARK
31 AUGUST 1820–24 SEPTEMBER 1820

Note: It was during this period that we have the first recorded white man to walk on the
Ripiro beach from Kaipara to Hokianga.
He was not a European: he was an American. The next recordings of white men to walk
on Ripiro beach were two British Missionaries.
During the years leading up to his arrival in New Zealand Joseph Clark was a representative
of the owner of an American merchant ship and on board he looked after all commercial
business in connection with the ship and her cargo during a voyage. The term used for this
occupation was (supercargo).
And so Joseph, as the story goes, arrived in Sydney in June 1819 on the American brig
General Gates which had been at sea since leaving Boston in October 1818. She was
equipped for a sealing voyage to the South Seas and New Zealand and was under the
command of Abimeleck Riggs, a cruel, ruthless Captain, who made the voyage infamous for
his barbaric behaviour and criminal activities.
Just one month after her arrival in the Bay of Islands 12th August 1819 and after
replenishing her supplies with trading musket and powder the General Gates set off to
Dusky Bay after seals and would return to the Bay of Islands in March or early April of 1820.
In the Harbour at the time was the Dromedary a British frigate which had been fitted out in
England to transport convicts to New South Wales and then come on to New Zealand to
endeavour to take back to England a load of Kahikatea or Kauri spars for the British naval
ships. Also accompanying the Dromedary was schooner called the Prince Regent, Captained
by John Rodolphus Kent, a much lighter vessel which could navigate up the arterial routes
of the Bay of Islands and other Harbour rivers.
On board the Dromedary was an Officer of the British Army, “Major Richard Cruise” who
was entrusted with the military detachment on board. The guard of soldiers consisted of
detachments of the 69th and 84th regiments, amounting to about sixty men.
It is from his dairy and a book that was written from this in 1823 called “JOURNAL OF A TEN
MONTHS RESIDENCE IN NEW ZEALAND” that I am able to record the following account…
April 13th 1820: Information having been received that the Captain of the American ship
had seduced several convicts from Port Jackson, and they were aboard the General Jackson,
the commander of the Dromedary went to the vessel, and, on examination, found that
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eleven of the crew consisted of that description of people. Eight were brought back; and an
officer was left to secure another that had been sent ashore, and Captain Riggs’s confessed
that the two remaining had been put upon the Island of St. Paul’s, with some of the
Americans, to kill seals, and to be picked up at a future period.
The convicts were squalid and miserable in appearance; they were accompanied by Captain
Riggs, who remained in the Dromedary during the night.
When Captain Riggs was first examined as to what kind of people his crew was composed
of, he most solemnly declared that he had but two convicts, who had secreted themselves in
the ship when he sailed from Port Jackson; and that it was his intention to give them up to
Mr. Butler, to whom the powers of a magistrate in the Bay of Islands had been delegated by
the Governor of New South Wales.
Upon enquiry, however, among the prisoners, it seemed so clear, that Captain Riggs had
most deliberately seduced them to leave Port Jackson, in defiance of the port regulations,
by holding out to them promises which he had never fulfilled; that they had been most
cruelly treated, some of them having been flogged with barbarous severity; and that so far
from having any intention to give them up, Captain Riggs had used every effort to conceal
them; it was determined to seize the ship and send her to Port Jackson, there to forfeit of
her commanders misconduct.
13th April 1820: In the afternoon the Prince Regent got under weigh, to perform this
service, having on board the second master of the 84th regiment, and at nine o’clock
possession was taken of the vessel.
14th April 1820: In the morning the General Gates was got under weigh, and anchored
alongside the Dromedary; most of her crew were taken out, and replaced by British sailors;
the guard remained on board to prevent intrusion of the natives, and a master’s mate was
put in charge of her.
17th April 1820: At eleven the American ship, General Gates, sailed for Port Jackson.
It was about the 14th of April that Joseph Clark was transferred to HMS Dromedary,
obviously distancing himself from any responsibility of the ships running taken by Riggs.
It then would appear that Major Cruise and Skinner the Captain of the Dromedary accepted
Joseph Clark as a gentleman and a few months later invited him to take passage with them
in the schooner the Prince Regent as they were heading South to the Coromandel Peninsula
in search of the British ship the Coromandel which was here to load spars for the British
navy as well.
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After finding the British ship they returned to Motukorea Island (Brown Island) in the
Waitemata Harbour and were forced to shelter for a few days because of the weather. It
was during this period of waiting that Joseph Clark decided to walk overland back to the
Bay of Islands via the Kaipara Harbour and the West coast.
From Cruises dairy he wrote…
In the morning 31st August 1820, Mr. Clark, a gentleman belonging to the American ship,
General Gates, having hired a guide left the schooner Prince Regent with the intention of
walking overland to the Bay of Islands.
With those words Clark passed out of sight up the Waitemata Harbour in a Maori canoe on
what would prove to be an historic journey.
Note: There is no account as such written by Joseph of this journey but fortunately for
historians, Cruises journal entry noted: 25 September, tells us of Clark’s arrival at
Whangaroa on that day and gives a brief itinerary of Clark’s Journey…
Monday: Mr Clark, of the General Gates, who had left the schooner when at anchor off the
island of Moto-corea, [Motukorea] on the 31st August, to walk to Wangarooa, (Whangaroa)
arrived.
He had gone up the river Wy-de-matta (Waitemata) in a canoe as far as it was navigable,
and crossing over to the Western side of the island, proceeded along its shores to
Shukehanga, (Hokianga) whence he walked over the isthmus of Kiddy – Kiddy, (Kerikeri)
which place he reached on the 24th.
During this long excursion, in which he was not attended by a single European, he met with
civility and attention from every tribe he encountered, and was supplied by them guides
from place to place.
Note: The General Gates would end up back in Sydney, impounded, and the Captain
imprisoned for failing to pay bail and ordered by the court to pay 6,000 pounds for the
release of his ship which he eventually did and once more he sailed out of Sydney as
follows…
It wasn’t long after his arrival at Whangaroa, that Joseph ended up back in Sydney and
aboard his old ship the General Grant and on the 21st December she departed on a further
sealing voyage before returning to Hobart and then on to the Bay of Islands via Stewart
Island with a cargo of 12,000 seal skins.
Once again Joseph was back in the Bay of Islands and it was shortly after their arrival that
Joseph Clark and Captain Riggs finally came to the parting of the ways. A quarrel broke out
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between the two, probably over the running of the ship, with Joseph seeking in favour five
certified affidavits from John Butler the resident Magistrate in the Bay of Islands and the
skippers Captain William Brind of the Cumberland and Captain Wyer of the Rambler who
were in the Bay of Islands at the time. He would use these to explain to the owners of the
General Gates back in America the reasons for him leaving the ship and why it was
impounded in Sydney.
Joseph Clarke would eventually sail out on an American whaler the Independence on the
20th December, bound for Nantucket arriving home on the 16 June 1822.
And so ends this story: for this compilation a significant one.
I do wonder however if Joseph at the time realised the significance of his trek as he made
his way up the Ripiro beach, over the Maunganui Bluff to Waikara and then up the beach
past Kawerua and then overland and down into the Hokianga Harbour, and then on to
Kerikeri and Whangaroa: A well-worn pathway used by the ‘First Nation People’ which
from now on (Sept 1820) would become a well-used pathway by the ‘Second Nation
People’.
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REV SAMUEL MARSDEN AND JAMES SHEPHERD: 1820
On the 13th of November 1820, two months after Joseph Clarke’s trek to the Hokianga and
Whangaroa, Samuel Marsden, the missionary, on his third visit to the Kaipara and James
Shepherd another missionary set out on foot to Whangaroa via the Ripiro coast and the
Hokianga.
The story begins after their journey down the East coast from Kerikeri to the Waitemata
Harbour and then a cross country walk to the Manukau Harbour and then back to the
Waitemata Harbour. From here they hitched a ride to the heads of the Waitemata with
chief Te Kawau of Ngati Whatua who had a village there. From this village they would
eventually walk over a centuries old pathway to the West coast village of Muriwai.
Leaving the village of Muriwai, Marsden and James Shepherd, with a party of locals which
included Te Kawau, walked about four miles over the sand hills down to Rangatira beach
along which they walked for about another twenty miles. Turning inland they spent the
night in the sand hills before continuing next morning to the Pa of Te Tinana at Otakanini.
Marsden informed Te Tinana of the purpose of his visit: namely, to examine the mouth of
the Kaipara Harbour and to ascertain whether ships may come into the Harbour safely or
not.
Marsden asked Te Tinana if he would supply him with a canoe for that purpose and also if
the canoe could be used to take them up the Harbour as they intended to return to
Whangaroa by way of Hokianga. Te Tinana said he would and he would also supply helpers
to carry their luggage.
Te Kawau, during the course of their time with him would relate to Marsden how the
people of Kaipara had been destroyed and cut off by war: they had been fighting Ngapuhi
for years and that Ngapuhi were then in the districts of Kaipara, plundering and murdering
the inhabitants.
Before leaving Kerikeri word came to Marsden that Rewi of Ngapuhi was planning an
escapade of war into the Kaipara to catch up with some more of the Ngati Whatua. This
was from the orders left by Hongi Hika who at this time was in England.
And so it came to no surprise to Marsden that these Kaipara Maori told him of the fear they
had for Ngapuhi who “were well armed with musket and powder while they had none to
defend themselves against the enemy. However the natives agreed to accompany me and
set to, to make a new canoe”
Following its launch Marsden and Shepherd finally took their leave and headed down river
to South Head where they met ‘Te Toko’ an important Ngati Whatua chief who advised
they would be able to cross the mouth of the Harbour. After about two hours of stiff rowing
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from their helpers they reached North Head and continued up the Northern Wairoa River
until dark and then spent the night on the beach.
The next day they carried on up the river and eventually arrived at the age old path that
would take them West to the Ripiro beach.
Accompanied by Pahihora, one of Te Tinana sons and two of his tribesmen they set off on
the beach towards the impressive headland of Maunganui Bluff looming in the distance. It
would take the party two days to reach the Bluff and during their march Pahihora showed
them the battle site at Moremonui the place where great men had fallen. He also said that
the present disturbances against Ngati Whatua of South Kaipara were to obtain satisfaction
for the great chiefs who were slain at Moremonui.
Marsden’s Journal entry for Tuesday 21 November recorded their ascent of Maunganui
Bluff…
In some places the rock is perpendicular next to the sea, and from its height makes every
nerve tremble to look down. The native path is here and there near the edge. I was not able
to walk in some places, but crept along on my hands and knees. We got over in about four
hours, but with great fatigue. Having crossed Maunganui we sat down for breakfast at
Waikara and then pursued our journey.
Three days later Shepherd left Marsden near Waipapa and returned to the Kerikeri mission
station while Marsden continued to Whangaroa, where he boarded the “Dromedary” on
25th November 1820. 17

LEFT: MARSDEN

BELOW: MARSDEN AND SHEPHERD MEETING THE LOCALS IN THE BAY OF ISLANDS

17 BOTH ACCOUNTS… REVEREND JOHN BUTLERS JOURNAL. THE CHURCH MISSIONARY RECORDS: AND THE JOURNAL OF MAJOR RICHARD CRUISE.
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LEFT: RUSSELL CLARK'S RECONSTRUCTION OF SAMUEL MARSDEN'S CHRISTMAS DAY SERVICE
AT OIHI BAY IN THE BAY OF ISLANDS IN 1814 IS HOW MANY NEW ZEALANDERS HAVE
VISUALIZED THE FIRST CHRISTMAS SERVICE IN THIS COUNTRY.

Clark’s work commemorated the 150th anniversary of
the event and shows Marsden at a makeshift pulpit
preaching to a large group of Maori and Europeans.
Ruatara, the Ngapuhi leader Marsden had met in Port
Jackson (Sydney), translated the service and can be
seen to Marsden’s right. This service marked the
beginnings of the Christian mission to New Zealand,
but was it the first Christmas service or, indeed, the
first preaching of the gospel in New Zealand?
On Christmas Day 1769 the French explorer Jean
François Marie de Surville and his crew were in
Doubtless Bay in the Far North. On board the Saint
Jean Baptiste was a Dominican priest, Paul-Antoine de Villefeix. While no records survive, it
seems highly likely that such an important Catholic festival would have been marked with a
mass. In the absence of hard evidence, New Zealand’s English colonial traditions have
favoured Marsden’s claim to fame.
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JOHN RODOLPHUS KENT
1820 (?–1837)
EXPLORER AND TRADER

HOKIANGA HARBOUR
No ship's captain better knew the New Zealand coasts in the 1820s and early 1830s, or was
better known on those coasts, than John Rodolphus Kent. From 1820 to 1825 he was
employed by the New South Wales Government as master of the vessels Prince Regent
(schooner), Mermaid (cutter), and Elizabeth Henrietta (brig). When Prince Regent was
attached as tender to HM Store ships Dromedary and Coromandel during their New Zealand
cruise in 1820, Kent examined many Harbours in the kauri-growing area, his crossing of the
Hokianga bar in late March marking the opening of that Harbour to European shipping and
trade. In the first half of 1821 he assisted in establishing the New South Wales settlement
of Port Macquarie and in October left Port Jackson in Mermaid, Prince Regent sailing in
company under his command. In the course of a 15 months' voyage he visited Tahiti,
Honolulu – where he delivered Prince Regent to the Hawaiian king – and Fanning Island. In
1823 and 1824 he made several exploratory flax-gathering cruises round the New Zealand
coasts for the New South Wales Government in Mermaid and Elizabeth Henrietta, retaining
command of the latter vessel until the end of 1825.
He then left the colonial Government service. As master of the brig Elizabeth and then of
the Emma Kemp, cutter, and Governor Macquarie, brig, he traded between Port Jackson
and New Zealand with the occasional speculative voyage to the Pacific Islands. Seal skins
from the Southern coasts, spars from Hokianga, flax and pork and potatoes wherever a few
tons were offering, Kent shipped them all across the Tasman for his Sydney employer,
Francis Mitchell. He had a shore base at Koutu Point, Hokianga (where early in 1828 he was
joined by some of the first New Zealand Company settlers), under the protection of the
Ngati Korokoro chief Moetara, with whose sister he formed an alliance. But at the end of
the decade Kawhia supplanted Hokianga as his principal New Zealand port of call. Assisted
by a group of flax agents whom he established in the area, Kent was the chief supplier of
arms to the Waikato tribes, who congregated at Kawhia to trade with him.
His domestic arrangements at Kawhia, as well as his commercial activities, brought Kent
into close personal contact with Te Wherowhero, and in 1831 his wife Tiria (sometimes
called Amohia) and her kinsman Te Wherowhero accompanied him on a visit to Manukau in
the Tranmere, Captain Smith. He later took over command of the Lord Liverpool, trading
between Port Jackson and New Zealand as before, and in late 1833 was engaged as trading
master for HMS Buffalo's New Zealand cruise.
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Following the return of Te Wherowhero to his own tribal territories, Ngaruawahia became
the centre of Kent's flax-trading activities until his death at Kahawai, on the Manukau, on 1
January 1837. His adoptive tribe, who remember him as Te Amukete, buried him in a Wahi
tapu on Te Toro promontory at the mouth of the Waiuku channel.18

18 SOURCE: RUTH MIRIAM ROSS, SCHOOL TEACHER AND AUTHORESS, NORTH AUCKLAND.
O. L. C. FILES (MSS): NATIVE LAND COURT: MINUTE BOOKS (M/FM): NATIONAL ARCHIVES
JAMES HAMLIN JOURNAL (MS), HOCKEN LIBRARY
TEN MONTHS' RESIDENCE IN NEW ZEALAND, CRUISE, R. A. (1957)
NINE MONTHS' RESIDENCE IN NEW ZEALAND, EARLE, A. (1909)
LETTERS AND JOURNALS OF SAMUEL MARSDEN, ELDER, J. R. (1932)
HISTORICAL RECORDS OF AUSTRALIA, WATSON, F. (1914–25).
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JOHN (JACKY) MARMON
1820
MAORI-PAKEHA

HOKIANGA
John Marmon was one of many Europeans who jumped ship to live with Maori in the early
days of contact. Valued primarily for their ability to facilitate the trade for guns, these
Pakeha-Maori were given wives, provided with food and shelter, and generally given high
status so long as they served the interests of their chiefly sponsors.
But Marmon was unique in the extent to which he embraced things Maori, becoming a
powerful Tohunga in his own right, fighting alongside the great Hongi Hika in his musket
wars, joining in the ritual eating of slain enemies, remaining loyal to his Maori side even
when power transferred to the settlers, and leaving behind a remarkably frank account of
his adventures, devoid of the self-serving distortions of some contemporaries.
The story of his life has its failings but for all that it provides a fascinating insight into the life
of a turbulent man living through dangerously interesting times.
Part of what makes it special is the fact that Marmon was
actually involved as a participant in most of the significant
events in the Europeanization of Aotea between when he
first went to live with Maori in the Bay of Islands in 1817 and
his death in 1880. He met most of the significant characters
of the early days, from Hongi Hika, Hone Heke and Tamati
Waka Nene to Samuel Marsden, James Busby and William
Hobson. He actually fought in Hongi's great attacks on Ngati
Whatua, Ngati Maru and Ngati Paoa Pa in the Hauraki Gulf in
1821 and also joined Waka Nene in the so-called loyalist
forces during the Flagstaff War of 1845-46.
Above photo: Known as Cannibal Jack he was a fine example of a “Maori-Pakeha” of that
time.
He embraced the Maori culture wholly and the perks were the ability to purchase land
easily, fine women and the protection of the adopted tribe.
He was a very cheeky character, a stirrer between Maori and European. Some of his
remarks written in his journal of about 1880 relating to history aspects would later be
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declared conjecture only by some historians, but overall his story gives an insight into his
very illustrious life as a seaman, trader, land owner and farmer.
It was said that after the battle at Kaiwaka (Te Ika -a-ranganui) 1825 where Jack fought
alongside Hongi Hika and other Ngapuhi chiefs, including Te Tirarau from North Kaipara and
although it has never been recorded, Parore Te Awha from Waipoua. Jack and his adopted
Hokianga Hapu would take the West coast pathway back to the Hokianga arriving back with
over two hundred slaves. There is no doubt he would have travelled with Te Tirarau and
Parore who would both have had there fair allocation of slaves as they took up there
previous residences after the battle.
Several Maori-Pakeha chose a life of polygamy. The tattooed Pakeha-Maori seen by George
Angas on the Mokau River in 1834 had “at least six wives.” Jacky Marmon claimed to have
had four wives at the Hokianga after 1924 and five wives from his previous residency in the
Bay of Islands after 1817.
Jacky Marmon, who became both Rangatira and Tohunga, was first seen by Captain Herd's
settlers at the Hokianga in 1826 travelling along the beach with a war party and a full kit of
human flesh upon his back. Another Hokianga settler, John Webster described how during a
feast, Marmon brought in a basket of human flesh which had been cooked in a hangi and
offered it around. When it was refused, Marmon told them they had no idea how good it
tasted.
MARMON JOINS THE HOKIANGA MAORI TO HELP THE EUROPEAN WAR AGAINST HONE HEKE
Another white warrior came in with his gun. This was Jacky Marmon, a wild figure, and the
chief actor in many a bloody episode of old New Zealand. He was an ex-convict from the
chain gangs of Sydney; he had settled among the Maori in the days when New Zealand was
a “No Man's Land” fought in their wars, and even shared in their cannibal feasts; his
fondness for human flesh was notorious among both Maori and Pakeha in the “thirties” and
early “forties” In his war-paint of red ochre, with bare chest and arms tattooed, his shaggy
head decked out with feathers, musket slung across his back, cartouche-box belts buckled
around him, a long-handled tomahawk in his hand, he looked the perfect picture of a
savage warrior.
Waka's advance guard of Hokianga Maori was the first to come under fire. The Ohaeawai
garrison had sent out parties of skirmishers, and firing began when the forces had passed
the tino of Taiamai (the remarkable rock from which the district takes its name) about a
mile, and were ascending a gentle rise in the direction of Ohaeawai. ‘Despard’ heard the
sound of musketry on his right front, and moved rapidly forward with his advance guard
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(No. 9 Company of the 58th Regiment, under Lieutenant Balneavis). Some of the friendly
natives accompanied the white skirmishers; with them marched Jacky Marmon, the white
cannibal warrior.19
Opposite Horeke on the other side of the Hokianga Harbour on a hill is a small cluster of
pine trees. The locals of Horeke have been heard to say “Cannibal Jack’s grave is in those
trees, when they felled the pine trees on that land no one was willing to cut down the pines
around where he was buried. He's been dead for over 100 years but they're still afraid of his
spirit”
And so the legend of Jacky Marmon - described in the Dictionary of New Zealand Biography
as “sailor, convict, Pakeha-Maori, interpreter, shopkeeper, sawyer, soldier, carpenter (he
helped build Horeke Tavern which still stands),” – survives for many years after his death.
The full truth of Marmon and his story may never be told. What we do have is a rousing
blend of fact and fiction: one thing that is beyond doubt is that he integrated fully with
Maori, he himself is quoted as saying “That is the last time I put faith in my own race – the
Pakeha, henceforth I am Maori in thought, word and deed since among the savages I have
found more true faithfulness man to man than in the boasted European; there is no honour
in them”.

19 SOURCE: THE NEW ZEALAND WARS: A HISTORY OF THE MAORI CAMPAIGNS AND THE PIONEERING PERIOD: VOLUME I (1845–64) CHAPTERS SIX AND
SEVEN
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The following obituary from Papers Past gives a good account of his life to the point of
being almost truthful…
DEATH OF AN OLD IDENTITY, JOHN MARMON
AKAROA MAIL AND BANKS PENINSULA ADVERTISER, VOLUME VI, ISSUE 534, 26 AUGUST 1881, PAGE 2
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JOHN MARMON’S BIOGRAPHY AS TOLD BY ROGER
WIGGLESWORTH…

Sailor, convict, Pakeha-Maori, interpreter,
shopkeeper, sawyer, carpenter, soldier John,
commonly known as Jacky, Marmon was
born in Sydney, New South Wales, probably
on 5 June 1800, although some sources give
the year of his birth as 1798 or 1799. He was
the son of Patrick Marmon, a convict of Irish
descent; his mother's name is unknown.
Between the ages of 11 and 23 Marmon
served aboard colonial merchant vessels
sailing throughout the Pacific and between
the Australian colonies. In April 1823 he was
convicted of theft in Sydney, and was
sentenced to be kept at hard labour on board
colonial government vessels for two years.
He was aboard the Elizabeth Henrietta when
it sailed to New Zealand in November 1823.
Marmon probably left the brig on arrival, to
settle permanently in the Hokianga district,
initially under the protection of Muriwai.
Marmon later claimed that the social
disgrace of his conviction for theft (he
maintained that he was innocent) was the
reason for his decision to leave New South
Wales permanently.
From the 1820s Marmon lived as a Maori. He
married Ihipera (Isabella), daughter of Hone
Kingi Raumati, by 1835. He also had liaisons
with other Maori women; his only child,
Mere (Mary), who was born in 1826, was the
daughter of the daughter of Raumati,
Hauauru. He became fluent in the Maori language, adopted a Maori lifestyle (his name,
transliterated into Maori, was Haki Mamene) and, reportedly, had a moko. He also
accompanied Hokianga Nga Puhi on their raids under the leadership of Hongi Hika. For
instance, he was reported as having participated in the attack on Te Ika-a-ranga-nui pa in
March 1825.
Towards the end of the 1820s European traders began to visit the Hokianga Harbour
regularly to purchase the easily accessible, high-quality timber near the river. As well as
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becoming useful to both Maori and traders as a negotiator and interpreter, Marmon is said
to have run a grog shop. As the European population of the Hokianga area grew, he was
much in demand as an interpreter, and was recognised as being more fluent than the
missionaries. In 1835 he was the interpreter at William White's trial. He was also involved in
negotiating land sales, most notably the sale of Horeke to William Stewart and Captain
Deloitte in 1826. In addition Marmon found paid employment as a sawyer and carpenter.
He is reported to have built houses for F. E. Maning and J. R. Clendon, as well as several of
the buildings at the dockyard and settlement of Horeke. Thus, by the mid-1830s Marmon
was in a sound enough financial position to purchase more land for himself from the Maori
and to build a large house on it.
Marmon was a Roman Catholic and he helped Bishop J. B. F. Pompallier to establish his
mission in the Hokianga area in 1838–39. He is said to have had his Wesleyan marriage to
Tauro, whom he had wed by 1836, reconsecrated by the bishop in 1838. However, the only
documentary evidence of a marriage is contained in Wesleyan records, which state that
John Marmon married a woman named Pungi on 9 January 1838 at Mangungu.
Marmon gained some notoriety in official circles for his attempts to dissuade Hokianga
Maori from signing the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840. However, during the revolt of Hone
Heke 1845, he, like many other Hokianga Europeans and Maori, actively supported the
British troops. Marmon was involved in several engagements. He distinguished himself
during the taking of Ohaeawai pa by succeeding in recovering the bodies of the Europeans
slain and wounded during the assault on 1 July.
Marmon's fortunes declined with the collapse of the Hokianga timber trade in the 1840s.
The 523 acres he had purchased at Rawhia proved to be unsuited to intensive cultivation or
to livestock raising. He was therefore obliged to rely again on Maori support. In his later
years he lived a reclusive life, largely on his own at Rawhia, or with his Maori relatives
around the Hokianga or Whangape Harbours. He died at Rawhia on 3 September 1880.
Marmon's criminal record, his close association with the Maori, his bellicose temperament,
and the widespread belief that he had been a cannibal, meant that he was never accepted
by the emergent European society. Self-styled leaders of the community, such as Thomas
McDonnell and the Wesleyan missionaries, regarded him as an evil influence on both Maori
and European societies on the river. Indeed, in later years, Marmon, a short, ruddy-faced
man, who invariably wore a top-hat, was the bogeyman with whom errant Hokianga
children were threatened.
The Maori, however, sustained and accepted him, protected him from official attempts in
the 1820s and 1830s to have him returned to New South Wales and, to the end, regarded
his name with the greatest respect because of his close association with the great Hokianga
chiefs. 20

20 SOURCE: DICTIONARY OF NEW ZEALAND BIOGRAPHY
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PARORE TE AWHA
HAPU: TE KUIHI. IWI: NGAPUHI
(DESCENDANT FROM RAHIRI AND TOA)
ALIGNED WITH HONGI HIKA OF NGAPUHI PROPER

1818
WAIPOUA, WAIKARA, OPANAKI/KAIHU, TE TAITA, HOUHANGA, WHAPU/DARGAVILLE
Arguably, the Principal Chief for Opanake/Kaihu and
Waipoua districts during his time: initially under the
influence and leadership of the Ngapuhi warrior Chief Hongi
Hika.
It has been written that Parore Te Awha was born at
Mangakahia about 1795. Through his father, Toretumua Te
Awha, he was descended from the renowned Ngapuhi chief
Te Ponaharakeke of Ngati Rua Ngaio Hapu ki Whanganui, a
renowned Ngapuhi chief.
His mother, Pehirangi, was a grand-daughter of Te
Whakaaria, a famous Ngapuhi leader of Ngai Tawake and
Ngati Tautahi and close kin of Hongi Hika.
As a child Parore first lived at Opanake/Kaihu then for his safety he was moved to Kaikohe.
By about 1815 he was living in Whangarei with his Wahine matua, (senior wife) Tawera,
daughter of the warrior chief, Kukupe of Te Kuihi, and half-sister of Te Tirarau and Te Ihi
who supported Hongi Hika, and sister of Taurau Kukupa. He moved back to the Waipoua
and Kaihu districts about 1818 to take hold of his birth right as a leader under the
leadership of the Ngapuhi warrior chief Hongi Hika and then moved to the Kaihu Valley
about 1836. He would eventually live his life out near Dargaville.
Parore's move to the Kaihu Valley is said to have been a consequence of his being involved
in a fight with Te Roroa at Waiwhatawhata over a woman about 1835, during which
Maratea was killed. It was Maratea who had shot Hongi Hika in 1827 causing his eventual
death at Whangarei on 3 March 1828. Maratea had been living at Pakanae under the
protection of the leading chief of the South Hokianga, Moetara Motu Tongaporutu, of Ngati
Korokoro. Parore withdrew to his pa at Waipoua which was attacked in retaliation, but
after one day's fighting Moetara made peace. About a year later, in 1836, Parore left
Waipoua.
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(Born approx. 1683) Toa = Hei
I
(Born approx. 1715) Paikea = Kawa
|
(Born approx. 1740, died approx. 1818) Tara-mai-nuku = Te Taia of Ngapuhi Kaikohe
|
Tore-tumua-te-Awha = Pehirangi (of Ngati Rangi of Ngapuhi)
|
Parore-te-Awha
Notes for Pehirangi mother of Parore…
The eldest son of Te Hotete, Kaingaroa was the ariki (paramount leader) of the two main
Okuratope hapu Ngai Tawake and Ngati Tautahi. Te Hotete's mother, Pehirangi, was the
granddaughter of Tawakehaunga, founding ancestor of Ngai Tawake. Te Hotete's father,
Auha, was the grandson of Tautahi, founding ancestor of Ngati Tautahi.
TIMELINE FOR PARORE
1818, about: Parore and his wife Tawera (half-sister to Chief Te Tirarau at Maungakahia)
and father in-law moved to Waipoua.
1825, about: Parore is living at Waipoua principally on the account of the mana of Hongi
Hika and Ngapuhi.
1826: Unfounded and disastrous excursion into the Waikato with Moetara and Pomare.
Pomare would meet his Waterloo and his warriors including Parore and Moetara were
chased back to the Kaipara.
Note: On the 26th March, 1826, Archdeacon Williams returned to the Bay from Sydney,
bringing with him his brother, William Williams, afterwards Bishop of Waiapu. The former
notes in his journal under date 12th July, 1826, “Pomare has lately been cut off with great
slaughter in the Thames, and this will lead to fresh bloodshed.”
Colonel Gudgeon tells us that Parore-Te-Awha, of Northern Wairoa, was one of those
who managed to evade Waikato. Arriving at Kaipara, some of the Ngati-Whatua under Te
Otene-Kikokiko came across the fugitives at Kaukapakapa, where they killed and ate two
of them. The rest succeeded in reaching their homes.
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1832, exactly: Parore is living at Te Kauri Waipoua re Joel Polacks visit who found him "in
the prime of life” Parore’s mother is living with him. Parore’s father Toretumua Te Awha
visits from the Hokianga with Polack.
I quote from Polack…
We left our boat with the hospitable pilot, who had married the only daughter of Waenga,
who also exchanged with us our unwieldy ship's compass and lead-line for similar articles
more portable. A respectable old chief also joined us, who was father to Parore, the head
chief of Waipoa, a settlement that lay in our route. My companions, who were all in
excellent spirits (a most needful point to travellers in this land), having passed on before me,
well loaded with comestibles, we took our departure, pursuing a path across the hills,
hollowed in the clayey soil by the continual repassing to and fro of the natives, amid the
high varieties of the fern that covered the country in every direction.
Later in his travels…
We soon arrived at Tetaita,[Te Taita] a village belonging to Parore. In this place were
erected three large flax-houses, filled with scraped flax of various qualities. One house
contained some tons of hungahunga, or silken flax; the others with muka Maori, or common
native flax. We met with a few natives in this village who testified much surprise at seeing
me: they were related to my party.
1835, exactly: Parore was invited to sign the 1835 Declaration of the Independence of New
Zealand.
1833-1836, about: Parore moves his Pa to Taita/ Kaihu from Waipoua. He also takes up
residence on the Wairoa.
1837, exactly: 25 June 1837 along with his brother in law, Te Tirarau, Parore signs the 1835
Declaration of the Independence of New Zealand.
1838, about: He is residing at Te Houhanga near Dargaville, where he sought to take
advantage of trading opportunities. With the sale of some land to a Cornishman, George
Hawke, he commenced a pattern of settling Pakeha on tribal lands. He agreed to sell 1,000
acres in the Kaihu valley to Richard Day acting on behalf of Irish settlers.
Parore capitalized on the opportunities that arose from the coming of the white man. He
was an astute trader.
1838, exactly: He was visited at Kaihu/ Taita in 1838 by the CMS missionary William Wade,
who recorded both a chapel and a wheat field at Parore's settlement. Later a missionary
cottage which would be used by the Wesleyan James Buller was added.
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I quote from William Wade…
“In the evening we reached the village of Kaihu, and found Parore, the principal chief, sitting
in his house. At first he received me very coolly, and appeared reserved: but soon became
more sociable”.
1939, about: James Buller visits…
Kaihu was the name of a rich valley, just fifteen miles inland, from a point which was thirty
miles or more down the river. A tribe of two hundred, or thereabout, lived there under the
chief Parore. They had embraced Christianity, and built a church. I visited them periodically.
It was then a rough journey, and in winter, when the woods were inundated, I had, in
places, to walk breast-high in water. They built me a little cottage, as I always stayed
several days with them. It was supplied with the prophet's furniture—a bed, and a table,
and a stool, and a candlestick. A few apple trees were planted within the fence that
enclosed it. The wife of my old teacher, Hohepa Tapapa, had charge of it. When I was
expected, she would put it in order: a clean layer of fern was provided, boiling water was
poured over the ground-floor--this was to destroy the fleas,--and a new mat was laid down.
It was the custom of the people to bring to me their little differences--cases of conscience,-and texts of Scripture for consideration. I used to meet them in a large house, separate from
my little cot, where a fire burned on the floor, and the only exit for the smoke was through
the doorway. After a fatiguing walk, I was not always prepared to sit up to a late hour, and
they were fond of talking at night. At last, I hit upon an expedient that answered my
purpose. They are given to smoking; I therefore stipulated that, after our evening prayer, I
would stay with them as long as they refrained from the pipe: I said it was enough to endure
the smoke of the fire, without the fumes of the tobacco. The appearance of the pipe was to
be the signal for my leaving. They could not hold out longer than from ten to eleven o'clock,
and then I retired to my needed rest. I had many an interesting sojourn at this place.
1840, exactly: The Treaty of Waitangi 6 Feb 1840. Parore probably deputed his son, Te Ahu
Parore, to sign the Treaty of Waitangi on 6 February
1847. Parore visits James Buller at Tangiteroria.
From Buller’s journal…
A religion that costs nothing is worth nothing. The Maoris had received the Gospel, and
now, they should help to send that Gospel to others. I had often talked with them of that
duty. They had learned, too much, to look for everything from their missionaries. Books,
medicine, comforts, were freely given to them as they were needed. They thought the
missionaries had boundless resources to draw upon, while they had little or nothing to give.
Two vices inhere strongly in their nature--they are covetous and wasteful. While they laid
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hold of all they could, they as readily squandered the same, on the shrine of appetite or
vanity.
It was not till the year 1847 that I succeeded in holding a general meeting of my people in
order to a "collection". In the summer month of February, they came together from their
several and distant villages to Tangiteroria, which became the scene of a lively excitement
for some days. They had little money: they were, indeed, only just beginning to learn the use
of money. Many expedients were contrived in order to provide a coin for the occasion. One
would sell a little wheat; another basket of potatoes; a third a fowl, or something else; but
not one, though the youngest, was without an offering, however small. Those who could not
attend sent their money: there were many little notes, containing each a sixpenny or three
penny piece.
On the Friday evening, the sound of paddles and the "tena" of the natives announced the
approach of canoes, and boats, with the flowing tide. Saturday was a busy time: tents were
erected, food was prepared, and all things put in order for the Sunday. Early on the Sabbath
morning the bell rang for prayer-meeting; at 9 a.m. for the children's school; at 10.30 a.m.
for the public service. The church was packed, and the congregation decently attired. My
text was 1 Timothy iii. 8: ‘is profitable unto all things’, etc. While the natives attended
school, in the afternoon, I preached to my family and a few English friends from Mark IV. 30.
Afterwards, I held a love-fest with the natives for an hour and a half, and in the evening
preached again to them from 1 Cor. xi. 28: ‘But let a man examine himself’’, etc., prior to the
administration of the sacrament of the Lord's Supper. The closing hours of the day passed in
prayer and praise. A school examination took place on Monday morning. Many good
specimens of handwriting were exhibited; not a few showed a fair knowledge of the first
rules of arithmetic; and nearly all, young and old, could read well; while the catechisms had
been committed to memory. The missionary meeting was in the afternoon of a bright, sunny
day. I gave them a full explanation of its object, and called upon six speakers, each of whom
kept to the point. The collection, all in small coins, amounted to £6. 12 s. 10 d.
It was agreed that such a meeting should, thenceforth, be annually held at the principal
settlements, in rotation. The onus of entertaining the visitors rested upon the natives of the
place of meeting, and the burden would be equally shared. From year to year, these
assemblies were anticipated with eagerness. The amount of the collection gradually
increased. The last of those gatherings in which I presided was in 1854. In that year, I was
appointed, by my own wish, to a colonial town, for the sake of my family. Because of the
difficulty felt by some in going to a great distance, it was held, that time, in two sections,-one at Mount Wesley, near Mangawhare, and the other at Oruawharo. The first of these
was in February, and about two hundred attended; the other was in April, when more than
three hundred were present. At those meetings collections were made--on the Sundays for
local objects, and on the Mondays for general purposes. The Sunday collections at Mount
Wesley realized £10 12 s. and that on the Monday £24. 6 s. 2 d. It being, in part, a sort of
valedictory meeting, Te Tirarau and Parore were among the speakers.
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1852: The skipper of Pandora the government survey ship meets chief Parore and others…
22 April, from Joliffe’s journal…
The captain with the rest of the boats returned to the Pandora in the middle of the night.
Some of them went up as far as Buller’s place, he was away from home, but his wife treated
our officers with the greatest kindness and hospitality and accommodated them with beds,
though it must have been inconvenient as her house was full of sickness. At Mangawhare
our people met Mr Buller, and about five hundred natives were assembled to meet the
missionary and contribute their money towards the support of the missions – a sum of 28
pounds was subscribed. This fact speaks volumes in favour of the good Wesleyan
missionaries have done in this country.
Note: Buller’s place at Tangiteroria the Wesleyan Mission station.
Parore, Tirarau and all the principal chiefs of Kaipara with their families and followers were
present and dressed in their best cloths. The number of canoes, tents and groups of natives
was very colourful.
Nearly all of the Kaipara natives are missionary people. The chief Tirarau is still heathen, but
strange to say he is bringing his children up as Christians, and he himself has subscribed
freely to the mission funds. Tirarau has always been a staunch friend of the English.
Tirarau, Parore and Manukau each made the captain a present of a handsome native made
mat as a token of their regard for him. The presents were made in native fashion, they each
wore a mat over each shoulder and walking directly up to the captain, stopped, untied their
mats, let them fall to the ground, and walked quietly away without saying a word. Mr
Atkins, who was present, told him that the mats were for him, that being the native way of
giving a thing as a present.
Note: Buller recorded meeting Drury on the above occasion and was most gratified to
hear the unqualified testimony which Drury and his officers, bear to the good conduct of
the natives throughout this district.
1860, exactly: His mana as a leading Northern chief was further recognised in 1860 when
he was sent copies of the papers of the Kohimarama conference of Maori leaders called by
the governor.
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1864, about: At Kaihu/Dargaville. When visited by the colonial secretary, Parore had
established many acres of maize, kumara and potatoes, with several weather board houses,
stock yards, granaries, and barns and several iron ploughs and horse drays.
1869, exactly: Parore assumed a leading role in welcoming Governor George Bowen to the
Northern Wairoa in October 1869, taking the opportunity to remind Bowen that it was
through the exercise of his own Rangatira tanga he was welcome.
1870 – 1875 about: Parore is now living North of Mangawhare and is engaged in a number
of land deals with and without the blessing of all of the people of the Kaihu Valley. Initially
he leased land to Tinne and Co for the continuation of flax processing at
Kaitanga/Kaitangata about 7- 9 miles up the Kaihu River: then along with many of the other
chief’s/elders of the district the sale of land to J M Dargaville;: The area now known as
Dargaville.
Later huge areas of land were sold to the Crown. Namely Kaihu No 1 and Kaihu No 2
1872: In 1872 at Mangawhare the largest and most influential gathering of Maori chiefs
took place. The meeting was attended by chieftains from Hokianga, Mahurangi, Kaipara and
this district. During this meeting Mr W A Mariner as native interpreter negotiated with the
upper Kaihu chiefs being Parore Te Awha and Te Rore Taoho for the purchase of an
extensive forest of kauri timber on the Kaihu River. This was affected in consideration of the
sum of 250 pounds the first instalment of 50 pounds being paid at the completion of the
transfer. During this meeting 171 acres was also negotiated for and sold to Mr Dargaville for
171 pounds. This was the founding property for the township of the township of Dargaville
today.
After the conclusion of business the Chiefs and their entourage stayed for another two or
three days enjoying each other’s company before departing well satisfied with the amount
of business done.
1875, about: Enhancing opportunities for his people from the settling of the white
man/Pakeha on the Kaihu River he gave his blessing for the establishment of a school and a
Wesleyan church on land owned by the people of the Kaihu Valley.
LEFT: THE SITE OF PARORE’S RESIDENCE: JUST NORTH OF MANGAWHARE
AT TE HOUHANGA.

1882, exactly: Parore assumed a role of
national importance when he funded the
unsuccessful mission led by Hirini
Taiwhanga to present a Ngapuhi petition to
Queen Victoria. The first major Maori
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appeal to England grounded firmly on the Treaty of Waitangi.
1887, exactly: Parore died on the 24 September 1887 and was buried at Te Wharau on the
30th Sept.
Parore Te Awha was described by the ethnologist S. Percy Smith as “a fine stalwart man,
beautifully tattooed, whose mana over his people was very great”.
Parore Te Awha was succeeded in tribal affairs by his grandson, Pouaka Parore, the son of
Waata (Walter) Parore. A portrait of Parore Te Awha in old age, showing the beautiful
moko remarked upon by many writers, is displayed occasionally in the meeting house Rahiri
at Te Houhanga marae, Dargaville.
A LOYAL CHIEF'S BURIAL
AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME XVIII, ISSUE 231, 1 OCTOBER 1887, PAGE 5
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Left: HIRINI TAIWHANGA of Ngapuhi was born in the Bay of Islands in
1832 or 1833. He was educated at the Waimate mission school and
St. John's College, Auckland. He later worked as a carpenter,
surveyor and schoolmaster.
From the mid-1870’s he began to make his mark at tribal gatherings,
vigorously speaking out against government policy and demanding
that Treaty of Waitangi grievances be heard. He began to attract a
following among Maori.
In 1882 he took a petition to Queen Victoria. He called for change in
the laws that breached the Treaty, and for a Maori Parliament which might restrain the
settler government. Taiwhanga and his companions were not allowed to wait on the
Queen. Instead they presented their petition to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, the
Earl of Kimberley. He denied any Crown responsibility for what happened in the selfgoverning New Zealand colony.
Despite this setback Taiwhanga prepared a second petition in 1883. It included a plea to
end the Native Land Court and replace it with committees of chiefs. It also asked that mana
(authority) over foreshores and fisheries be returned to Maori. This petition was also
dismissed.
Taiwhanga was elected to Parliament as representative for Northern Maori in 1887. His
main effort was in keeping Maori control over their remaining land. He died suddenly in
1890.

The attempts by Taiwhanga to promote Maori
political unity ultimately contributed to the
formation of the Maori Kotahitanga movement
by other leaders in the early 1890s.
AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME XIII, ISSUE 3658, 2 MAY 1882, PAGE 3
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JOHN MARTIN
SHIPS OFFICER, SHIPS PILOT, HARBOUR MASTER, FARMER

1827
ARAI TE URU, HOKIANGA HARBOUR

LEFT: TE WAENGA: TOHUNGA FOR THE HOKIANGA HEADS; THIS PRIEST’S DAUGHTER KATE WOULD MARRY JOHN
MARTIN THE FIRST SHIPS PILOT FOR THE HOKIANGA HARBOUR.

Note: The mouth of the Hokianga Harbour opens to the Tasman
Sea which can be very turbulent with many moods. Like most
West-coast rivers or Harbour’s there is a shifting sand bar about a
mile out from the heads, treacherous even to those who know it
well: when a South-Westerly storm sweeps in, few responsible
sea captains would consider entering. For the Maori, safe passage
could be assured by a Tohunga who had special powers and strong
Karakia to control the wind and waves. No doubt common sense played a part too. But
the Europeans were not so lucky: in the early years of the timber trade at least five ships
came to grief in or around the entrance.
The first European settler at the Heads of the Hokianga Harbour was ‘John Martin’, who
was first mate on the Brigantine Governor Macquarie which crossed the bar into the
Hokianga Harbour in 1827.
Two reports has him arriving as chief officer under the command of John Rodolphus Kent
on the cutter Mermaid in 1826 and then on the Brig Governor Macquarie 1827.
Amongst the passengers (1827) was ‘Augustus Earle’, who wrote one of the first books
about New Zealand and was also a very good artist.
From his journals he writes…
The morning of the 30th October 1827 was foggy and unfavourable, but it suddenly cleared
up and exhibited the entrance to E.O.Ke Anga (Hokianga) right before us; and a light breeze
came to our aid to carry us in. The entrance to this river is very remarkable, and can never
be mistaken by mariners. On the North side, for many miles, are sand, white, bleak, and
barren, ending abruptly at the entrance of the river, which is about a quarter of a mile
across.
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Where the South Head rises abrupt, craggy, and black, the land all around is covered with
verdure; thus at the first glimpse of these heads from the sea, one is white, the other black.
The only difficulty attending the entrance (and indeed the only thing which prevents E.O. Ke
Anga from being one of the finest Harbours in the world) is the bar. This lies two miles from
the mouth of the river, its head enveloped in breakers and foam, bidding defiance and
threatening destruction to all large ships which may attempt the passage. However, we
fortunately slipped over its sandy sides, undamaged, in three fathom water.
After crossing the bar, no other obstacle lay in our way; and floating gradually into a
beautiful river, we soon lost sight of the sea and were sailing up a spacious sheet of water,
which became considerably wider after entering it; while majestic hills rose on each side,
covered with verdure to their summits. Looking up the river, we beheld various headlands
stretching into the water, and gradually contracting its width, till they became fainter and
fainter in the distance and all was lost in the azure of the horizon. The excitement
occasioned by contemplating these beautiful scenes was soon interrupted by the hurried
approach of canoes and the extraordinary noises made by the natives who were in them.
As the arrival of a ship is always a profitable occurrence, great exertions are made to be the
first on board. There were several canoes pulling towards us and from them a number of
muskets were fired, a compliment we returned with our swivel guns. One of the canoes soon
came along side and an old chief came on board, who rubbed noses with Captain Kent,
whom he recognized as an old acquaintance; he then went round and shook hands with all
the strangers, after which he squatted himself down upon the deck, seeming very much to
enjoy the triumph of being the first on board. But others very soon coming up with us, our
decks were crowded with them, some boarding us at the gangway, others climbing up the
chains and bows, and finding entrances where they could. All were in perfect good humour,
and pleasure beamed in all their countenances.
I had heard a great deal respecting the splendid race of men I was going to visit, and the
few specimens I had occasionally met with at Sydney so much pleased me, that I was
extremely anxious to see a number of them together, to judge whether (as a nation) they
were finer in their proportions than the English, or whether it was mere accident that
brought some of their tallest and finest proportioned men before me.
I examined these savages, as they crowded around our decks, with the critical eye of an
artist; they were generally taller and larger men than our selves; those of middle height
were broad-chested and muscular, and their limbs as sinewy as though they had been
occupied all their lives in laborious employments. Their colour is lighter than the American
Indian, their features small and regular, their hair is in profusion of beautiful curls: whereas
that of the Indian is straight and lank. The disposition of the New Zealander appears to be
full of fun and gaiety, while the Indian is dull, shy, and suspicious.
The first thing that struck me forcibly was, that each of these savages was armed with a
good musket, and most of them had also a cartouch (cartouche) box buckled round their
waists, filled with ball cartridges, and those who fired their pieces from the canoes, carefully
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cleaned the pans, covered the locks over with a piece of rag, and put them in a secure place
in their canoes.
As we sailed up the river very slowly, the throng of savages increased to such a degree, that
we could scarcely move and to our confusion, they gave us. “a dance of welcome” standing
on one spot, and stamping so furiously, that I really feared they would have stove in the
decks, which our lady passengers were obliged to leave, as when the dance began, each
man proceeded to strip himself naked, a custom indispensable among themselves.
We came to an anchor off a native village called Parkuneigh (Pakanae) where two chiefs of
consequence came on board, who soon cleared our decks of a considerable number. We
paid great attention to these chiefs, admitting them into the cabin, &c., and it had the effect
of lessening the noise, and bringing about some kind of order amongst those who still
continued on deck. The names of these chiefs were Moortara (Moetara Motu Tongaporutu
of Ngati Korokoro) and A. Kaeigh.
(Note: A. Kaeigh… Almost certainly the chief whom Hobbs called Kahi and whom Smith
records as the cousin of Moetara, Kahi of Te Hikutu)
They were the heads of the village opposite to which we had anchored. They were well
known to our captain, who spoke their language. They were accustomed to the society of
Europeans, also to transact business with them: as they were flax timber and hog
merchants, they and the captain talked over the state of the markets during the evening.
They were clothed in mats, called Ka-ka-hoos (kakahu). The ladies joined our supper, and
we spent a very cheerful time with our savage visitors, who behaved in as polite and
respectful a manner as the best educated gentlemen could have done; their pleasing
manners so ingratiated them into the good opinion of the ladies, that they all declared,
“they would be really handsome men if their faces were not tattooed”.
The Brig lay for some time off Omapere and the local Maori planned to attack her, but Kate
the daughter of Te Waenga (Tohunga of the Hokianga Heads) had become John Martins
girlfriend and swam out to warn him of the plot and the attack was beaten off.
Although Kate was mentioned as his late housekeeper and mother of his first three children
in his will 1859 it is obvious they lived as partners and in 1832 they purchased land on the
flat area, along the beach at Omapere from Chief Moetara and others. Martin assumed he
had bought 45 acres at Omapere or “A Mau Purrie” as he called it but sadly on survey it
turned out to be just ten and a quarter acres. In 1838 Martin extended his land purchase to
the Hokianga Harbour’s South Head, where he purchased a further 50 acres and here he
established a signal station to guide ships crossing the sometimes challenging Harbour
entrance. His white painted house on a nearby hill acted as a navigation marker. Old land
claims Commissioner F.D.Bell in his 1863 report recommended that this site be reserved as
it is today.
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Mr. Martin was a member of the Masonic grand lodge of Ireland, No 266, and in 1826 was
transferred to the Leinster Marine Lodge of Australia. John Martin is registered as a
member of Lodge No. 266 on 8th June 1827.
Later, after his death, his son Mr. George Martin would eventually become the pilot and
during his service of 29 years George never lost a ship.
SIGNAL STATION
With the encouragement of the local chief ‘Moetara’, John Martin, who had previously
been Captain Kent's first mate, established a pilot service for incoming ships. Later, on his
own initiative, but still with local Maori support, he also erected a signalling mast on the
high point of the South Head. Signals were based on an accepted code of coloured flags and
the flagstaff also worked on a pivot so it could droop to the North or South to direct a
change of course as vessels approached. It is possible that John Martin's service, begun in
1832, was the first of New Zealand's navigational aids, and it seems to have been without
remuneration until he was officially appointed in 1845. He retired in 1858 but the position
of pilot stayed in the family until 1870, by which time the Marine Department had been
established and made its own appointments. Captain Seon was appointed and his
understudy was George Martin son of John. The pilot station adapted and updated to suit
the times, remained in operation until 1951 when technology and decreased Harbour use
brought its closure and dismantling. The final flagstaff still sees good use, however, atop the
R .S. A. hall in Opononi.
John Martin was a man of ready courage with a high sense of duty, which he faithfully
fulfilled during his thirty years of active life as a pilot. His death was due to rheumatism
hastened by apoplexy. He was buried at Mangungu, near Horeke; his home was occupied
by his son-in-law, Mr Rowe, after
his death.
NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE AND WELLINGTON SPECTATOR,
VOLUME II, ISSUE 94, 1 DECEMBER 1841, PAGE 2
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ABOVE: JOHN MARTINS FARM AT OMAPERE, CIRCA 1850

21

CHILDREN FOR JOHN MARTIN AND KATE WAENGA: JOHN BORN ABOUT 1800
Maria Martin
Born about 1839
Married
William Wells, 26, R. 14 days, M. 1858, Maria Martin, 19, R. 19
Mary Martin
Born about 1845
A Mary born 1849 Auckland: from B. M. D.
Married: Mr. Rowe and then Daniel Boyce.
Daniel Boyce, 21, R. 1, M. 1866 about, Mary Rowe.
Child 1867 ELIZA JANE, Daniel Boyce & Mary Rowe, formerly Martin.
George Martin
Born about 1845
(Mentioned in will)

21 SOURCE: AUCKLAND INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM.
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George entered upon his duties as pilot master in 1886. He was for some time previously
signalman and coast waiter under Captain Thomas Seon, the pilot on whose death George
succeeded to the position. In 1904 - 08 George is Harbour master He never lost a ship while
in service.
George’s son in Law Claude Courtenay was appointed coast waiter 1904. Claude joins
shipping master’s staff in Auckland 1909.
George Married Anne Elizabeth/Elizabeth Ann Chapman 1865: from BDM
Notes for wife…
Deaths: 1889 Alexander CHAPMAN, 84, b. Dunbar, Scotland, in NZ 60 yrs. m. Age 40 1845 at
Mangungu to Matilda Pahihi. Mother: formerly Rachel Somerville, daughter m. George
Martin.
Children for George and Anne
1876 John Chapman
1877 Emma Somerville
1879 Elizabeth Ann
1880 Alexander Chapman
1883 Helen Clara Susan
1885 Georgina Virginia Mabel
1886 John Antony
All BDM
Helen Clara Susan Martin
At 19 yrs. old Married Claude Cyril Courtenay 1902 BDM
Claude appointed coast waiter 1904
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PHOTO PICNIC AT HOKIANGA C. 1900 – PHOTOGRAPHER, WILLIAM GORDON JONES, TAHEKE 22

The lady in the centre rear of the photo wearing the boater is Francis Sophia Bryers,
daughter of Charles and Mary Anne Constance (née Mayne) Bryers of Omapere and who
ran the boarding house there. The identity of the others in the photo is not known
although it would be interesting to know who they were. Frances Sophia later married in
1906, Thomas James Baker, grandson of the early Hokianga settler, John Baker It is likely
that the picnic was held in the still existing semi-cave seen in the background and
under the headland before reaching the blow-hole on the outer South Head. The
photographer William Gordon Jones was friendly with a number of the families in the
Omapere and Opononi area and came up North to visit for several summers.
William Gordon Jones meticulously recorded his exploits and the following is an extract
from his Diary of February 1900 (original held by the Hokianga Historical Society)…
“Sunday 4th: Up at Opononi early....After dinner several of us strolled round to the
blowhole to spend the afternoon. Some of us got thirsty so Davy Dutch and I went up to the
pilot station & brought back a lot of sugar, tea, jam, butter, cups etc. from his cupboard &
we had a grand feed, there were about 14 of us left behind to tea. After I had put the things
away some returned in the pilot boat. I sat in the bow playing on the violin whilst the others
sang & rowed”.

22 (ORIGINAL IN THE PRIVATE COLLECTION OF KEN BAKER)
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FOLLOWING: WILL OF JOHN MARTIN; FROM ARCHIVES AUCKLAND; THE EXECUTORS OF HIS WILL WERE JAMES ROWE SETTLER AND WILLIAM WEBSTER.
JOHN WEBSTER WAS MENTIONED IN THE WILLS CLARIFICATION.
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MARTIN FAMILY
PAKIA/OMAPERE
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MR. AND MRS. GEORGE MARTIN
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ABOVE: GEORGE MARTIN
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GEORGE MARTINS CHILDREN
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LOVE STORY FOR JOHN MARTIN AND KATE WAENGA…
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NOTES FOR THE MASONIC LODGE;
1820: 1 January - the Hobart Town Gazette reports that ‘On Monday last, the Freemasons
resident in this Settlement assembled and went in procession to lay the foundation stone of
a new lodge intended to be erected in Melville Street on the plot of ground which they have
occupied in exchange for that originally held by the lodge at Norfolk Island’.
1820: 4 January - eight local settlers were entered into the register of members of the
Grand Lodge of Ireland. Their names were James Stewart, Alexander Winchester, James
Brackenrig, Thomas Boulton, George Woodford, Joseph Allan, Matthew Bacon and Thomas
Shaughnessy.
6 January - Grand Lodge of Ireland issues warrant for a lodge to be established at Sydney,
known as the Australian Social Lodge No. 260 I. C. This is the first warranted lodge resident
in Australia. The brethren listed immediately above were among the first members. Lodge
218 acted as the sponsoring lodge.
5 August - the warrant arrives in Sydney
12 August - the new Lodge meets for the first time, for dedication and installation of the
first Master, Bro Matthew Bacon. He served as Master for the first three and a half years
following the lodge's foundation.
1821: 29 October - Governor Macquarie lays the foundation stone of St Mary's Catholic
Church, adjacent to the site of the present Cathedral. Father Therry read an address of
welcome to the Governor who said in reply: “You must know, Mr. Therry, that, although I
never laid the first stone of a Catholic Church before, I am a very old Mason: and I shall keep
this trowel as long as I live in remembrance of this day, and I wish you and your flock every
success in your pious undertaking”.
1821: 12 November - a memorial is forwarded to the Grand Lodge of Ireland by Lodge 260
praying for a Charter whereby it could grant dispensations to form other lodges in the
Colonies, and under which the brethren of such lodges could work until a regular warrant
should be issued. The memorial stated that the inhabitants of New South Wales were
considerable, there being four towns - Sydney, Parramatta, Windsor and Liverpool - and
that in Van Diemen's Land there were two chief settlements - Port Dalrymple and Hobart
Town. The memorial mentioned that an application had been made to them “by some very
respectable Brethren at Van Diemen's Land (as well as those we have reported to you who
are an unlawful assembly) for a Dispensation” but that they could not accord their request
without authority. The memorial went on to say that by granting such a Charter it will unite
“in one strong chain the poor man and the rich man; as well keep all party distinctions from
the Masonic walls in this infant Colony. It will prevent irregularities and disputes, and rights
of precedence, and will at once combine the new Masonic World into one Focus”.
1822: 15 July - following an approach by Lodge 260 the Grand Lodge of Ireland issues a
ruling which reads: “That an individual becoming free by pardon or by expiration of
sentence, possessing a good character, may and would be eligible to become a member of a
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Masonic Lodge”. This ruling enabled former convicts to be considered for membership. On
the same date the Grand Lodge decided “that a warrant shall be issued by the Grand
Master and the Grand Lodge to the master, wardens, secretary and treasurer of Lodge No.
260, to empower them to grant dispensations to constitute lodges in the colonies of New
South Wales and Van Diemen's Land”. As a result the Leinster Masonic Committee was
formed for the purpose of issuing dispensations.
1824: 26 January - dispensation issued to three members of Lodge 260 to form a new lodge
in Sydney, subsequently named the Leinster Marine Lodge of Australia No. 266 I. C.
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MOETARA MOTU TONGAPORUTU
DESCENDANT FROM (RAHIRI) NGAPUHI
CHIEF OF NGATI KOROKORO SOUTH-WEST HOKIANGA

1827
SOUTH HOKIANGA, WAIMAMAKU, WAIPOUA
‘Ngati Korokoro’, situated at the heads of the Hokianga Harbour, was strategically placed to
profit from the European trade which developed from the 1820s. Initially flax, kauri spars
and other native timber for building was traded. The Prince Regent was the first vessel to
cross the Hokianga bar safely, in April 1820; under the direction of, the uncle of Moetara,
Ngati Korokoro daily supplied the crew with potatoes. Increasing numbers of ships
followed, seeking timber, pork and potatoes, and in time shore stations were established.
Among the visitors was Captain John Rodolphus Kent, who married Wharo the sister of
Moetara. Visitors to Pakanae remarked on the extent and order of the cultivations there.
By 1828 Moetara had planted 200 acres of crops, much of which was for trade.
It would appear from past records that Moetara was a leader of Ngati Korokoro at Hokianga
during the period of European contact in the 1820s and 1830s. He also had connections
with Te Rarawa, Te Roroa and Ngati Whatua.
He is thought to have been born in the late eighteenth century and was descended from his
Ngapuhi ancestor Rahiri and his second wife, Whakaruru.
According to one account his father was Te Aitu; but local tradition states that his father
was Rewha, the brother of Te Aitu.
His mother, Kete-kopuru, was a descendant of Iriawa, whose people lived among Te Rarawa
and Ngati Manawa on the North side of the Hokianga Harbour.
Ngati Korokoro occupied land on the South side of Hokianga, extending from Pakanae to
the Head of the Harbour, and South to Waimamaku. The wife of Moetara was Kohau.
While Moetara was a young man his people lived under the authority of his uncle
Mauwhena (Before 1818). In this period Ngati Korokoro were involved in wars with Te
Roroa and Ngapuhi of the Bay of Islands.
Moetara is said to have placed Whiria Pa, near Pakanae, under the command of Te
Hukeumu when it was attacked unsuccessfully by Hongi Hika about 1812. After Hongi Hika's
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subsequent attack on Mataraua Pa at Waihou, near present-day Panguru, the people of
Moetara abandoned this area, which had become tapu.
When the tapu was lifted, Waihou was reoccupied exclusively by Te Rarawa. This was to
become a cause of conflict between Te Rarawa and Ngati Korokoro in the future.
In 1819 Moetara was one of the leaders of the expedition of Northern tribes, under the
overall leadership of Patuone, Nene and Tuwhare, which travelled down the West coast of
the North Island on a journey of exploration and conquest.
The war party reached Te Whanganui-a-Tara (Wellington Harbour) and penetrated
Wairarapa before returning north.
Moetara lost two cousins in Taranaki, and it may have been in remembrance of this that he
took the additional name Motu Tongaporutu, the name of a Pa in North Taranaki. By the
end of 1820 the expedition had returned to Hokianga.
In 1825 he joined Hokianga forces together and then fought with Hongi Hika of Ngapuhi
proper against Ngati Whatua at Te Ika-a-ranga-nui, near Mangawhai. After their victory,
Moetara and other leaders brought back many Ngati Whatua prisoners: he had these
refugees (slaves) living under him producing pork and potatoes at South Hokianga; much
later he permitted them to return to their homes.
1826: Unfounded and disastrous excursion with Pomare and Parore into the Waikato…
Moetara continued to take part in war expeditions in the mid-1820s. It is said that Moetara
and a handful of followers were among the few to escape the massacre of the war party led
by Pomare (the first) at the hands of Ngati Maru and Waikato in 1826. He is said to have
fled up Te Awhitu peninsula pursued by Waikato forces and escaped over the Manukau
Harbour entrance by raft. By 1827, when the artist Augustus Earle visited Hokianga,
Moetara was the principal leader of Ngati Korokoro at Pakanae. His cousin Kahi, leader of
Te Hikutu, also lived there with about 100 of his people.
In March 1828 war between Te Mahurehure of Waima and Bay of Islands tribes threatened
to involve the upper Hokianga people. A group of Scottish carpenters who had arrived in
1826 moved their settlement away from the seat of war to gain the protection of Moetara.
Moetara ordered his people to build dwellings for his new Pakeha clients and moved his
own village to be closer to them.
Two months later, in May 1828, the schooner Enterprise which was bringing a cargo of arms
and ammunition for Ngati Korokoro, was wrecked at Whangape Harbour, North of
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Hokianga Harbour. Immediately on hearing of this, Moetara took a party to Whangape and
attacked those who had already plundered the vessel. Augustus Earle speculated that it was
the rage that Moetara had of his loss, as much as his desire to protect trade and bolster
European confidence in the safety of Hokianga for commerce that prompted this action.
The eagerness of Moetara to trade, however, led him to insist on his rights, through his
mother Kete-kopuru, to land on the North side of the Hokianga Harbour. Already he hunted
pigs there for trade.
In 1833 J. R. Clendon brought the Fortitude to Hokianga to trade for timber and moored her
at the Northern headland called Te Karaka. Moetara, angry that Te Hikutu and Ngati
Manawa were reaping the benefits of supplying the Fortitude, induced a man working for
Clendon, named Te Haawai, to lead a party of Te Hikutu and Ngati Manawa to plunder the
vessel when it became stranded at Motukauri. This ploy permitted him to attack and force
out Ngati Manawa. With his brother Rangatira and a party of warriors he landed at
Motukauri, where they were fired on by Ngati Manawa. In the ensuing battle, afterwards
known as ‘Te Wai o Te Kauri’ or Motukauri, Ngati Manawa were forced to fight with spears
and clubs, having left most of their guns behind at their village. At one stage Moetara was
captured, but released on the orders of an enemy leader.
After this battle, which was inconclusive, Ngati Manawa and Te Hikutu appear to have
fortified themselves at the settlement of Thomas McLean, appropriating his livestock and
using his planks for their Pa. Moetara took his people to the sawmilling establishment of
Captain William Young at Koutu. There he built a large Pa enclosing the houses of the
Europeans as well as the quarters of his own people. He was joined by Patuone and Nene
leading a party of 300 allies. Te Rarawa, incensed at the claims Moetara had to land in the
North, joined his enemies. For a time a general war seemed likely, and skirmishes continued
for several months. Peace was restored when the papers of the Fortitude were returned,
and general agreement was reached on the respective economic spheres of the competing
tribes. Mohi Tawhai of Te Mahurehure acted as intermediary, and Moetara reluctantly
agreed to restrict the hegemony of Ngati Korokoro to the South side of the Harbour.
In February 1834 Moetara was presented with a sword, cloak and letter of appreciation
from Lieutenant Colonel George Arthur, the lieutenant governor of Van Diemen's Land
(Tasmania), for rescuing the property of Clendon. Along with these rewards a mare and
foal, two of the first horses in the district, were brought as payment for some land. Moetara
rode his horse, wearing his cloak and carrying his sword, at a great feast that he gave in
March 1834, attended by at least 4,000 people; the occasion was the scraping of the bones
of members of Ngati Korokoro who had died at Motukauri.
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Moetara was regarded by the missionaries of the Hokianga area as friendly and reliable. He
was among the leaders who signed a petition to the British Crown for protection against
the French in 1831, when rumours of French interest in New Zealand were causing alarm
among both missionaries and Maori. On 20 March 1834 he attended a meeting at Waitangi
in the Bay of Islands, called by the newly appointed British Resident, James Busby, to select
a national flag. The flag was part of Busby's scheme to promote a government of
confederated chiefs, and, according to one account, Moetara played an important role in its
selection. Moetara also signed, in October 1835, the Declaration of the Independence of
New Zealand drawn up by Busby in response to the perceived threat of Baron Charles de
Thierry, who had pretensions to setting up an independent kingdom at Hokianga. Moetara,
however, consistently regarded as a practical ruler by those who came into contact with
him, is unlikely to have regarded the confederation of chiefs as a serious prospect.
Among the concerns Moetara had in this period was the lawless behaviour of Europeans in
Hokianga, often associated with drunkenness. A public meeting was held at Mangungu, on
the inner reaches of the Harbour, on 21 September 1835, for the purpose of prohibiting the
importation and sale of spirits in the area. The meeting, chaired by the Additional British
Resident, Thomas McDonnell, appointed Moetara, William Young and Henry Oakes to
board and examine all vessels entering the Hokianga. This measure, however, was
ineffective. Disorder continued, and in 1836 and 1837 factionalism among the European
residents nearly resulted in war between Moetara, the protector of Captain William Crow,
and Patuone and Nene, protectors of Crow's rebel sawyers. Later in the struggle Moetara
joined with Nene and Makoare Te Taonui in threatening to expel McDonnell, one of the
principal protagonists, from his establishment at Horeke.
Moetara died on 23 December 1838. Te Rarawa tradition states that he was buried at
Papanui, on the North side of Hokianga Harbour. He was later exhumed and buried at
Whangape. Shortly before his death he had been baptised by Wesleyan missionaries, taking
the name Wiremu Kingi. He was succeeded as leader of Ngati Korokoro by his brother
Rangatira, who adopted the name Rangatira Moetara by which he signed the Treaty of
Waitangi. 23

23 SOURCED FROM: ANGELA BALLARA, JOHN KLARICICH, HENARE AREKATERA TATE,
CRUISE, R. A.: JOURNAL OF A TEN MONTHS' RESIDENCE IN NEW ZEALAND. LONDON, 1823
DAVIS, C. O: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF PATUONE. AUCKLAND, 1876
EARLE, A. NARRATIVE OF A RESIDENCE IN NEW ZEALAND. ED. E. H. MCCORMICK. OXFORD, 1966
LEE, J. HOKIANGA. AUCKLAND, 1987
MARKHAM, E: NEW ZEALAND OR RECOLLECTIONS OF IT. ED. E. H. MCCORMICK. WELLINGTON, 1963
POLACK, J. S. NEW ZEALAND. 2 VOLS. LONDON, 1838
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UNFOUNDED EXCURSION INTO THE WAIKATO BY POMARE
FROM THE FOLLOWING NEWS CLIP WE GET SOME MORE INFORMATION FOR MOETARA AND PARORE
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POLACK, JOEL SAMUEL
(WAEWAEROA/LONG-LEGS) 1807 – 1882
ADVENTURER, HISTORIAN, TRADER, WRITER, AND ARTIST

1831-32
SOUTH HOKIANGA, WAIMAMAKU, MAUNGANUI BLUFF, KAIHU VALLEY, KAIPARA
JOEL’S TIME IN NEW ZEALAND…
For some 12 months after his arrival In New Zealand Polack resided at Hokianga. A pioneer
traveller and trader, he explored the Hokianga-Kaipara area, Poverty Bay and the East Cape,
negotiating with the local people and encouraging them to grow and harvest marketable
crops. In 1832-33 he moved to the Bay of Islands, where he purchased several tracts of land
from Maori chiefs and built a substantial house on a nine acre site at the Northern end of
the beach at Kororareka/Russell, calling his estate Parramatta. Mercantile buildings
followed, including the country's first brewery in 1835. Assiduous in business - trading in
flax, timber and general produce - the young Polack prospered, and interested him-self in
public affairs. Critical of Busby's administration, or rather lack of it, he signed the petition of
1837 to William IV requesting that the British government assume responsibility for the
protection and government of European settlers in New Zealand.
As one of New Zealand's first Jewish settlers, he was isolated from the main religious bodies
and, while this may have denied him close friendship with fellow Europeans, he saw it as an
advantage in his dealings with the Maori people, who did not identify him with a particular
group. He spoke their language and respected their intelligence and ability. They called him
Porake (Polack) or Waewaeroa (Long-legs).
At Hokianga he had lived for a time with a chief girl, but later repented his former
indiscretion.
As an early land purchaser he had advocated the payment of annuities to Maori sellers, but
it is not known to what extent he put his proposals into practice.
In 1837 Polack returned to England. There, in 1838, he advocated colonisation in evidence
given before a House of Lords select committee of inquiry into the present state of the
Islands of New Zealand.
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After the destruction of his home in the Bay of Islands at Kororareka/Russell, 1845, during
the resistance Hone Heke, Joel moved to Auckland and continued to flourish and grow his
business as an astute entrepreneur in property and a trader in raw materials.
At Russell, Government forces had taken over Joel’s home and through the struggle with
Heke, ammunitions exploded destroying all he owned including all of his personal
transcripts and art work. Over the next few years he would make claims against the
Government for his losses amounting to over two thousand pounds but to no avail.

No known likeness of Joel Polack has survived, although this daguerreotype had been taken
at his Auckland premises. This could be him trading a pig for the use of canoes from the
people of the Kaihu River. This event is written in his journal.
HIS FAMILY
Joel Samuel Polack is said to have been born in London, England, on 28 March 1807.
Son of Solomon and Sarah Polack, Solomon was a very well-known Jewish artist, painter
and engraver, living in Middlesex England. He specialized in miniature paintings.
Art and letters were to play an important part in the life of J. S. Polack, but he began his
career in the War Office (Commissariat and Ordnance), serving in South Africa and
Mauritius. After four years he left to travel in America, and in 1830 joined his brother,
Abraham, in business in New South Wales, Australia. In 1831 he came to New Zealand.
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Solomon Polack his father was born in ‘The Hague’, in 1757. He worked in England and
Dublin, probably before 1790. He exhibited at the Royal Academy from 1790-1835.
Miniatures by Polack are included in the collection of the Victoria & Museum, London.
Solomon Polack died on the 30 August, 1839.
LEFT: BY SOLOMON POLACK, C. 1795
PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG GENTLEMAN WEARING A BLUE COAT WITH BLACK COLLAR, WHITE
WAISTCOAT, FRILLED CHEMISE AND CRAVAT

Joel recorded four volumes depicting all things New
Zealand which are a most informative and interesting
read including his journey from the Hokianga to the
Kaipara. He was also a very good illustrator.
He saw unorganised European settlement as
destructive of Maori society, and argued that only
through systematic colonisation would the Maori
survive. The Maori people would welcome colonisation by the British, he argued, and would
benefit both in “THEIR MINDS AND THEIR BODIES” through employment by “civilized persons”.
His books are as follows…
NEW ZEALAND: BEING A NARRATIVE OF TRAVELS AND ADVENTURES DURING A RESIDENCE IN THAT COUNTRY
BETWEEN THE YEARS 1831 AND 1837 (TWO VOLUMES, 1838).
MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OF THE NEW ZEALANDERS: WITH NOTES CORROBORATIVE OF THEIR HABITS, USAGES, ETC.,
AND REMARKS TO INTENDING EMIGRANTS (TWO VOLUMES, 1840).

HIS PERSONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THESE BOOKS ARE AS FOLLOWS…

THE materials of the following work were collected during a residence in New Zealand
between the years 1831 and 1837.
The cause that has induced me to present to the public a narrative of a few of my
adventures in that country is principally to excite attention towards it by a statement of
plain, unvarnished facts. I claim no other credit than what may be due to the strictest
fidelity. Having been for many years sequestered from the society of literary men, and from
access to works emanating from them, matter, rather than manner, has been the object I
have had in view.
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Many of the details regarding the sayings and doings of the islanders may be accounted as
being of too simple a nature for record; but it must be borne in remembrance that the work
is descriptive of a primitive people.
To describe the habits and manners of a people just emerging from the deepest barbarism,
and the progress of an incipient colony without the aid, or even the acknowledgment of a
mother-country, is a task of rare occurrence; but it is hoped that, in addition to curiosity, a
laudable desire to see a weaker people (morally speaking), protected from the ill effects of
such intercourse, may arise in the bosom of the reader.
I thus place myself in the arena of public opinion, regarding it as the duty of every individual
to add, to the best of his abilities, some contribution towards the general treasury of
knowledge; and, however ill qualified for the task, he deserves well of his countrymen for
the intention, who will furnish information of the existence of countries, whereby they may
obtain for a redundant population an honourable footing, unlike the barbarous system of
colonization practiced in former days, and open a new and unlimited mart for commercial
enterprise; adding to the riches of the mother-country; affording an opportunity for the
enterprise of her industrious citizens; rescuing from the darkest barbarism and revolting
superstition the most interesting race of uncivilised man; initiating them in the habits and
comforts of social life, and changing their present decrescent state to a rapid increase of
their now stunted population, their future comfort and security.
PICCADILLY, LONDON, July, 1838.
From Joel’s journals we have the following…
WITHIN an early period after my arrival in New Zealand, in 1831, I performed a journey to
Kaipara, an extensive district on the banks of an important river of the same name, on a
commercial speculation; principally to ascertain if its river, which was known to have several
shifting bars at its entrance, had a channel of sufficient depth for the navigation of large
vessels.
I undertook a second journey, in 1832, to the same settlements, on a similar investigation, in
conjunction with commercial objects, including the purchasing of spars for shipping, and the
flax, as dressed by the natives, both of which commodities for exportation abounded in that
neighbourhood. In the latter excursion, I was accompanied by ten native young men,
principally sons of respectable chiefs, who did not regard it as derogatory to their rank to
perform menial offices, such as carrying provisions on their backs, which are prohibited from
bearing any weights, otherwise than in the service of Europeans. My native servant, Puhi,
invariably followed me in all my journeys. He subsequently accompanied me twice to Port
Jackson. Many of the young chiefs joined my suite purposely to see their relations, and exult
in a little pride before them, knowing the envy it would excite in the bosoms of their young
friends, by being in the pay and employ of a Rangatira no Uropi, or gentleman of Europe,
who was accounted a rara avis in terris in the settlements we proposed visiting. We left the
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settlement of the Horeke, situated at the head of the navigation, some thirty miles from the
entrance of the river Hokianga, furnished with several articles, valuable in the eyes of the
natives, as presents to such friendly chiefs as we might have occasion to visit during our
travels, who were unable from their locality, at that period, to have the benefit of trading
with Europeans.
Joel Polack arrives in the Kaihu Valley…
We pursued our route over a succession of hill and valley, bush and plain, swamp and forest,
which presented continually something to please the sight. We arrived near sunset on the
borders of a creek that gently wound its way through the surrounding woods and fertile
valleys. This rivulet, which flowed into the Kaihu River, meandered in so serpentine a form,
as almost to join itself in several places, having the appearance of mixing its pellucid waters
with another stream. Here we rested, being within a short distance of the residence of Kaka,
an ancient chief, on whose hospitality I depended for getting some canoes, to enable me to
pursue the principal object I had in view.
In 1850 Joel left on the Fanny for North America, looking, as always, for new commercial
frontiers. Despite the usual assumption, Polack was not following the Californian gold
rushes; the Fanny’s cargo included 1,243 packages of timber, comprising 43 frame houses,
15,000 bricks and 8,000 shingles, which shed light on his real intentions. Little is known of
his years in California, however, although a land case regarding the island of Yerba Buena in
San Francisco Bay bears his name. He retained his New Zealand interests for some years,
and was a signatory to a petition of settlers to the House of Representatives in 1856,
seeking compensation for losses suffered during the Northern war of the 1840s. In San
Francisco he married Mary, the widow of William Hart (both also formerly resident in New
Zealand). Polack died in
San Francisco on 17 April
1882, and is buried beside
his wife in Cypress Lawn
cemetery, Colma, having
been moved there in 1946
from Laurel Hill cemetery.
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MAORI DEEDS OF OLD PRIVATE LAND PURCHASES IN NEW ZEALAND, FROM THE YEAR 1815 TO
1840, WITH PRE-EMPTIVE AND OTHER CLAIMS
WAITANGI BLOCK (J. S. POLACK), BAY OF ISLANDS DISTRICT…
1835. 27 April. Bay of Islands District. This Indenture made this 27th day of April a.d. 1835
between Kaitikki alias the Kamura, and his relatives Reti, Aurangi, Tarou, Tooki Arrapiro,
Harri, and Kohara (Reti’s Wife), of Waitangi of the Island of New Zealand, Native Chiefs of
the said Waitangi. Island on one part, and J. S. Polack, a British subject late of Sydney in the
Colony J. S. Polack. page 124 of New South Wales, but now of Parramatta in the Bay of
Islands, in the Island of New Zealand aforesaid, Trader, on the other part, Witnesseth that
for and in consideration of two 25 lb. kegs of Powder, 8 prs. Scizzors, 10 Belts, 10 American
boxes, One large cedar chest, Ten packets Needles, 2 pistols, Four pieces of Thread, One
blanket, 6 check shirts, One bullet mould, Four tommahawks, 3 muskets, 60 pipes, 8 lbs.
soap, 6 Jews harps, 6 fishhooks, 4 hoes, 6 yds. print, 6 yds. Calico, 2 sticks sealing wax, 20
newspapers of the value of £27 (pounds) of lawful money of Great Britain and Ireland, in
hand paid by the said J. S. Polack to the said Kaitikki and his relatives all above mentioned at
the time of the sealing and delivery hereof the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, He
the said Kaitikki and his relatives hath given and granted and doth by these presents give
and grant and confirm unto the said J. S. Polack and his heirs, Boundaries. [150 acres.] all
that piece or parcel of land called Taiarudu including half the River and Waterfall situated at
Waitangi in the Bay of Islands in the Island of New Zealand aforesaid, consisting of the land
called Taiarudu, surrounded on the N.E. and South sides by the Waitangi River including half
the Waterfalls and rivers as far as the land extends; and bounded on the West by the flat
garden land since purchased by the said J. S. Polack, To have and to hold all and singular,
the same land hereditaments and premises, together with the appurtenances thereto
belonging to him the said J. S. Polack his heirs and assigns to the only proper use and behoof
of him the said J. S. Polack his heirs and assigns for ever, And the said Kaitikki and his
relatives Reti, Aurangi, Tarou, Tooki, Arapiro, Harri, and Kohara, and their and his all and
singular the said land hereditaments and premises with all and every of their rights
members and appurtenances unto him the said J. S. Polack and his heirs against him the
said Kaitikki and his relatives above enumerated on his and their behalf and his and their
heirs shall and will warrant and ever defend by these presents. In Witness whereof the
parties aforesaid have hereunto set their hands at Parramatta in the Island aforesaid, the
day month and year first before written.
Peaceable possession delivered. Be it remembered that on the day and year first within
written peaceable and quiet possession and full seizin of the parcel or piece of ground, land,
hereditaments and premises within mentioned to be granted and enfeoffed by the within
named Kaitikki and his relatives within mentioned and whose signatures are attached to this
paper or deed to the within named J. S. Polack and his heirs and assigns were openly had
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and taken by the within named Kaitikki and his relatives Reti, Aurangi, Torou, Tooki, Arapiro,
Harri and Kohara, and were by him and them delivered to the said J. S. Polack his heirs and
assigns according to the purport and true intent and meaning of the within written
Indenture in the presence of us whose names are hereunto subscribed as witnesses thereto.
Receipt. £27. Received this day and year first written within of and from the within named J.
S. Polack the sum of £27, being the consideration money within expressed to be paid by him
to us, and being in full for the absolute purchase of the land and premises within particularly
mentioned and described, to all and everything above mentioned being just and correct. As
witness our signatures the 27th day of April, 1835.
Signed Heke x.
Kaitikki x.
Reti x.
Aurangi x.
Tarou x.
Tooki x.
Arapiro x.
Harri (his son) x.
Kohara (wife to Reti) x.
Witness to the payment of the land above
mentioned and signatures and delivery—
J. McDiarmid.
N. Lewyn.
Witness to the signatures, sealing and delivery, payment and measuring over the land and
taking possession.
T. Spicer.
Jas. Livings.
True Copy.
H. T. Kemp.

RIGHT: AOTEA CHIEFS ASSEMBLED TO NEGOTIATE THE
SALE OF LAND TO A EUROPEAN
(SKETCH BY POLACK: THIS COULD BE HIM
NEGOTIATING)
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ABOVE: THIS SKETCH TAKEN THE DAY BEFORE THE ATTACK BY HEKE ON
KORORAREKA/RUSSELL: BAY OF ISLANDS.

PAPERS PAST MAKE A TRIBUTE TO JOEL;
ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO
ELLESMERE GUARDIAN, VOLUME L. I. X. ISSUE 88, 4 NOVEMBER 1938, PAGE 7
JEWISH TRADER IN EARLY NEW ZEALAND; FRIEND AND CONFIDANT OF MAORI TRIBES
ARTIST AND TRAVELERS IMPRESSION
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CHIEF KAKA
LEADER OF THE MYSTERY PEOPLE OF THE KAIHU VALLEY

1832
AHIKIWI, TE TAITA
Note: I am clutching at straws for this gentleman with some of the following notes
conjecture only as I try to identify this mystery character.
Chief Kaka was old when Polack met him and his people in 1832.
He was related either by marriage or directly to Parore of Waipoua and Te Tirarau of
Maungakahia as Polack mentions the daughter of Kaka, ‘Koruhana’, was a niece of both
Parore and Te Tirarau. Was this connection through Ngapuhi, Ngati Rangi, Te Roroa or Te
Rarawa? I am thinking Te Rarawa.
Koruhana and her brother travelled South with Polack to visit Te Tirarau and then back to
the Pa of Parore at Waipoua where they met up with their parents.
After Joel Polacks meeting with Kaka and his people near Kaihu River at Ahikiwi in 1832 he
wrote in his journal that some of these people had never seen a European before. He also
noted that these people were in the middle of building a stockade or fence around their Pa
as they were expecting an attack from a marauding tribe from the Waikato. This could be in
retaliation for the raids by ‘Pomare the first’ into the Waikato 1826. Perhaps Kaka
accompanied Parore, Moetara and Pomare?
JOEL POLACK MEETS KAKA AT THE KAIHU RIVER 1832…
A Chieftain's Daughter…
The night having advanced, I spoke to Puhi to ask from the chief a cabin to pass the night in,
and to clear the same from the fleas which infest these domiciles in myriads. I was soon put
in possession of one open only in the front, in which my bed was spread. I then joined the
family circle of Kaka, who were stationed in front of his house; he very earnestly pressed me
to become a relative, by accepting his only daughter as my wife, assuring me her rank and
station in the tribe, made her an object of much contention among the chiefs, towards
whom she had not yet declared any affection.
This young lady, who was niece to Parore of Waipoua, and principal chief in Kaipara, might
have been in her fifteenth year. She was distinguished from the females of the village by her
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demeanour, which was dignified and graceful; her countenance was eminently beautiful,
which was worthy, as to complexion and feature, of being put in competition with the
beauteous women of Spain. Her delicacy of appearance was most prepossessing; and I
imagined her disposition equally pleasing, from a succession of smiles hovering around her
mouth, displaying teeth of unrivalled evenness and whiteness. Her charms were much
enhanced by the modest and artless simplicity which evidently composed her usual
manners. Koruhana was the name of this chieftess, [princess] whose extraordinary vivacity
and shrewd remarks first drew my attention.
Polack meets up with Kaka at Parore’s Pa at Waipoua after his journey to the Kaipara which
included a visit to Te Tirarau at Maungakahia. Kaka had given Polack some of his people to
accompany him on this journey.
Parore was holding a huge feast or as Polack called it a “Hai hunga”. (Ha-hunga) The feast
was instituted by various tribes, to commemorate the actions of the illustrious dead. The
bones of the defunct warriors are scraped clean, with mussel shells, from all superfluous
flesh, washed in a taboo stream, and placed in the cemetery.
Polack writes…
Parore holds a Haihunga [Hahunga] with over two thousand visitors from fifty miles around.
The provisions consisted of about three thousand baskets of potatoes, kumeras, water
melons, steamed kernels of the karaka Maori, tarro, preserved kou, or turnips; tawa, or
dried codfish, and shell-fish: the baked roots of the Ti palm, &c. graced the festal scene. A
number of live pigs had also been brought to the stake, fastened by the hinder leg to the
fencing of the pa.
Towards evening, nearly two thousand persons were collected from villages situated within
fifty miles distant around. Among others, my old friend Kaka welcomed me, who, together
with his wives, had arrived in the morning. I was particularly glad to see him, as I was
enabled to restore his children, whom he received with the usual sensibility, agreeably to
native custom. In his train I also perceived the rivals, who had contended for conjugal
happiness, in lieu of solitary loneliness: the lady was also here, seated among a coterie of
matrons. Marriage had certainly not improved her condition, for she had become quite a
transparency.
Polack caught up with Kaka later in the evening to ask him if his enemies had attacked
him at the Kaihu River as follows…
On returning to the circle, I inquired of Kaka news of the war that was to have been made
on him. He answered, that the enemy did arrive, but not before he had finished his
fortifications, and had safely ensconced himself and tribe behind it. That several speeches
had passed between both parties, which had amicably settled matters, and the feast that
followed cemented a good understanding. His amiable head-wife related to me, with a sigh
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of anguish, how many pigs had been killed, to satisfy the appetites, and propitiate the ire, of
the enemy; and, fearful I should forget, counted the number on her digital members. I
commiserated the indiscriminate butchery of those pleasing animals, whose sleek, jetty
forms, rose to my recollection, as having been promised to me. This reminiscence afforded
the good lady some consolation.
Note: There was most definitely a chief Kaka living in Northland as my information for
this will suggest further on and he was most certainly Te Rarawa - Te Aupouri. The dates
would appear to work for both of these “Kaka” so were they one and the same?
From my table for the 1908 Maori electoral role, I have several ‘Te Rarawa’ living in the
Kaihu area. Were they remnants of this mystery tribe or were they as John Rogan
suggested in his notes re his 1868 survey as follows?...
Owing to the settlement of Europeans and the demand for kauri gum within the last few
years some of the Rarawa tribe from Hokianga and Te Aupouri towards the North Cape
numbering one hundred in all have become residents in North Kaipara and have purchased
land from the provincial government which places them independent of the original
proprietors of the district.
Note: This is probably the 193 acre block which Parore Te Awha gifted to Ngakuru Pene of
Te Rarawa of Mitimiti: This land encompasses the Kaihu Village of today.
Most that live here today have threads back to ‘Te Rarawa’ of Mitimiti.
Legendary thinking…
On one occasion, Te Kaka, in making his escape from his enemies became entangled in the
supplejack vines, thereby endangering his life, and in commemoration of this event, named
his son Panakareao (spurned by the supplejack). This was prior to the combination of
Ngapuhi under Hongi.
In re-occupying their conquered territory afterwards, Panakareao was attacked by Hone
Heke in 1841 and driven from Oruru with some loss finally settling at Kaitaia.
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NOPERA NGAKUKU PANAKAREAO
Is Panakareao the son of Chief Te Kaka who lived in the Kaihu Valley, in 1832?
The date of the birth of Panakareao is unknown and his mother's name is not recorded. He
was taking a leading role in the affairs of Te Patu and Te Rarawa before the 1830s, while his
father was still alive.
Te Patu, originally of Hokianga, had claims to territory at Kaitaia, Rangaunu, Takahue and
Oruru, which they had gained in the time of Te Kaka from Te Aupouri and Ngati Kuri. Many
of the conquered lived with Te Rarawa as subordinates. After Panakareao had gained
authority, probably about 1825, Te Aupouri of Kapowairua, Spirits Bay, appealed to him to
check the aggression of their leader. Panakareao subsequently drove out the offending
leader and his supporters. These victories gave Panakareao mana over at least some Te
Aupouri and Ngati Kuri; other Te Aupouri were not willing to acknowledge his authority
Ngakuku Panakareao died 12th April, 1856. His residence was at Kaitaia, where his
particular Hapu of Te Rarawa lived—Te Patu, which at the time of his death numbered
about 200. His father, Te Kaka, was a very influential and brave man, but in the inter-tribal
wars of the North, he was driven from Oruru and fled to the North Cape, taking refuge
amongst the Aupouri tribe, and with them, was obliged to flee to Manawatawhi, or the
Three Kings Islands, where they lived for many years. It is said that when the natives on the
main Island used to burn the fern, the ashes would be carried by the wind across the thirty
miles straits that separate the Three Kings from the North Cape, and these unfortunate
exiles used to sit down and cry over these ashes as messengers from their old homes.
Note: From my later information re the Iwi we have in 1908 - 09 a Chief Kaka, (Kaka
Porowini) standing for the Maori seat in Northland: was he of this same family who lived
on the Kaihu. It would appear that this ‘Kaka’ was most certainly connected to the
following Europeans which would suggest he is Aupouri who are very closely connected
to Te Rarawa.
Genealogy for Mitch Evans…
His maternal Great, Great Grandfather Anaru Kleskovic was originally from near Dubrovnik
in Croatia.
He arrived in New Zealand in the late 1800's where he moved to the far North and worked
in the gum fields where he met and married his bride Erina Kaka a Maori princess.
Erina's father Hohepa was a well-respected warrior Chief of the Aupouri Tribe.
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The eldest child Raiha (Lizzie) is ‘Mitch Evans’ great grandmother. She married a Welshman
Andrew Jones and they had 17 children which number 8 is Mitch's grandmother Aneta
(Netta).
HAWERA & NORMANBY STAR, VOLUME L V I, 4 MARCH 1909
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F. E. MANING
A MAORI-PAKEHA -MAORI LAND COURT JUDGE

1833
HOKIANGA HARBOUR
LEFT: F. E. MANING

24

He was born in Dublin, Ireland in 1811, the eldest son of the
recently married Frederick Maning and Mary Susanna Barrett
(the family bible, and some other sources, move the date of
birth forward a year, to 1812).
Frederick senior was the younger son of an ordinary respectable
middle-class protestant family; Mary was the grand-daughter of
the Reverend John Barrett, a Professor of Oriental Languages
and Vice-Provost of Trinity College. After the birth of two more
boys, the family immigrated to Tasmania to try their hand at
farming.
They left on the Ardent in 1823, reaching Hobart in May 1824.
But when Maning’s father drove out to inspect the family’s allotted block of land, he was
appalled to find that a convict laborer had that very day shot an Aborigine with as little
compunction as one might shoot a snake; the murderer thought it a great entertainment to
make the fingers of the corpse move by tugging at the sinews of the arm. Appalled,
Maning’s father revoked the land grant, abandoned all schemes for farming in the
Tasmanian style, and opted for the security of a position as a customs officer in Hobart
town.
In 1830, as able bodied men of the colony, the Maning brothers were likely to have been
involved in the infamous ‘Black Line’ of several thousand settlers who attempted to drive
the Aborigines out of the bush.
His brothers became merchants in Hobart but Maning seems to have had little patience for
a settled life. After a short period managing a remote Tasmanian farm, Maning left home in
1833 for the still more remote banks of the Hokianga Harbour in New Zealand.
The hills of the Harbour were timbered with kauri, flax was abundant, and these
commodities, together with food grown for export, found a ready market in Australia. In
return, local Maori imported iron tools and guns.
24 SOURCE: REF G331 ALEXANDER TURNBULL LIBRARY
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The trade depended on enterprising middle men with local knowledge and chiefly contacts
who could organize Maori and deliver goods on time, and who could also, from a Maori
perspective, guarantee fair treatment and optimum prices from ships calling for cargo.
These middle men were not Maori, nor were they, like most Pakeha, white strangers (like
the missionaries) who kept to their own ways. Because they married into Maori families,
spoke the language and adjusted to Maori ways – because they were “in-between” worlds
– these men became known as “Maori- Pakeha”. This was the world that Maning would
occupy. 25
CHIEF MOETARA OF NGATI KOROKORO…
A few months before the twenty-one year old Maning disembarked at Pakanae from the
Mary and Elizabeth in July 1833, another trading vessel, the Fortitude, had run aground
further up river. As a consequence of this misfortune, Maori custom allowed that the vessel
and its cargo were open to plunder. By doing so, the plunderers came into conflict with
Moetara, chief of the Ngati Korokoro village at Pakanae, the first port of call for visiting
ships and the most prosperous village in the Hokianga.
Moetara saw himself as the protector of Pakeha and vowed to punish those up-river groups
who had ransacked the Fortitude.
In a bloody skirmish at Motukauri, both sides lost a dozen or so warriors; three Pakeha
sawyers in the vicinity were plundered to make good the losses of that battle and had to
decamp for Pakanae.
Not long after Maning arrived, a war party, which included warriors related to those slain
by Ngati Korokoro at the recent battle, passed through the village, but tensions were
defused and they moved on without incident.
After this first visit, Maning returned briefly to Hobart and came back to New Zealand in
October 1833 with a view to staying. He was accompanied by a servant; an ex-convict
named William Waters, and, in partnership with another Tasmanian named Thomas Kelly,
entered into an arrangement with Te Wharepapa and other chiefs of the Te Ihutai Hapu to
settle at Kohukohu, on the Northern side of the Hokianga, where they were granted land
and a small house.
From his base in Kohukohu, Maning traded in timber, pork and potatoes for the Australian
market: fathered a child to a woman named Harakoi, and, in 1835, was involved in the
capture of the mutinous crew of the Industry.

25 SOURCE: DR. ALEX CALDER
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In 1837, he sold up, visited Hobart briefly, and returned to settle across the river at Onoke,
where he again purchased a block of land and built a house.
MANING'S PURCHASE OF ONOKE…
It was necessary to become more than a mere squatter on the Harbour side or the
riverhead, so in 1839 Maning became the owner, by trade-purchase, of a block of some 200
acres of land at Onoke, on the South side of Hokianga Harbour, between the present
township of Rawene and the Heads. His was a different bargain from some of the earlydays land deals in which the white man got much the best of it. Maning paid fairly and
squarely for his little baronial estate; the sellers received very good value.
Among documents left by Maning in the hands of certain old friends, is the original deed of
the Onoke land purchase, a document not previously published. This deed has historical
value; and it is testimony to the fairness of the bargain that the Land Claims Commission
which sat in 1840 to consider native land purchases before the Treaty of Waitangi, fully
confirmed Maning in his purchase. The deed reads as follows:—
September 3rd, 1839…
This is to let all men know that we the undersigned New Zealand Chiefs have sold to
Frederick Edward Maning his heirs and assigns forever a Tract of land part of which is
known by the name of Onoke, and situated on the River Hokianga and on the Eastward by
the river of Wirinake [Whirinaki] as far as the creek called Ohaukura, the inland boundary
being formed by a straight line running from the mouth of that creek to the center between
two hills one of which is called Te Porotutu and the other Rahirahi and from thence
continuing its direction till it comes to the river Hokianga.
And we the undersigned Chiefs being the true and only owners of the above described land
do hereby acknowledge to have received full payment for the same from Frederick Edward
Maning without any reservation whatever of any part of the land contained in the above
whatever of any part of the land contained in the above mentioned boundaries down to low
water mark or of any of its productions whether vegetable or mineral.
We do also bind ourselves to give peaceable possession of the above mentioned land to
Frederick Edward Maning his heirs or assigns and to defend Frederick Edward Maning his
heirs and assigns in the same.
The chiefs who signed the deed—mostly with an X—included Kaitoke, Keha, Kaipu,
Tuteauru, Mohau, Nuku, Te Tahua, Tapuru, Kiripapa, Huru, Tahae-tini, Puaro, Motu, Hiku,
and Te Haringa. Three did not make a cross but inscribed a part of their scroll tattoo-marks;
these were Kaitoke, Kiripapa, and Tahae-tini (“Many Thefts!”).
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This is Maning's list of trade items, with their values, given to the chiefs in exchange for the
land:
220 lbs Tobacco

£22 0 0

15 pairs Blankets @ 20/-

15

0 0

14 shirts @ 2/6

1

15 0

10 Muskets at 20/-

10

0 0

2 Fouling pieces

6

0 0

1 Fouling piece

4

10

1.50 lb keg powder

3

5 0

2.50 lb kegs powder

10

0 0

6 spades @ 5/-

1

10 0

Cash

4

0 0

1 Fancy Musket

2

10 0

£80 10 0
25 per cent profits on above goods 20
Total

2 6

£100 12 6

The spelling, “fouling pieces,” was perhaps an unconsciously accurate description. But all
things considered, the young trader did not price his goods extravagantly at all. The prices
set down would have been considered excessively cheap by many Maori Coast merchants
of those days.
Buying land could mean different things to different people. It is likely that the Kohukohu
property was set aside for Maning’s use as part of a mutually beneficial arrangement that
would terminate on his leaving the district, for Te Wharepapa disputed Maning’s right to
sell the land in 1837.
The Onoke purchase was carefully entered into and was binding in more ways than one, for
Maning was soon living with a Te Hikutu woman named Moengaroa, the mother of his
children, Maria (born 1842), Mary (born 1845), Hauraki (born 1846) and Susan (born 1847).
Maning later had problems not with the Te Hikutu chiefs who had sold the land, but in
having his title confirmed by the new government.
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Maning next appears in the archival record as an opponent of the Treaty of Waitangi (1840)
which sought to guarantee Maori rights and position while placing the colony under English
law. Maning thought a Treaty offered little real protection for Maori and advised his
relatives Hauraki and Kaitoke not to sign; although he was not, as Hobson charged, an Irish
Catholic agitator with French sympathies, his stand counted against him, for in 1841 he was
denied a Government post for which he was well qualified.
Later in life, he sought to suppress the nature of his dissenting contribution to the Hokianga
Treaty meeting.
His two semi-autobiographical studies of early New Zealand, the ‘History of the War in the
North against the Chief Heke’ (1862) and ‘Old New Zealand’ (1863) are lively and engaging
books that have remained in print and been widely read;
As a writer, he has a fine sense not only of the ridiculous, but of the complexity of
intrinsically dramatic situations and of the multiplicity of perspectives. At that level, beyond
mere bias, his writings present a richer view of New Zealand’s cross cultural frontier than
even their author may have intended. Yet for all the idiosyncrasies of the writing, in his life
and unpublished opinions Maning is one of nineteenth century New Zealand’s most
representative men.
He began as a ‘Maori-Pakeha’, an easy-going white man living among Maori on Maori
terms, with a Maori wife, four children, good friends, and wealth that could not be
measured in monetary terms; later in life, following the century’s commercial and racist
turn, he became a successful businessman, a judge of the Native Land Court, and a frankly
bigoted disparager of a dying race.
The ‘History of the War in the North’ earned Maning the friendship and patronage of
former native secretary Donald McLean, who encouraged Maning to continue writing.
In a revealing letter of 25 October 1862, Maning introduced his next book, ‘Old New
Zealand’, in these terms: His choice of phrase indicates his distance from the Maori world
he had once been part of.
After his wife, Moengaroa died in 1847, he sent his eldest daughter Maria to live with her
grandparents in Tasmania; his remaining children spent a great deal of time with their Te
Hikutu relatives and, as young adults, became increasingly estranged from their father.
In the 1850’s, Maning no longer worked alongside Maori but employed them in his business
activities. His particular friends were old Hokianga settlers like John Webster and Spencer
Von Sturmer, along with the Auckland businessman John Logan Campbell and a number of
writers and politicians associated with the Southern Cross newspaper.
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It was probably for a group of these like-minded people that Maning wrote an undated and
unpublished paper on “the Native Question” sometime in the late 1850’s. Here he strikes a
number of notes that he would repeat for the rest of his life…
“When Cannibals and barbarians become our rulers which they soon will even if we invite
them to dream of political rights, it will be time for every man who has the self-respect of a
Briton to leave these shores, where degenerate Englishmen succumb to the savage”.
Maori, as he knew-them, though great mimics of British ways were fundamentally lawless
and uncivilized: only by a crushing military defeat could they ever be brought round to
acknowledge and respect the rule of law.
Views such as these are well documented in the later letters; they offer one essential key to
the political and satirical intentions of his published writings, but it should be remembered
that the published works are not reducible to the letters: it is the opinions on race and
politics that are reductive. The writings are multi-dimensional.
‘Old New Zealand’ and the ‘History of the War in the North’ established Maning’s
reputation as a man who was knowledgeable in Maori customs, and who could be expected
to deal with inter-tribal disputes over land fairly and astutely – albeit from a pro-settler
view.
In 1865, he was invited to become a judge in the Native Land Court. Among his most
important cases were Rangitikei-Manawatu (1869) and Te Aroha (1871). These judgments
are published in Fenton’s ‘Important Judgments Delivered in the Compensation and Native
Land Court’ (1879); Maning’s account of the Te Aroha case, in particular, is of considerable
literary as well as historical and legal interest. He resigned from the court in 1876 and
retired to Onoke.
LEFT: JUDGE MANING

.

BELOW: MANINGS HOUSE AT ONOKE USED AS HIS NATIVE LAND COURT
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From the mid-1860’s and onwards, he wrote several letters most days of his life. These
have never been published. En masse, they present a formidable body of often repetitive
writing which becomes bitter and racist in the later years, and tinged with depression and
paranoia.
A good proportion, however, have all the vividness, humor and interest of his published
works.
A posthumous work, ‘Maori’ Traditions by Judge Maning, is a slight collection of wellknown tales.
He is rumored to have destroyed another major work, entitled ‘Young New Zealand’, but
Maning was by turns diffident and grandiose about his writing: any masterpiece in his
drawer was likely to have been a bunch of miscellaneous stories and anecdotes that had yet
to find the coherent shape of ‘Old New Zealand’ and the ‘History of the War in the North’.
As an old man, Maning’s relationship with his children deteriorated to the point where he
suspected they were poisoning him; in the course of what seems a period of mental
breakdown, he moved to a Princes Street boarding house in Auckland in 1880.
Letters to his Hokianga friends from Auckland are sunnier on the whole: he enjoyed the
more stimulating environment of the city and appears to have been lionized (or pestered)
by a small circle of acquaintances that enjoyed his conversation and his tales of his PakehaMaori years.
In 1882 he developed cancer of the jaw and went to London for treatment. It was
unsuccessful. After a protracted and agonizing illness, he died on 25 July 1883; in
accordance with his own wishes, his body was returned to New Zealand for burial.
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MR AND MRS JOHN WHITELEY
WESLEYAN MINISTER, MILLER AND BAKER

1834
KAIHU VALLEY
Note: 1834: After two days hard walking, he and his comrades arrived at Kaihu (probably
the Pa at Mt Wesley, Mangawhare, the principal village of Kaipara…
LEFT: MRS. WHITELY

Within a year of his arrival ‘The Rev John Whiteley’ a
twenty seven year old miller and baker set out from
Mangungu on the Hokianga in February 1834 for the
Kaipara.
After two days hard walking, he and his comrades
arrived at Kaihu, the principal village of Kaipara. There
he was pleased to meet all of the principal chiefs of the
river- about thirty – who by coincidence were also
there. Whitely told Parore and the other assembled
chiefs all seated in a perfect square the purpose of his
visit, with which they were satisfied and pleased.
He spent two days at Kaihu before returning to Mangungu with a decided conviction of
mind that Kaihu is a very eligible situation for a mission station. He commented with some
amazement; “It is a remarkable fact that in spite of every impediment in the way of
missionary fashion. This observation tends to indicate that instead of waiting for the
missionaries at Mangungu to come to them, the Kaihu people went to them”
Whiteley passed through Kaihu again in November 1836 with the Rev Nathaniel Turner on
their way to the upper Wairoa to look for a suitable site to establish a mission station for
the Rev James Wallis.
It was the scarcity of shipping which resulted in Whiteley making another journey between
Dec 1838 and Jan 1839. After waiting in vain for a ship at Hokianga to convey him and his
family back to his station at Kawhia, Whiteley’s sense of duty induced him to make a
journey over land. Leaving Hokianga with a delicate wife and four children Whiteley
followed the beach route to Maunganui Bluff. Problems arose in the form of influenza as
several of his natives began to complain of indisposition and showed signs of that complaint
which was prevailing at the Bay and just starting at Hokianga. Some of them he carried on
his horse which he took as far as Kaipara. After three difficult days the party reached Kaihu
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the first village in Kaipara where the chief reminded Whiteley that as he was the first
missionary who had visited his place five years ago he ought to procure one for him. On
Christmas Eve they left for James Wallis’s mission station at Tangiteroria.
THE MURDER OF THE REV. MR. WHITELY
OTAGO DAILY TIMES, ISSUE 2391, 4 OCTOBER 1869
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The late Rev. John Whiteley
TARANAKI HERALD, VOLUME XVII, ISSUE 865, 20 FEBRUARY 1869, PAGE 2
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MR AND MRS JAMES WALLIS
MISSIONARIES

1835 -36
NORTHERN WAIROA RIVER
Note: Reading between the lines from journals written of this time, Mr and Mrs Wallis
were perhaps the first Missionaries to have a permanent base on the Northern Wairoa
River near the Kaihu Valley. This would make Mrs Wallis one of the first European women
to travel through and live in these districts…
WESLEYAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Around about May 1836, word was received from the London Secretaries of the Wesleyan
Missionary Society that it had been agreed that the area South of the Manukau would be
occupied by the ‘Church Missionary Society’ and that all the Methodist Missionaries around
Kawhia and Raglan were to withdraw. This news was a great shock local Maori and also to
James and Mary Wallis, as their work in Raglan was flourishing.
1846: A CHURCH AND MISSION STATION ON THE NORTH
SIDE OF THE WHAINGAROA (RAGLAN) HARBOUR,
WAIKATO. TE HOREA, THE FIRST MISSION STATION OF
JAMES AND MARY ANN WALLIS IS SHOWN. THERE ARE
MAORI AND PAKEHA WALKING UP THE PATH TO THE
CHURCH, OTHERS STANDING ON THE BANK OF THE
RIVER AND TWO CANOES EMPTYING THEIR PASSENGERS,
WITH THREE MORE DRAWING UP.

26

On June 1, 1836, Wallis wrote: “Left Whaingaroa this morning with heart overwhelmed
with sorrow and not without some doubts relative to the propriety of the steps we are
taking. The Lord has been please own our labors at Whaingaroa in a measure far surpassing
anything we had anticipated and the people have regarded us as their principal friends....
Several of them accompanied us to sea as far as they safety could then threw themselves
into their canoes returning to land with hearts overwhelmed”

26 SOURCE: GEORGE, 1804-1867 BAXTER (COPYIST) ; JAMES (REV), 1809-1895 WALLIS (AS THE ARTIST)
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It was decided that Mr. and Mrs. Wallis’ would now pioneer a new mission station that was
some distance into the Kaipara region and up a branch of the Northern Wairoa River at
Tangiteroria. Here they labored, building a new mission house and gardens etc.
As the Maori settlements were some distance away, and the local people of this area
“manifested no desire for religious instruction” James had to travel considerable distances
to preach the message. After 12 months of rather fruitless labor in the Kaipara region, a
visit from Raglan Maori encouraged him to return to their region with reports that many
were still attending worship and were learning to read and write under the leadership of
their own people.
Wallis partitioned the Secretaries in London for permission to return to Raglan and about
October 1938, seeing as the area had still not been occupied by the CMS, his return was
approved. The work at Tangiteroria had, by now, had some success with a local Chief
beginning to attend worship and learning to read and write and the work there continued
after the Wallis’ left under the leadership of James Buller.
DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XV, ISSUE 1189,
19 NOVEMBER 1858

DEATH OF THE REV. JAMES WALLIS
AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME XXVI, ISSUE 159, 5 JULY 1895, PAGE 4
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TE RORE TAOHO
TE ROROA CHIEF

1836
OPANAKI, KAIHU, TAITA.
Son of Tohunga ‘Taoho’ of Te Roroa, it has been said that Te Rore Taoho was a wanderer:
(Note: This would be caused by the unrest that Hongi Hika created from his rampaging
ventures into the Kaipara district in the 1820’s)…
As a child he was living with his family in the Kaihu Valley after their return from Tokatoka
out of exile under the grace of ‘Parore Te Awha’ when the battle of Te Ika-a-ranganui was
fought in 1825, then for some years at Waimamaku, Waipoua and Hokianga.
He returned to the Kaihu River several times and eventually settled once again thanks to
the grace of Parore at Opanaki/Ahikiwi about 1861 on what was to become known as
‘Opanaki Number One and Number Two ’.
These blocks were initially all one block owned by Parore and his people.
It was the wish of Parore before he died to have his land subdivided for his people
individually so about 1880 the court ruled with the permission of Parore that Te Roroa
Taoho as a Te Roroa leader would become the Trustee of Opanaki ‘Number One block’ and
Parore and his people would have ‘Number Two’. Both of these blocks had many part
owners.
The 193 acres that encompasses the Western Bank of the Opanaki Township had been
gifted to the Parent of Wiremu Rikihana for a favour that he had done for Parore in some
dim distant past and so this land was subdivided off as a separate title as well. Wiremu
Rikihana had settled on his parents land at about 1880. He was Te Rarawa from Mitimiti
North Hokianga.
Note: Parore died soon after as a very old man. His family stated at future land hearings
that they wanted the squatters at Opanaki removed from their land.
During the late 1800’s Wiremu Rikihana became a stand out figure in this block as it was he
who gave the land for the Kaihu public School and Church.
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Wiremu Rikihana grew up mostly at Waireia but also at Taikarawa, ‘Harata’ his mother’s
birthplace. He assumed the mantle of his grandfather, Rikihana Whakarongouru, a
prominent leader (and a kaiako, or teacher of Pene Haare). He was a signatory to the deed
of sale for Rawene when it was sold to the Crown in 1875 and a principle speaker for
claimants in the Native Land Court. From 1923 to 1930, he was a member of the Legislative
Council. The whakapapa of Pene Haare shows that the grandmother of Wiremu Rikihana
was Takakuru (the sister of Mawete the great-grandfather of Pene Haare) Takakuru married
Whakarongouru. Whakarongouru was a younger brother of the Te Rarawa chiefs Te Huhu
and Papahia who are mentioned in some of the battles recorded by Pene Haare.
Following are some reports from ‘Papers Past’ which enlighten one as to actually what did
happen back then in the Township of Opanaki/Kaihu re land ownership???
Auckland Star, Volume LXIV, Issue 161, 11 July 1933, Page 3
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AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME XXIV, ISSUE 199,
23 AUGUST 1893, PAGE 5

NEW ZEALAND HERALD, VOLUME XXXI, ISSUE 9675,
22 NOVEMBER 1894, PAGE 6
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NEW ZEALAND HERALD, VOLUME XXXII, ISSUE 9764,
11 MARCH 1895, PAGE 6

GOVERNMENT INJUSTICE TO THE OPANAKE MAORIS
NEW ZEALAND HERALD, 16 APRIL 1895

NO. 80.—PETITION OF TE RORE TAOHO AND 119
OTHERS…

Petitioners pray that Ngakuru Pene may be
appointed Maori constable for the District of
Dargaville.
I am directed to report that the Committee is
of opinion that this petition should be
referred to the Government for favourable
consideration.
21st July, 1896.
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LOCAL AND GENERAL NEWS
NEW ZEALAND HERALD, 16 JANUARY 1897

AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME XXVIII, ISSUE 16, 20 JANUARY 1897, PAGE 4
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NATIVE LAND COURT MAKES DECISION ON OWNERSHIP OF THE OPANAKE BLOCK SITUATED AT MODERN DAY KAIHU
WHICH WAS CLAIMED BY TE RORE TAOHO AND OTHERS…
AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME XXVIII, ISSUE 20, 4 FEBRUARY 1897, PAGE 2
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COUNTRY NEWS
NEW ZEALAND HERALD, VOLUME LI, ISSUE 15721, 23 SEPTEMBER 1914, PAGE 9
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2
1863: MAORI DIGNITARIES VISIT ENGLAND
AND MEET QUEEN VICTORIA

QUEEN VICTORIA ADOPTS A MAORI LAD FROM THE HOKIANGA
Note: On her return to England the good ship Ida Zeigler had on board a party of Maori
dignitaries on their way to meet Queen Victoria. They were mostly from the Hokianga,
and would have, with no doubt, some connection to the Kaihu Valley and the Waipoua
districts.
NEWS OF THE DAY…
The following gentlemen, Messrs W. Jenkins, Brent, Millner, Lightband, Lloyd and Wright,
propose conveying the chiefs herein named to Europe, for the purpose of illustrating the
manners and customs of the Maori people, in connection with a series of lectures to be
delivered in the principle cities of the United Kingdom and the Continent.
A chief feature in this undertaking is to afford the chiefs an opportunity of visiting all the
principal Dockyards, Arsenals, and Manufactories, &c., in the various cities proposed to be
visited by the projectors of the scheme.
The carrying out of this project will necessarily involve a considerable outlay, which will be
cheerfully sacrificed, should the proposed objects be obtained - the Maori chiefs
intellectually and morally benefitted; but should any profits accrue from the undertaking,
the natives engaged will participated in them.
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NAMES OF NEW ZEALAND MAORI TO VISIT ENGLAND NUMBERED AS PER FOLLOWING GROUP PHOTO AT
JOHN WESLEY’S HOUSE IN ENGLAND…

1/.

Mr William Jenkins of Nelson: Interpreter.

2/.

Rev Jobson: Secretary of the Wesleyan Missionary Society.

3/.

Mrs Jobson.

4/.

Mrs P. Brames Hall: A warm supporter of Wesleyan Missions.

5/.

Hariata Te Iringa, wife of Hirini and granddaughter of Kawiti.

6/. Wiremu Te Wana, son of Pou and elder brother to Horomona.
Tribe: Ngapuhi. Residence: Hokianga.
7/. Reihana Taukawau, son of Tu Karawa, grandson of Rauwahine - on the
mother's side - son of Te Wao, grandson of Kahika, great grandson of Matuhaia
Tribe: Ngapuhi. Residence: Taiamai, Bay of Islands.
8/. Hariata Tutapuiti, wife of Pomare the second, daughter of Pikimaui.
Tribe: Ngapuhi. Residence: Te Ahu Ahu, Hokianga.
9/. Ngahuia: niece of Te Horeta Taniwha, (Hooknose, contemporary with Captain Cook).
Tribe: Ngati Whanaunga. Residence: Coromandel.
10/. Takerei Ngawaka, grandson of Te Heuheu.
Tribe: Ngati Tuwharetoa. Residence: Taupo (lake).
11/. Horomona Te Atua, son of Te Anga, grandson of Te Nihi.
Tribe: Ngapuhi. Residence: Hokianga.
12/. Hare Pomare, son of Pomare who was taken prisoner in 1845 by British troops during
the war with Hone Heke.
Tribe: Ngapuhi. Residence: Otuihi, Hokianga.
13/. Hapimana Ngapiko, son of Mokoera, grandson of Rangitauhanga, great
grandson of Te Ra Taunga, all noted warrior chieftains.
Tribe: Ngati Awa. Residence: Taranaki
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14/. Kameriera Te Hautakiri, son of Te Wharepapa, grandson of Te Korae and
Te Kamo. Te Kamo was daughter of Te Paiaka. Tribe: Ngapuhi. Residence: Hokianga.
15/. Paratene Te Manu, son of Kau Te Awha, grandson of Te Kowhai,
great grandson of Rangitukiwaho.
Tribe: Ngati wai. Residence: Tutukaka nr Hokianga.
16/. Kihirini Te Tuahu, son of Whareri grandson of Te Whiu a descendant of Rangitihi of
Tarawera, Taupo.
Tribe: Tuhourangi. Residence: Tarawera (lake) near Taupo, the interior of the North Island.
17/. Hirina Pakia: Son of Hare Tipene cousin of Hongi, grandson of Waharaupo a general
of Hongi and Kawiti. Ngapuhi
18/. Portrait of John Wesley
19/. Probably of Rev D Coke
20/. Probably of John Wesley’s mother Mrs Susan Wesley
BELOW: KEY PLAN OF SMETHAM’S PICTURE, LONDON, 1863
THE NEW ZEALAND CHIEFS IN JOHN WESLEY’S HOUSE
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1863 SEP-OCT PAINTING NEW ZEALAND CHIEFS IN JOHN WESLEY’S HOUSE

27

ABOVE: KEY PLAN OF SMETHAM’S PICTURE, LONDON, 1863

Note: John Wesley was the founder of the Wesleyan church and the driving force behind
the early Wesleyan missions in New Zealand.

27 BY JAMES SMETHAM (1821-1889) THE ORIGINAL, IN COLOUR, IS HELD BY THE HOCKEN LIBRARY IN DUNEDIN.
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LEFT: PICTURED ON THE RIGHT IS WILLIAM JENKINS, THE MAN WHO ORGANIZED THE
GROUP OF MAORI TO VISIT ENGLAND TO MEET WITH QUEEN VICTORIA IN 1863. THE
MAN PICTURED ON THE LEFT MAY BE WILLIAM LLOYD, A GOLD PROSPECTOR WHO
SUPPORTED JENKINS' EXPEDITION TO ENGLAND. THE WOMAN PICTURED ON THE
RIGHT IS HURIA (JULIA) NGAHUIA AND THE WOMAN ON THE LEFT IS KNOWN AS
“HARRIET” POSSIBLY TERE PAKIA (HARIATA TE IRINGA). BOTH WOMEN WEAR FULL
LENGTH KOROWAI NGORE (CLOAK) OVER EUROPEAN DRESS AND THE MEN WEAR
SUITS. IT IS POSSIBLE THIS PHOTOGRAPH WAS TAKEN DURING THE 1863 VISIT TO
ENGLAND.

28 SOURCE: ACCESSION NO PHO2007-121 WILLIAM JENKINS AND GROUP

28
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PROFILES FOR MAORI DIGNITARIES
NUMBERED AS PER SMETHAM’S KEY

5/.
TERE PAKIA (HARIATA TE IRINGA -IRIANGA)
Left: Wife of Hirini and daughter of the son of Kawiti:
Both Hirini and his wife are closely allied to the faithful
Waka Nene.
Kawiti and his first wife, Kawa, had three sons: Taura,
Wiremu Te Poro, and Maihi Paraone Te Kuhanga. His
second wife was Te Tiwha, and they had a daughter,
Tuahine.

6/.
WIREMU POU (ALSO KNOWN AS
WIREMU TE WANA OR TE WHAI)
Son of Wi Pou and elder brother to Horomona: Tribe:
Ngapuhi. Residence: Hokianga.
Wiremu POU also returned with an English bride,
Georgiana MEEN. Pou claimed the union had been
blessed by Queen Victoria, so a son was named
William Royal POU and Royal later became the family
surname. William Royals sister, Ngaroma Pou married
Hare Pikari, and subsequently Arena.

ABOVE: A PORTRAIT OF WIREMU POU, HURIA NGAHUIA AND HAPIMANA NGAPIKO 29

29 SOURCE: TAKEN BY VERNON HEATH, A LONDON PHOTOGRAPHER: REF PA2 - 0852
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From Bishop William Garden Cowie’s notes 1872;
I baptised three adults and three infants on this occasion. Of the latter one was the
daughter of an Englishwoman, whose husband, Wiremu Pou, a Maori who met her in
England in 1863, died in March last. I also confirmed seventeen adults.
GEORGIANA MEEN
LEFT: WIFE OF WILLIAM POU 30

Statistics for the marriage of Georgiana…
Georgiana MEEN born Jun Qtr. 1841 Wang ford, Suffolk;
baptised 30 May 1841 – daughter of Elizabeth Meen.
Banns of Marriage Register, Christ Church, St Marylebone,
Westminster
Wiremu Pou, bachelor; Georgiana Meen, spinster – Banns
were read on the Sundays of 21 Aug, 28 Aug and 4 Sep –
married 7 Sep.

MARRIAGE REGISTER CHRIST CHURCH, ST MARYLEBONE, WESTMINSTER

Entry No. 451: Married 7 Sep 1864 by G. Thomas M. Gorman in the presence of James Stack
& Dorotea Weale…
Wiremu Pou, full age, bachelor, agriculturalist of Linton Place, son of Pou, New Zealand
Chief – signed the register.
Georgiana Meen, full age, spinster of Linton Place, daughter of John Meen: attorney – made
a cross in the register.

30 SOURCE: HTTP://COLLECTIONS.TEPAPA.GOVT. NZ/OBJECT DETAILS. ASPX?OID=271563
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1851 CENSUS: 110 HIGH ST, KINGSTON UPON HULL, YORKSHIRE
Henry WAKELIN Head 38 yrs. Tailor b Louth, Lincolnshire
Elizabeth WAKELIN Wife 26 yrs. b Bun gay, Suffolk
Daniel WAKELIN Son 14 yrs. Apprentice shoemaker b Louth, Lincolnshire
James WAKELIN Son 10 yrs. Scholar b Swine head, Lincolnshire
Ann MEEN Sis-in-law 28 yrs. Dressmaker [unmarried] b Bun gay, Suffolk
Georgiana MEEN Niece 10 yrs. Scholar b Bun gay, Suffolk
Arthur BETHEL Lodger 26 yrs. Shoe Maker [unmarried] b Stow Market, Suffolk
Ann WARD Lodger 29 yrs. Washerwoman [unmarried] b Eldon, Lincolnshire
Eliza WARD Lodger 4 yrs. b Hull, Yorkshire

7/.
REIHANA TAUKAWAU – 1869 31
TRIBE: NGAPUHI. RESIDENCE: TAIAMAI,
(BAY OF ISLANDS)

Left: Son of Tu Karawa, one of the bravest and most
renowned of the old Ngapuhi chieftains of the last
generation: Grandson of Rauwahine - on the mother's side
- son of Te Wao, grandson of Kahika, great grandson of
Matuhaia.

31 SOURCE: [JOHNSTON, JOHN TREMENHERE]
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LEFT: FROM LEFT TO RIGHT; A PORTRAIT OF HOROMONA TE ATUA, PARATENE TE MANU AND
32
REIHANA TE TAUKAWAU.

BELOW LEFT: ST MICHAEL'S CHURCH, NGAWHA, NEW ZEALAND.

Marking the site of the Battle of Ohaeawai is the Church
of St. Michael's, which celebrated its centenary in 1971.
The story of St. Michael's began when in 1863 a party of
fourteen Maoris under the leadership of William Jenkins
visited England where they were feted and presented to
Queen Victoria.
Unfortunately, their funds ran out and they
found themselves in a desperate plight quite
unable to pay for their return journey. It was
then that a kindly well-to-do spinster Miss
Dorothy Weale came to their aid paying their
expenses for the rest of their stay in Britain
and then giving them first-class tickets back to
New Zealand on a fast clipper ship.

32 SOURCE: TAKEN BY VERNON HEATH A LONDON PHOTOGRAPHER: REFERENCE NUMBER: PA2-0846
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On their arrival back in Ohaeawai, Reihana Te Taukawau, the chief of the Maori party,
asked Miss Weale how his people could repay her generosity. She suggested that his tribe
build a church, an idea that so caught the imagination of his people that they raised enough
money to build two churches - one at Mangakahia, and another at the Ohaeawai Pa, where
the famous battle of that name was fought. The church at Mangakahia was the Church of
the Good Shepherd which was destroyed by fire in the 1920’s. 33
Following the Maori custom of honouring a brave enemy, a local chief Heta Te Haara,
(Reihana Te Taukawau having died in 1869) asked that the remains of the fifty British
officers and men who fell in the Battle of Ohaeawai, be reburied in the consecrated ground
of the new churchyard. This was done with full military honours with both Maoris and
Redcoat soldiery taking part in the ceremony. Above this grave is a stone cross, bearing the
inscription…
‘Ko te Tohu Tapu tenei o nga Hoia me nga Haremana a te Kuini i hinga i te
whawhai ki knoei ki Ohaeawai, i te tau o tatou Ariki, 1845. Ko tenei Urupa na
nga Maori i whakatakato i muri iho o te maunga rongo’.
(This is a sacred monument to the soldiers and sailors of the Queen who fell in
battle here at Ohaeawai in the year of our Lord 1845. This burial place was laid
out by the Maori after the making of peace.)

More about the church at Ohaeawai…
This project is centred on an important historic church in Northland. St Michaels Church at
Ngawha is built on the site of the Battle of Ohaeawai of 1845. The scoria walls of the
cemetery closely follow the walls of the original fighting pa purposefully constructed for the
battle.
The site has considerable military significance – this Pa was the first expression of the
concepts of ‘warfare’ (Cowan 1935). One third of the besieging British force died in a little
over five minutes when a decision was made to attack the Pa after one and a half weeks
cannonading from the top of the hill. The British soldiers had muskets, the local people had
trenches, rifles, heavy duty (multiple) pa walls, and one cannon, (which was fired once
across the front Pa wall under attack, with 8 yards of chopped up horse chain down its
barrel). The soldiers who fell in that battle are buried under a memorial in the churchyard.
The site has significant historical significance for Maori. The hill Puketapu (sacred hill), on
the sides of which the Church stands, was reputedly the kainga of Nukutawhiti (verbal
information from Dr Pat Hohepa). Nukutawhiti was a highly significant ancestor for
Ngapuhi, and Kou, the senior chief of the area in the 1850's, claims descent from
Nukutawhiti (Nukutawhiti Block Claim, NMB, 1867). Kou’s relatives were intimately

33 SOURCE: TAI TOKERAU, BY FLORENCE KEENE, NORTHLAND ROOM, WHANGAREI CENTRAL LIBRARY
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involved in the establishment of the Kotahitanga Maori Parliament in the 1890's. The first
and second chairmen of that political movement are buried at this site.

LEFT: THE OHAEAWAI BATTLEFIELD OF JULY 1845
34
AND ST MICHAEL'S CHURCH, BAY OF ISLANDS

The British troops are
advancing across the centre
of the field. In the left
foreground is the British
camp and slightly forward of
that again is a lengthy
breastwork of which no trace
is to be seen in the modern
photograph (below). (It would lie at about the line of the old Ohaeawai Maori School, the
prominent white building with a wide veranda.) St Michael's Church is on the same location
as the original stockade—where it commanded the field forward (North of) a shallow gully
(filled with many dark trees in the photograph). The British troops attacked the near right
(Northwest) corner of the fortification from the North and from a position in the gully
running towards the camera viewpoint about 100 m West of the churchyard. Both painting
and photograph are oriented to the South-East.
The enclosing stone wall was built not long after the church in 1871 and probably followed
a depression or other outline left
by the original stockade and
perimeter rifle trench. Traces of
the trench could be seen until
recently in the vicinity of the
small stockyards in the
immediate left foreground. The
parallel lines running away to the
upper right from the stone wall
are the result of ploughing. The
view is to the North-East, and the
walled enclosure is 85 by 50 m in
extent. 35

34 IN THE WATER COLOUR BY JOHN WILLIAMS:
35 SOURCE: HTTP://WWW.NZETC.ORG/TM/SCHOLARLY/JONTOHU-FIG-JONTOHU106A.HTML
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A Plaque was presented by the New Zealand Army in July 1974 commemorating the 51
British dead in the assault on the Pa of Pene Taui at Ohaeawai on 1st July 1845.
Amongst these are the names of four soldiers of the 96th Regiment…
Privates William Curie: James Smith: William Simpson and William Wagstaff.

8/.
HARIATA TUTAPUITI
LEFT: HARIATA AND HARE POMARE WITH BABY ALBERT VICTOR

36

Hariata (wife of Hare Pomare), was an Ngapuhi woman
from Te Ahuahu, near Ohaeawai. She was the daughter
of Pikimaui Tutapuiti one of Hongi’s fighting chiefs, and a
confidential companion of the great and good Tamati
Waka Nene, a noble ally in the Northern war.
Hare Pomare and Hariata Pomare were in a party of
Maori who visited England in 1863 at the instigation of
William Jenkins, a Wesleyan lay preacher. While there
Hariata gave birth to a son, who became the godchild of
Queen Victoria and was named Albert Victor after the
Prince Consort.
During the voyage, which took 100 days, the Maori
members travelled steerage in cramped and unpleasant
conditions, while Jenkins travelled first class. They were
provided with no fresh food but were given worminfested biscuits, which they threw overboard. They relied on gifts of food from soldiers
travelling on board. Reihana Te Taukawau commented on their discomfort and
disillusionment: “We…felt deceived because…by the words in his (Jenkins's) invitation we
were to live with him and his Englishmen and eat with them but it was all very different”.
Note: Hariata Haumu lost her mind during the voyage and was later committed to an
asylum.

36 SOURCE: HTTP://WWW.TEARA.GOVT.NZ/EN/BIOGRAPHIES/1P21/1/2
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The party arrived in London on 18 May 1863 and were at first successful. They were
presented to the Prince and Princess of Wales, went to the opera at Her Majesty's Theatre,
had their first sight of a train at Victoria station, and visited the Royal Arsenal, the Bank of
England, and the Zoological Gardens at Regent's Park. They wore traditional garments and
ornaments and were treated as distinguished guests from a foreign land. They were
received as guests at aristocratic receptions in London and followed by crowds of
onlookers.
They performed songs and dances at receptions but had no conception of performing for
payment. Jenkins, however, needed to recoup his expenses. The British government
considered that the lectures by which he proposed to do so degraded the Maori; further,
the government would not assist the tour financially because it had heard nothing from
Governor George Grey about Jenkins and his party. Jenkins felt that the government should
pay for the tour as the Maori were acting as unofficial ambassadors. A committee to raise
public donations was set up, and on the understanding that the tour was not a commercial
speculation the party were introduced to Queen Victoria. Nevertheless Jenkins gave
illustrated lectures to paying audiences and was accused of exploiting the Maori people in
his care. From their point of view this was so, for they were not paid and were housed in a
charitable institution. In addition, they had to remain in England long after they wished to
return to New Zealand.
The party was presented to Queen Victoria at Osborne House, on the Isle of Wight, in July
1863. The Queen noticed that Hariata Pomare was pregnant and expressed a wish to be the
child's godmother. Hariata and Hare Pomare then left Jenkins's party and went to stay with
Elizabeth Colenso in Tottenham, at the Queen's expense. On 26 October 1863 Hariata gave
birth to a son, who was named Albert Victor, after the Queen's deceased husband. He was
the first Maori known to have been born in England. Victoria sent presents – for Hariata
£25, and for the child a green morocco leather case containing a silver cup, knife, spoon
and fork. Albert Victor was baptised at St Paul's, Tottenham, on 3 December 1863. The next
day the couple and their son were presented to the Queen and her daughters at Windsor
Castle. The Queen admired the baby and questioned Elizabeth Colenso about the health of
Hariata. Victoria told the party how the war in New Zealand “troubled her”; she hoped it
would soon be over.
At the Queen's request the Pomare family were photographed and equipped with clothes.
The family left England on Christmas Day 1863 on the Statesman, this time travelling first
class with the Queen paying their fares, and arrived in Auckland on 7 May 1864. Hare is
thought to have died in Wellington Hospital soon after returning to New Zealand. Hariata is
said to have married a man from Ngati Huia at Otaki and to have died in the late 1860’s.
After the return of the Pomare family, the rest of the party continued with the tour,
attracting large crowds but making little money. Some of its members quarrelled fiercely
with Jenkins, who abandoned them. Dorothea Weale, an influential philanthropist, came to
their rescue, and the Colonial Office made the arrangements for their return. At a farewell
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ceremony in Birmingham, Reihana Te Taukawau refused to receive gifts presented by local
firms. Bitter over Jenkins's mishandling of the trip, he observed sarcastically they should be
given to the gentleman who had lost money in bringing the Maori to England. The party left
on 4 April on the Flying Foam and arrived in New Zealand on 13 July 1864. Two members
had died on the voyage – Takerei Ngawaka and Hapimana Ngapiko – and a baby had been
born to Wharepapa and his English wife, Elizabeth Reid.
In 1869 the Duke of Edinburgh, Queen Victoria's second son, visited New Zealand and
Albert Victor Pomare was presented to him at a great gathering of Northland tribes. Albert
attended St Stephen's school in Auckland. The Queen had wanted him to join the Royal
Navy, but there is no record of his having done so. He went overseas as a young man and all
record of him was lost. 37
LEFT: HARIATA POMARE WITH HER SON ALBERT VICTOR PHOTOGRAPHED AT WINDSOR CASTLE IN 1863.
RIGHT: IS A FASCINATING PHOTO OF ELIZABETH COLENSO SEATED, FANNY HER DAUGHTER STARING STRAIGHT AT THE CAMERA AND THE ELEGANT HARIATA
POMARE CARRYING HER CHILD, ALBERT VICTOR.

37 SOURCE: STEVEN OLIVER
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QUEEN VICTORIA HAD A MAORI GODSON
AT THE TIME of the Maori Wars a Maori child became Queen Victoria's godson, sat on her
throne, later left New Zealand as a sailor and disappeared altogether from the annals of
history. I found the first trace of his story in the records of the Children's Home at
Papatoetoe, Auckland. Here it was stated that Queen Victoria contributed to the support of
Albert Victor Pomare at this Church of England orphanage. He was her Maori godchild.
How did such an unusual connection come about? In 1863 Hare Pomare, an Ngapuhi chief,
and his wife Hariata were visiting London with a touring Maori party. During their stay
Prince Albert died and they composed a lament which they sent to Queen Victoria. The
Royal widow must have been touched by this gesture. She later met them personally at
Osborne where they were hospitably received. Food was served on silver plates and at the
meeting with the Queen that followed one of the women laid at the Queen's feet the Hei
tiki she was wearing—a tribal heirloom. The Queen was delighted with this graceful gesture
and gave her in return a beautiful cross of pearls and brilliants.
While Hariata was in London, a child was born to her. To make her more comfortable the
Queen arranged for her to stay with Mrs Elizabeth Colenso, a fluent Maori speaker, the wife
of the missionary William Colenso. The story of Queen Victoria's contact with her Maori
godson comes from Elizabeth Colenso's diary…
“On Monday, November the 30th, 1863, when the baby was four months old, the Queen's
christening gift was received. It was a silver-gilt cup, with a golden knife, fork and spoon, as
well as a gift of £25 for Hariata. The same inscription was round the top of the cup and on
the knife: “Albert Victor Pomare, from his godmother Queen Victoria, November 1863”.
She had also arranged for his baptism at a London Church, St Paul's at Tottenham, and
requested that Mrs Colenso with the baby and his parents should attend an audience at
Windsor Castle on December 4th, the following day.
After the baptism the New Zealanders met the Queen and four of her daughters at Windsor
Castle. The Queen kissed the baby and admired his healthy appearance.
It was then that the photograph illustrating this story was taken by the Queen's Court
photographer, William Bambridge. “The Queen remarked”, wrote Mrs Colenso, “that she
would always feel a great interest in the child, and I must write from time to time and tell
her how it was getting on. Lady Bruce (who attended the Queen) asked Her Majesty to take
the baby in her arms and try his weight, which she did, and said he was the finest child of his
age—16 weeks—that she had ever seen then gave me back the child and, smiling most
pleasantly, wished me goodbye and retired.”
Before the party left for London they were taken for a tour of the State Apartments,
including the room where the Queen invested her Knights of the Garter. At one end of the
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room was a large portrait of the Queen in the robes of the Order, at the other a gilt throne.
Hare Pomare laid his son in it for a moment. 38
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38 SOURCE: ALISON DRUMMOND
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LETTERS SHOWING CONCERN FOR THE WELLBEING OF VICTOR…
The Earl of Kimberley, to Sir G. Bowen
Downing Street: August 21, 1872.
Sir,
I have to acknowledge your despatch of the 9th April, written from the Lake of Taupo, in the
course of your expedition from Wellington to Auckland, and your further despatch of the
15th of May, announcing the completion of your journey.
I have much pleasure in congratulating you upon the success of this expedition, and upon
the satisfactory evidences which you received at each place of the intentions and disposition
of the Maoris.
These despatches afford striking confirmation of the success of the native policy adopted by
your Government.
The following letter will be read with special interest…
ALBERT VICTOR POMARE 419
To Major-General Sir T. M. Biddulph: K.C.B.,
Private Secretary to the Queen
Wellington: August 12, 1872.
My dear Sir,
In your last letter to me, you were good enough to say you would like to hear occasionally
about the welfare and progress of Albert Victor Pomare, 1 the Maori boy whom the Queen
supports at the Orphan Home near Auckland. I was lately there, and made it my business to
visit this interesting child at his school, and to see him elsewhere. He is in excellent health
and seems quite happy. The matron and teachers of the Orphan Home, as also Lady Martin
(the wife of the late Chief Justice), Mrs Cowie (the wife of the Bishop of Auckland), and other
ladies who visit and manage it, all speak in high terms of the good conduct and good
disposition of the little Albert, and of his general progress. All recommend that he should
remain where he is for at least two years more; and I entirely concur in this view. He is very
grateful to his royal .benefactress; and, as I mentioned in a former letter, the great clan of
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the Ngapuhi, to which he belongs (and which is as powerful in New Zealand as the
Campbell’s are in Scotland) has a loyal and dutiful sense of Her Majesty's bounty to a child
of the clan.

9/.
HURIA NGAHUIA
Of Ngati Maru and Ngati Whanaunga, Coromandel Granddaughter/Niece of the celebrated
Te Horeta Taniwha, (Hook nose) of the Coromandel district, Hauraki: Te Horeta was an
acquaintance of Captain Cook.

LEFT: HURIA (JULIA) NGAHUIA

RIGHT: TE HORETA / TANIWHA
TE HORETA / TANIWHA: WITH FULL FACIAL MOKO AND
GREENSTONE (?) EARRING, WEARING COLLARED OPEN-NECK SHIRT
39

Story by Te Horeta Te Taniwha…
This story of Cook's visit to Whitianga, on the Coromandel
Peninsula, appears in John White's “Ancient History of the
Maori”, volume V. It was originally told by Te Horeta Te Taniwha, who had been a small boy
at the time of the visit. But since White publishes two similar versions of the story,
apparently written by different people it seems that the account Te Horeta or Te Taniwha
was known to a number of story-tellers and had become part of the folklore of this people.
His story thus…
It was a long time ago, when I was a very little boy that the ship came to Whitianga. Our
people were living there at the time, though it was not our permanent home; we were there
to preserve our title to the land. In this we followed the custom of our ancestors, staying for
a while in one part of our territory then shifting to another place, living there and cultivating

39

SOURCE: DRAWINGS & PRINTS COLLECTION, REFERENCE NO. A-147-001 ALEXANDER TURNBULL LIBRARY, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND
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our gardens so that the mana of our land would remain with us, and our fires would stay
alight throughout our lands. This was to prevent them being taken by other tribes.
While we were at Whitianga this vessel came there. When our elders saw it they said it was
an unearthly thing, and that the men in it were spirits. Then the ship came to anchor and
the boats were rowed to the shore. “Yes. These must certainly be spirits” our elders said
then, “for they have eyes at the back of their heads; see how they paddle with their backs
towards the shore!”
When these strange creatures landed we children were frightened, and so were the women;
we ran away into the bush. Only the warriors stayed there, face to face with the foreigners.
But when they had been there for some time and had not harmed our warriors at all, we
came back one by one, and gazed at them, stroking their garments with our hands, and
admiring the whiteness of their skins and the beautiful colour of the eyes of some of them.*
Note: * The word used to describe their blue eyes is ‘kahurangi’. This has the meaning of
‘prized, precious’, and is also used to refer to the colour of a light-toned variety of
greenstone.
The foreigners began to gather oysters, and we gave them some kumara, fish and fern root.
They accepted this gift with much pleasure, and we (the children and the women) roasted
some pipis for them. When we saw them eating the kumara, fish and pipis we were startled,
and said, “Perhaps they are not spirits like those that we know of; for they are eating the
foods of this world”
The foreigners went into the forest, and also climbed up to our Pa at Whitianga. They
gathered grass and small plants from the cliffs and kept knocking at the rocks on the shore.
We said, “Why are they doing this?” And we and the women also gathered up stones and
grasses of all sorts, and offered them to the foreigners. They were pleased with some of the
stones, and put them in their bags, but they threw away the grasses and branches of trees.
After this they spoke to us, perhaps asking us questions, but we could not understand
anything that they said. So we started laughing, and they laughed too, and we were
pleased. But our warriors and elders still gazed in silence at the foreigners.
These people ate the food we had given them, flavouring it with a food that they had
brought with them. Then we accompanied them up the Whitianga River.
Now some of the foreigners had rods in their hands, and when we came to the place with
bare dead trees, where the shags were living, they pointed these rods at the birds. Soon
afterwards there was a peal of thunder and a flash of lightning, and shag fell from the trees.
We were terrified and rushed away into the forest, leaving the foreigners on their own.
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They laughed and called to us, beckoning to us to come back. After a little while the braver
ones amongst us went back to them and picked up the birds. We saw that they were dead—
but what had killed them?
Our elders were still suspicious, and returned to the village, as did also the foreigners. They
continued to be very friendly towards us, and gave us some of the food that they had with
them; some of it was very hard, but sweet. Our elders said that it was pumice-stone from
the land where those foreigners lived. They also gave us some fat food, which our elders
said was whale-meat. But its saltiness nipped our throats and we did not care for this food.
After the ship had been lying at anchor for some time, some of our warriors went on board
and saw what was there. When they came back on shore they told our people what they
had seen, and some of the people greatly desired to see the place where this company of
foreigners were living.
I went with them; at that time I was only a little boy. Some of my friends also went with the
warriors, but others were frightened, and stayed on shore.
We went on board the ship, and our warriors exchanged greetings with the great number of
foreigners there. We sat on the deck of the ship, and the foreigners gazed at us, touching
our garments with their hands and patting us children on the head. At the same time they
were jabbering away, apparently asking us questions about our clothes, our earrings of
Mako sharks' teeth, and our greenstone tiki. But as we could not understand them we
laughed, and so did they. Then they held up some clothes, showing them to us and at the
same time touching our own clothes. We exchanged some of our clothes for their ones, and
some of our warriors said “Very good—very good!” Some of the foreigners repeated it after
them—“Very good!” And we all laughed again.
There was one who was the supreme man on that ship. We could tell by his noble conduct
and demeanour that he was their lord. Some of the foreigners spoke a great deal, but this
man did not say very much; he merely took our garments in his hands and touched our clubs
and spears, and the feathers that we wore in our hair. He was a very good man; he came up
to us children and patted our cheeks and gently touched our heads, while he spoke in a quiet
voice. Perhaps he was talking to us; but we could understand nothing at all.
Soon after we came on board the foreigners' ship this leader spoke to our party, and took
some charcoal and made some marks on the ship's deck, at the same time pointing towards
the shore, and looking at our warriors. One of our elders said, ‘He is asking about the shape
of the land;' and he stood up and drew the shape of the Fish of Maui [the North Island],
from Northland to the Wairarapa, the mouth of the Fish. And our elder explained the
meaning of this to their leader, while the foreigners and our people sat watching them.
After some time, the leader took some white stuff and a little stick, and drew on the white
stuff the map made by our elder. They continued to speak to each other, and our elder told
him of the significance of Te Reinga. As the foreigner did not understand what he meant,
our elder explained it again, lying down on the ship's deck, shutting his eyes, then pointing
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once more to Te Reinga in the North. However the leader of the foreigners turned away and
spoke to some of his companions and after they had talked for some time all of them stood
looking at the map which our elder had drawn. Then they went off in different directions,
murmuring to each other as they did so.
I and my two friends did not go wandering about the ship, for fear that we should be
bewitched by the foreigners; we sat where we were, staring at the foreigners' home.
The leader disappeared for a while into his own part of the ship and then he came up on
deck again, and approached my two friends and myself. He patted our heads, said
something, and put out his hand towards me, holding the nail. My friends were afraid and
said nothing, but I laughed, and he gave the nail to me. I took it in my hand, saying, ‘Very
good.’ He repeated this after me, patted our heads again, and went away.
My friends said, “His gift to us shows his nobility; he is indeed the leader of the ship. Also, he
is very fond of children. A noble man—one of high birth and standing—cannot be lost in a
crowd”.
I took my nail, and looked after it very carefully; it went with me everywhere as my
companion. I used it as the point of my spear, and also to make holes in the sideboards of
canoes, to bind them to the canoe. I kept it until one day our canoe was capsized at sea, and
my precious possession [literally, ‘object with supernatural powers’] was lost to me.
The leader of the foreigners again brought some of his possessions to our chief elder, and
presented him with two handfuls of what we now know to be potatoes. At that time our
elders thought that they were parareka (a kind of fern-root) for they were similar in
appearance to this. Our elder took them and planted them in the earth, and every year since
then we have had a supply of this food. They were first planted at Te Hunua [in the Wairoa
district] because the chief who grew them belonged to Ngati Pou. After they had been
planted for three years, a feast was given. The guests
ate of this food, and seed potatoes were distributed
among other Waikato and Hauraki tribes.

10/.
TAKEREI NGAWAKA,
LEFT: TAKEREI, STANDING, NGAWAKA NGAHUIA, MR. W.W. LIGHTFOOT:

Takerei of the Tribe Ngati Tuwharetoa was the
grandson of the great ‘Te Heuheu', who, with his family
and part of his tribe, was buried under a landslip. They
lived near the shores of Lake Taupo.
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The party left England on 4 April on the Flying Foam and arrived in New Zealand on 13 July
1864. Two members had died on the voyage – Takerei Ngawaka and Hapimana Ngapiko –
and a baby had been born to Wharepapa and his English wife, Elizabeth Reid.
IWIKAU TE HEUHEU TUKINO III
Portraits of Mananui Te Heuheu and Iwikau Te
Heuheu (sitting) by George French Angas, 1847 with
the palisades of their Pa, Te Rapa, at Taupo behind
them. The men are fully tattooed and carry weapons
and are also wearing fine cloaks.
Iwikau Te Heuheu Tukino III, paramount chief of Ngati
Tuwharetoa in the Taupo region from 1846 to 1862,
was born late in the eighteenth century and, like his
older brother, Mananui, whom he succeeded, became
a renowned warrior at an early age.
In January 1840, he travelled to the Bay of Islands with missionary Henry Williams to take
part in the deliberations on the Treaty of Waitangi. Impressed by Williams' explanation of
the Treaty, he and his companion Te Korohiko signed, although they had no authority to
commit the tribe. When, several months later, a copy of the Treaty was discussed at
Rotorua, Mananui repudiated his brother's action. But the signature of Iwikau remains on
the Waitangi copy of the Treaty. Iwikau became acquainted with Governor George Grey
during his visits to Auckland and in 1850 undertook a journey with him from Auckland to his
home at Pukawa near Taupo. In recognition of his loyalty to the Queen, Grey presented him
with a flag similar in design to that given to the Northern tribes by William IV in 1834.
During the 1850’s, Iwikau sought both to restrain Maori protest and to support the growing
grievances over the loss of land. Late in 1856, he convened at Pukawa a meeting opposed
to further land sales. An ardent proponent of Maori nationalism, he also encouraged the
movement to set up a Maori king. He supported the installation of Potatau Te Wherowhero
of Waikato as King at Ngaruawahia in 1858. But when the Taranaki war broke out in 1860,
he tried to prevent Ngati Tuwharetoa from joining, fearing that the tribe's lands would be
threatened. He died in October 1862.
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11/.
HOROMONA TE ATUA
LEFT: (SOLOMON THE GOD)

40

Horomona was the son of Te Anga who was brother to
Patuone and Tamati Waka Nene. He was the Grandson of
Te Nihi.
Te Anga and his brother Te Ruanui were killed in battle
while fighting with their father Tapua against Ngati Pou
who had been forced by combined Ngapuhi forces to
Whangaroa. Tribe: Ngapuhi. Residence: Hokianga.
Following are two pages written 13 Jul 1853 by Te Manihera, Te Teira and Horomana Te
Atua in Oterongo near Te Rawhiti to Sir Donald McLean…
Oterango
13 July 1853
Friend, McLean,
Greetings. I have great affection for you indeed in these troubled[?] times. McLean, I am
feeling for you in respect of the talk you and I had before at the discussions about Oterango.
But hear me now. I attach [an account of] our first discussion to this letter of mine to you;
this is the second of my appeals to you about payment for land.
This letter of ours to you is to [ask] you to give us the payments now. Don't drag it on, but
release them at once to us. If you hold out, we will give [the land] to a Pakeha, to John
Parani [Brand?]. That is all.
From Horomana, Te Teira, Te Manihera
Oterango
13 Hurae 1853
E hoa, e Te Makarini,
Tena koe. Nui pu toku aroha atu ki a koe i roto i enei taima e he a[i?]. E Makarini, he aroha
tenei noku ki a koe mo a taua korero i korero ai taua i mua i nga korero mo Oterango. Kia
40 SOURCE: FROM THE COLLECTION OF EUNICE ELIZABETH LEWIS CHAMBERS (NEE JENKINS) GRAND-DAUGHTER OF WILLIAM JENKINS
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rongo mai koe inaianei. Ka apitia ano e ahau a taua korero tuatahi ki tenei pukapuka aku
mou, ko te rua tenei [o] oku panga atu ki a koe he utu whenua.
Tenei pukapuka a matou ki a koe, kia homai e koe nga utu ki a matou inaianei. Kaua e
kumea e koe kia roa, engari tukua tatatia mai ki a matou nga utu. Ki te pakeke koe, ka
tukua e matou ki tetehi Pakeha ki a Teone Parani. Heoti ano.
Na Horomana, na Te Teira, na Te Manihera

12/.
HARE POMARE
TRIBE: NGAPUHI. RESIDENCE: OTUIHI, HOKIANGA

LEFT: HARE IS THE TALL GENTLEMAN AT RIGHT
BACK.

Hare Pomare, son of Pomare
who was taken prisoner in
1845 by British troops under a
flag of truce during the war
with Hone Heke but was, on
arrival in Auckland,
immediately released.

ASHBURTON GUARDIAN, RŌRAHI VII, PUTANGA 2480,
1 HERETURIKŌKĀ 1890
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13/.
HAPIMANA NGAPIKO
TRIBE: NGATI AWA. RESIDENCE: TARANAKI

LEFT: HEAD AND SHOULDERS PORTRAIT OF HAPIMANA NGAPIKO DRESSED IN EUROPEAN CLOTHING,
WITH SHORT HAIR MOUSTACHE AND LIGHT BEARD AND MOKO AROUND THE NOSE, MOUTH AND
41
CHIN AREA.

Son of Mokoera, grandson of Rangitauhanga, great
grandson of Te Ra Taunga all noted warrior chieftains of the
Ngati Awa tribe Taranaki. He died during the voyage to
England.
Note:

14/.
KAMERIERA TE HAUTAKIRI
LEFT: KAMARIERA TE HAUTAKIRI WHAREPAPA

42

While Lindauer painted this portrait in 1895, he was not the
only artist to capture his likeness. Wharepapa was also
photographed with Charles Goldie
Son of the great fighting chief Te Wharepapa one of the
generals of Hongi: grandson of Te Korae and Te Kamo. Te
Kamo was daughter of Te Paiaka. Tribe: Ngapuhi.
Residence: Hokianga.
Kamariera Te Hau Takari Wharepapa was born at Mangakahia. In 1863 he was one of 12
Maori who travelled to England aboard the ship Ida Ziegler under the sponsorship of
Wesleyan missionary William Jenkins. While in England he was presented to Queen Victoria
and married Elizabeth Reid, an English housemaid. The first of their five daughters was born

41 SOURCE: [JOHNSTON, JOHN TREMENHERE] 1860S: HAPIMANA NGAPIKO [1863 OR 1864] REFERENCE NUMBER: A-263-024
42 SOURCE: AUCKLAND LIBRARY.
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on the return journey to New Zealand and the family settled in Maungakahia in 1864 where
Elizabeth helped her husband lobby for a school, which was eventually built.
Wharepapa's marriage to Elizabeth Reid was published in the English Mail with the headline
“Amalgamation of the Races” to make public the idea that when English fathers give
consent for their daughters to marry Maori, the races are amalgamated. They were married
at the parish church of St Anne, Lime house. Miss Reid was from the parish of Marylebone
and they were married by Rev. E. Day.
His marriage to Elizabeth Reid eventually broke down for it is said she tired of life on a
Maori kainga. Their daughter Mary Faith married artist Thomas Ryan on 1 July 1903, at St
Mary's Cathedral, Auckland. Wharepapa died at Mangakahia in 1920.
NEWS OF THE DAY
ELTHAM ARGUS 12 JAN 1933

Married Maori: Two London Women: Encounter in bush: A Surveyor's memories…
Auckland. This day: The finding of the two Englishwomen who, unknown to the rest of the
white community in New Zealand, and despaired of by their relatives in England, had lived
for years practically as slaves with the Ngapuhi Maoris.
A meeting in the bush fastness’s of Taranaki with Kimble Bent, who, because he had been
flogged, deserted from the British Army and became a “Pakeha-Maori”, were among the
experiences spoken of this morning by Mr D. G. Fraser, a retired surveyor who lives now in
Tenterden Avenue, Mount Eden.
Mr Fraser followed his profession just after the Maori Wars were finished, when the land
was first divided. When he came to New Zealand, one of the first posts Mr Fraser held was
that of school teacher, and in 1872 he was sent to open a Maori school at Mangakahia, in
North Auckland.
“I went to Waitangi Falls by steamer”, said Mr Fraser, “and from there went on horseback
under the guidance of a Maori named Sydney Taiwhanga.
We arrived the following evening at Mangakahia. Needless to say there were no roads, and
but miserable tracks. When we got to the meeting house it was dark, and the light in the
house was supplied by a big fire, round which squatted about 100 men, women and
children.
I presented a letter from Donald McLean, Native Minister, and, as I knew no Maori, a
woman from the crowd came forward to interpret. To my astonishment I saw that she and
another woman were white, and learned afterwards that they had been 14 years with the
natives.
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It appears that a party of natives, picked out for their ferocious aspect and tattooing, had
been taken to London by a Mr Jenkins of Nelson, with the idea of exhibiting them. As they
found that out the Maoris refused to be exhibited, and they became practically stranded in
London. Two of them, however, married white women, who were maidservants and, as a
subscription was raised to enable the Maoris to go back to New Zealand, the girls followed
their husbands, whose names were Wiremu Pou and Kamariera te Wharepapa, both chiefs.
Wiremu Pou died shortly after he returned, and his wife was practically a sort of slave when
I saw her. She had been bought by a bushman - a white man - for the sum of £2. The other
white woman was of a more refined nature, and took her stand among the tribe.
In conversations they told me that they had been given to understand in London that if they
married the natives they would rank as princesses in New Zealand; but, when they got here,
they found they had to dig, hoe and sow, while their swains squatted by and did nothing”.
For nine years Elizabeth was without contact with European New Zealand. Then, in July
1872 Dr Gennes Fraser arrived in the valley to open a school. It had taken him two days on
horseback over rough bush-tracks to reach the isolated heart of Northland. Fraser's
knowledge of Maori was meagre, which put him at a distinct disadvantage when, before
the assembled locals, he stood to read his letter of introduction from the Native Minister.
Elizabeth Wharepapa came forward and solved the problem.
The marriages between the two Maoris and young Englishwomen did not endure, with both
women eventually moving to Auckland and remarrying Europeans.

FAMILY FOR ELIZABETH ANNE REID
Husband: Kamariera Te Hau-Takerei WHAREPAPA
Born: 1823 at: Mangakahia New Zealand
Married: 31 MAR 1864 at: St Anne Lime house Stepney Middlesex England
Died: 1920 at: Mangakahia New Zealand
Wife: Elizabeth Anne REID
Born: DEC 1842 at: Kirton Suffolk England
Died: 05 FEB 1920 at: 21 Gibraltar Crescent Parnell Auckland New Zealand
Father: John Reid
Mother: Hannah Plant
Other Spouses: Samuel Charles Lakey
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CHILDREN…
Name: Edith Harritt Wharepapa
Born:

at:

Married:
Died:

at:
at:

Spouses: Pererika Heke
Name: Maria Josephine Hope Wharepapa
Born: 31 May 1864 On The Good Ship Flying Foam En Route From England
Married: At:
Died: At:
Spouses: William Rudolph
Name: Mary Faith Wharepapa
Born: At:
Married: At:
Died: At:
Spouses: Thomas Derby Ryan
Name: Hora Eliza Anne Wharepapa
Born: At:
Married: 1893 At:
Died: At:
Spouses: William Archibald Alison
Name: Huhana Wharepapa
Born: 1867 At: Mangakahia New Zealand
Married: At:
Died: 18 Mar 1929 At: Te Araroa New Zealand
Spouses: Hunia Ngawati Ruwhiu
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15/.
PARATENE TE MANU
TRIBE: NGATI WAI. RESIDENCE: TUTUKAKA NEAR HOKIANGA.

LEFT: PARATENE TE MANU

43

Son of Kau Te Awha, grandson of Te Kowhai, descendant of
the powerful chieftain Rangitukiwaho of the Ngapuhi tribe:
Next after Tai-ki-whenua was Kau-te-Awha this was a brave
man, and was the head of all warriors, and all the tribes here
heard of the bravery of this man, there were many other
brave warriors, but he was the first of them all, but he was
never known to use of his own accord to avenge any one, his
was the acts of a brave man to succor the down trodden, he
was a great chief, and also with his rank he was brave, and it
was by him that the Popoto tribe became of note and had
power and authority, he was a great general and knew the
arts of war.
In a statement written by Paratene Te Manu after their
return from London he makes some observations, and
explains how he got to go to England and how he survived
the long sea trip to London: Te Manu performed karakia for
the group during their sojourn in England.
I never heard Jenkins name nor saw him until January 1863... I met Jenkins and Chasley
outside the study. The study is the Maori name for the Maori office where the Native
Department is held and where Governor Grey meets the natives... Jenkins himself...said... Is
it pleasing to you to go with me to England and this was the first of my answers to him...
What have I to do there? Jenkins answered to see England and to look about.
Te Manu did not give an answer saying he had to consult his people. The next day he met
Jenkins again at the ‘study’ and Jenkins pressed him for an affirmative answer, suggesting
he should bring his wife. The wife Te Manu was deceased so he considered it a cruel joke.
On his way home that evening Jenkins asked him again for his consent and Te Manu said
maybe. Jenkins persistence paid off and Te Manu agreed to go. The 14 Maori passengers
travelled to England in the cargo storage area and Te Manu stated it was dreadful…
43 SOURCE: C.1863 (ALBUMEN PRINT), BEATTIE, JOHN (FL.1860-68) / PRIVATE COLLECTION / © MICHAEL GRAHAM-STEWART / THE BRIDGEMAN ART
LIBRARY
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“I had three shirts, two pair’s trousers, one coat, one
cloak, a summer coat and one pair of stockings. I had
two blankets of my own and one I bought out of
Jenkins money. Don't ask me about the sheets for I
had none. A pair of trousers was my pillow... None of
our Englishmen came and had prayers with us, neither
did any of our Pakeha read the bible to us. We went to
service when it was held on Sunday for the soldiers.
Every day I read prayers in Maori and read the Bible. I
brought books to read”
LEFT: LATER IN LIFE: PARATENE TE MANU, THE ANCIENT WARRIOR OF NGATI-WAI. 44

16/.
KIHIRINI TE TUAHU
TRIBE: TUHOURANGI. RESIDENCE: TARAWERA (LAKE) NEAR TAUPO, THE
INTERIOR OF THE NORTH ISLAND.

LEFT: KAMARIERA TE HAUTAKIRI WHAREPAPA (RIGHT) AND KIHIRINI TE TUAHU (WITH
45
TEWHATEWHA) DURING THEIR TRIP TO LONDON

Kihirini Te Tuahu, son of Whareri, grandson of Te Whiu,
great grandson of Te Ururau, descendant of Rangitihi:
A story involving Te Whiu grandfather of Kihirini…
Te Pairi Tuterangi was born probably in the 1840s at
Maungapohatu, in the heart of the Urewera country.
Through his father, Tuterangi, he had connections to
Tamakaimoana of Maungapohatu, Te Whakatohea of Opotiki and Ngai Tuterangi of
Tuhourangi, Te Arawa. His mother, Emeria or Meri Maraki of Waimana, was connected to
Te Arawa and to Ngai Turanga of Tuhoe. Te Pairi had one brother, Nahiri, and three sisters,
Tike, Waikohu and Karepe.
At the age of seven, Te Pairi was dedicated to the war god Tumatauenga and came under
the tutelage of his famous uncle, Te Whiu Maraki, in the traditional martial arts of the
Maori warrior. He became an expert in several weapons, notably the taiaha and the toki

44 SOURCE: (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH IN AUCKLAND, 1886)
45 SOURCE: REFERENCE NUMBER: 1/2-058458-F 1863-1864 PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY VERNON HEATH.
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Pou tangata (greenstone adze). During the wars of the 1860’s he set aside traditional
weapons in favour of the gun.
While staying with his Te Whakatohea relations at Opotiki in March 1865, he witnessed the
trial and execution of the Reverend Carl Völkner.
When the government began its punitive raids against the local Maori people he took
refuge with his Tuhoe relatives in Waimana and then Maungapohatu. In 1868, when Te
Kooti retreated to Urewera, Te Pairi and Te Whiu flew to his support. Te Whiu became a
close friend and adviser of Te Kooti in both military and spiritual matters. He and Te Pairi
were involved in many skirmishes and battles in the Urewera and Taupo regions.

17/.
HIRINA PAKIA
Son of Tipene Hare who is first cousin of Hongi, grandson of Te Waharaupo: a general of
Hongi and Kawiti.

18/.
HARIATA HAUMU
Daughter of Paratene Te Ru: near relative of Arama Karaka Pi and Tamati Waka Nene.
During the voyage, which took 100 days, the Maori members travelled steerage in cramped
and unpleasant conditions, while Jenkins travelled first class. They were provided with no
fresh food but were given worm-infested biscuits, which they threw overboard. They relied
on gifts of food from soldiers travelling on board.
Reihana Te Taukawau commented on their discomfort and disillusionment: “We…felt
deceived because…by the words in his [Jenkins's] invitation we were to live with him and his
Englishmen and eat with them but it was all very different”. Hariata Haumu went mad
during the voyage and was later committed for four months in Bow St. Asylum.
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VISIT FROM THE NATIVES OF NEW ZEALAND
THE SCOTSMAN 01 JUNE 1863

On Tuesday night, a meeting was held at the Metropolitan Tabernacle, for the purpose of
promoting emigration from this country to the new settlement of Albert Land, New Zealand.
Mr Ridgway, the emigration agent for New Zealand, in the chair.
The meeting was made especially interesting by the presence of fourteen natives – eleven
men and three women – who have been brought over to this country under the care of Mr
Jenkins: interpreter of the New Zealand Government, and with the sanction of the Governor.
It is the intention of these natives, all of whom, with one exception, are from Auckland, to
travel through the kingdom, with a view of visiting the principal dockyards, arsenals, public
institutions, manufactories, and other places of interest in their route in order to obtain such
general information respecting the greatness and power of England as may prove a benefit
to themselves and to their several tribes on their return to New Zealand.
These natives are, it seems, of rank and station in their native country. The men are tall,
straight and active, and anything but ill-looking, except when tattooed. Those who were
thus marked looked fierce and forbidding; but it must be recollected that they are of the
warrior class. They were dressed in a kind of uniform of dark blue cloth. Of the females, two
are married and one is unmarried.
Their faces are bronzed, but not much more than some of the gipsy tribe, and if a fair
specimen of the natives, are by no means destitute of personal attractions.
The married Maoris wore black and feathers on hats of straw, whilst the damsel Ngahuia
(granddaughter of the celebrated chief, “Hook Nose”) had simply a wreath of green leaves
round hers. Some of the men also wore feathers as an appendage to their head-dress.
Mr Jenkins stated that both men and women were an ordinary sample of the natives, and is
so they fully bear out the representations which have been given to them by travellers in
that quarter of the world.
Two of the native chiefs, Kihirini Te Tuahu and Horomona then addressed the meeting –
their remarks being interpreted.
The former was understood to express the thankfulness of the New Zealanders for the
introduction by the English of the Gospel and English laws into New Zealand, and to express
the intention of his tribe to be submissive to the English power. Horomona expressed similar
sentiments, and, wound up with a sort of song, the other members of the tribe joining in,
the burden…
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LEFT FROM: ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS:

NATIVE CHIEFS FROM NEW ZEALAND;
MR. W JENKINS, INTERPRETER; HOROMANA TE
ATUA; HAPIMANA NGAPIKO; WHAREPAPA;
POMARE; PARATENE TE MANU; KIHIRINI TE
TUAHU; TAKEREI NGAWAKA; TERE TE IRINGA;
HARIATA POMARE, REIHANA TAUKAWAU;
HIRINI PAKIA
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BELOW FROM: PENNY ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY NEWS

DESCRIPTION: SUBJECTS: COMPOSITE PICTURE FROM STUDIO PORTRAITS OF MAORI CHIEFS ON VISIT TO ENGLAND, WITH REV W JENKINS ; IDENTIFIES ALL
SITTERS (SEE BULL, N Z ART HISTORY, 5 (1977)). SUBJECTS: TE IRINGA, TERE HARIATA, FL 1863-1864 (SUBJECT) ; POU, WIREMU, FL 1863-1864 (SUBJECT) ; TE
TAUKAWAU, REIHANA, FL 1860’S (SUBJECT) ; POMARE, HARIATA, FL 1863-1864 (SUBJECT) ; NGAWAKA, TAKEREI, FL 1863-1864 (SUBJECT) ; TE ATUA,
HOROMANA, FL 1863-1864 (SUBJECT) ; NGAPIKO, HAPIMANA, D 1864? (SUBJECT) ; PAKIA, HIRINI TIPENE FL 1863-1864 (SUBJECT) ; JENKINS, WILLIAM, 18131867 (SUBJECT) ;

BELOW: MAORI GROUP WHO VISITED ENGLAND WITH WILLIAM JENKINS IN 1863-1864
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: TAKEREI NGAWAKA, HIRINI PAKIA, TERE PAKIA (HARIATA TE IRINGA), HOROMONA TE ATUA & HAPIMANA NGAPIKO (BOTH
STANDING), HARE POMARE (RECLINING), HARIATA POMARE, KAMARIERA TE HAUTAKIRI WHAREPAPA, HURIA NGAHUIA, KIHIRINI TE TUAHU, REIHANA TE
TAUKAWAU & PARATENE
TE MANU.

HISTORICAL NOTES:
MISSING MEMBERS OF
THE GROUP ARE
HARIATA HAUMU WHO
WAS IN BOW STREET
ASYLUM AND WIREMU
POU, WHO HAD JOINED
THE `MAORI WARRIOR
46
CHIEFS' TROUPE.

46 TAKEN BY AN UNIDENTIFIED PHOTOGRAPHER, POSSIBLY AT THE ROEHAMPTON RECEPTION, AND LATER COPIED BY WILLIAM JAMES HARDING
REFERENCE NUMBER: 1/1-000048-GCONDITIONS GOVERNING ACCESS TO ORIGINAL: NOT RESTRICT
(ALL INFORMATION FROM `HARIRU WIKITORIA!' BY BRIAN MACKRELL, 1985, PAGE 65)
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ONE OF THE FIRST SPEECHES DELIVERED IN ENGLAND BY THE PARTY AS FOLLOWS…
Since their arrival in the mother country the chiefs have declared themselves to be
favourably impressed both with England and the English people. They could scarcely be
otherwise, as they have already received a most hospitable reception from some of the
leading personages in the kingdom. But it is our public establishments and noble
institutions which appear most of all to impress the Maoris with the greatness of this
country, and these impressions will no doubt, on the return of the visitors to their native
land, tend to the peaceful disposition of their respective tribes. The following address
(translated) was presented to the Duke of Newcastle at the first interview of the chiefs with
his Grace…
Give attention, O people of this land, and hear the reason why this (Maori) people are seen
here in this land. Mr Jenkins asked us, “Would not some of you Maori chiefs like to go to
England?” We answered, “What to do there?” He replied, “To see the superiority of
England.” Then we said, “Yes, let us go and see the evil of that land and the good of that
land; and also let us see the Queen, the mother of all the nations under the heaven”
“God is in heaven that made the earth and the people: the Queen is in England who made
the laws by which men are benefited. Give attention, therefore, O people of profound
thought, to the workings of my mind. My eyes have seen the good of this land. My heart is
rejoicing continually at the multitude of things which my eyes now see, by my heart is dark
and filled with chagrin towards my fathers and my forefathers for their stupidity in not
seeking out knowledge for my country.
The consequence of their ignorance is that you and I have continued estranged from one
another (meaning the Maori people and the English). Perhaps, had they been wise to seek
out the things (or knowledge) by which the body and the soul may live, you and I would,
long ere this, have been one. You would be as an elder brother to me and I as a younger
brother to you. Another obstacle in my way is that I do not understand your language,
which is the cause that we cannot speak to each other, mouth to mouth. Were it not so, I
might be able to accomplish something, let it be ever so little; for all the good that is in New
Zealand is the fruit of the religion which was brought to us from you”.47

47 SOURCE: TRANSCRIBED BY DAWN CHAMBERS WWW.NZPICTURES.CO.NZ/1863MAORICHIEFSTOUR.HTM 21 JUNE 2011
D.CHAMBERS@PARADISE.NET.NZ PAGE 2 OF 2
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NOTES FROM PAPERS PAST
AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE 18 MAY 1863 P323

The Ida Zeigler has arrived from Auckland with the following passengers and cargo…
Miss Rawson, Mr and Mrs Scotland, Mr and Mrs Werner and family, Mr and Mrs Farmer,
Mr and Mrs Tutty, Captain Brown, Lieu Waugh, Lieutenant Baynton, Mr and Mrs
Chamberlin, Captain and Mrs Barton and family, Miss Tyhurst, Mr and Mrs Fairburn and
family, Mr Jenkins, Mr Milner, Mr and Mrs Carleton, Mr and Mrs Williams, Messrs Galea,
Ditrich, Silva and Da Costa, Mr and Mrs Corbett, Rev. W. Calvert, Master McEwan, Master J.
McEwan, Messrs Smith, Gimes and Pike, 98 rank and file, 8 women, 15 children and 15
Natives.
252 and half bales and 1 bag wool, D. Nathan; 24 bales do., J. Osborne; 31 bales and 2 bags
do., Cruickshank, Smart, and Co.; 11 bales do., R. Hampton; 32 bales do., Brown, Campbell
& Co.; 81 bales do., W. Buchanan; 7 bales do., Watt, Kennedy, and Watt; 5 bales do., James
Busby; 166 cases and 10 casks kauri gum, Combes and Daldy; 17 casks do., J. A. Drury; 96
casks do., W. Graham; 173 bags do., G. T. Jakins; 85 casks cocoa-nut oil, D. Nathan; 18 casks
sperm oil, 9 casks whale, 12 hhds black, 32 casks cocoa-nut, 37 casks gum, 21 cases do.,
Owen and Graham; 1 box fold, from Coromandel, 70ozs. 18dwts., valued at 240l, W.
Buchanan; 2 cases manganese, 1 bbl. Currants, 7 bags sugar.

AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE 20 JUN 1863 P409

On Saturday thirteen New Zealanders were presented to the Prince and Princess of Wales
at Marlborough House, under the auspices of Mr W. Jenkins, the interpreter to the New
Zealand Government. The party, whose arrival in this country we have lately noted,
consisted of ten males and three females. The Prince conversed in a very friendly style with
them through their interpreter, and his Royal Highness was assured by them of their
friendliness towards the English people and their desire to become more intimately
acquainted with them. They were evidently gratified with their visit and with the hearty
English like welcome the Prince gave them. Afterwards they took luncheon with the Duke of
Newcastle. On Wednesday, accompanied by Mr Jenkins, the party visited the departments
of the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich by special order from the War Department. What chiefly
interested them appeared to be the royal gun factories. They were much interested in
witnessing the welding and preparing of slabs of iron for the manufacture of new trunnions
and the preparation and casting of tubes.
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AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE 17 JUL 1863 P34

Her Majesty on Tuesday received the party of New Zealanders travelling in this country,
under the auspices of Mr Jenkins, at Osborne, consisting of 13 persons, 10 males and three
females, who arrived from London to have the honour of an interview, accompanied by Mr
Jenkins. The Duke of Newcastle, Secretary of State for the Colonies, was present. They
crossed over from Southampton in her Majesty's yacht Fairy, which was sent to meet them.
The Queen, accompanied by their Royal Highnesses Princess Helena, Princess Beatrice, and
Prince Leopold, and attended by the Hon. Mrs Bruce, the Hon. Beatrice Byng, and the
gentlemen in waiting, received the Maoris in the Council-room, where they were severally
presented by Mr Jenkins and had the honour of kissing her Majesty's hand. The heads of
tribes then addressed the Queen through their interpreter. After partaking of luncheon, the
whole party were taken on board the Victoria and Albert and went afterwards to
Portsmouth.
AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE 8 AUG 1863 P85

Our readers are aware that the parties of New Zealanders have been received by the
Queen, as well as by the Prince and Princess of Wales, and we have received a verbatim
translation of a communication received from one of the chiefs, expressing, in their own
unaffected fashion, their feelings at what they saw and at the kindness and hospitality
shown to them when they visited her Majesty at Osborne…
On the 15th of July, at seven A.M., we went by rail to have an interview with her Majesty.
The Duke of Newcastle accompanied us. The train took us to Portsmouth, where her
Majesty's yacht awaited us to take us across. A boat and crew was ready for us,
commanded by an officer. When the officer saw us he saluted us in the English manner.
We were then pulled off to the yacht, which is a most beautiful vessel. The yacht took us to
the Queen's residence. Three of her Majesty's carriages had been sent to the pier to take us
up to Osborne. These carriages were most splendidly fitted up. Into them I, a mean man,
entered and was taken to the Queen's house. We went in, and prepared to receive her
Majesty when she came forward. When we were ready our gracious Queen came to us. We
saluted her in the way the rulers are accustomed to be saluted (kissed hands). When we had
finished paying our homage, she addressed us in good and peaceful terms. Feelings of
sympathy towards her and her children crowded into my mind, on account of their loss in
the death of Prince Albert; tears moistened by eyelashes. She then went back. When
requested to return, she acceded.
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Then my elder brother, Hautakiri Wharepapa, [sic], addressed her, with feelings of great joy.
When he had ended, I stepped forward to speak to her. My heart was filled with affection
towards her. It was only with difficulty that I could express myself, so full of sympathy was I
for her loss in Prince Albert, her consort. She then retired to her private apartment, and we
went to take luncheon in another room. After lunch we were invited to view her Majesty's
apartments. Then we were pulled back to the yacht Victoria and Albert. When our boat was
cast off the officers came forward to salute us. We returned the salute. When we had
finished inspecting the yacht, we steamed across to Portsmouth, where we spent the night.
In the morning we went to look at the steamers in course of building and other things of the
English. I cannot recount the things that we saw. Afterwards we pulled off to a large war
steamer. When we reached it we climbed up the side. The officers and sailors appeared like
statues. Their eyebrows, eyes, and lips had an angry expression. When we had finished, we
pulled away again to another place to see the biscuit manufactory. The manager came and
led us over the factory to see its contents. The things we saw there were most splendid. Who
can tell the beauty of the things we saw there? When we had finished inspecting this, my
eyes being also satisfied, we pulled off to another man-of-war. The officer saw us
approaching. He was a very agreeable man. He saluted us much and then conducted us to
the captain. The ladies there received us very kindly. We then sat down on the seats, and a
repast was spread before us to signify their love for us. We were then taken to see the boys
training; some to handle fire-arms, others to play on instruments. The works on that ship
were very pleasing.
After this we were rowed away to another man-of-war, the captain of which saluted us
kindly. Then we returned to the hotel. And at seven o'clock we came back to our lodgings in
London. Although I had returned to my lodgings my heart was full of affection for the
Queen; and I gave vent to my feelings thus…
Your Majesty the Queen, I salute you and your children, who are widowed and orphans
through the death of Prince Albert. It is well, you’re Majesty; he has gone to God's right
hand. Pray rather you’re Majesty, for those who are in the world. It is the wicked that will
perish. Enough:
This is a lament for Prince Albert from Kissling Te Tuahu. (Translated by G. Maunsell)…
“Is there no love, indeed, gushing up in my breast towards the Prince? Blessed art thou who
have passed behind the hills! Firm shall I stand, as a sacred sign for the Queen? Alas! That is
all”:
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IMAGES FROM ALEXANDER TURNBULL LIBRARY MS-PAPERS-3350
Letter, dated 16 Apr 1934, re Jenkins and the 'peace mission' to UK with 13 Maori chiefs
written to J. C. Andersen by Catherine Elizabeth Chambers (nee Sinclair)
AUCKLAND WEEKLY NEWS [AFTER 1953]

Image: Te Hautakiri Wharepapa of Mangakahia, Northland, was described by Mr Jenkins as
“the most intelligent of our party” Considered a particularly handsome man; he captivated
the fancy of an English girl who accompanied on his return to New Zealand as his wife.
Image: The christening set presented to Albert Victor Pomare by Queen Victoria now in the
Auckland War Memorial Museum.
“Mr Jenkins is a long tried and zealous servant of the Government, is a warm friend of the
natives, has their confidence, and can be safely entrusted with any matter which may
conduce to their benefit”.
With such an assurance, Grey did not hesitate to approve the idea, but the struggling
colony could provide no financial backing. Relying on practical support in England, and with
the help of some friends, Mr Jenkins undertook full responsibility for his scheme himself.
There was no lack of Maoris keen to make the trip, and Mr Jenkins selected 10 chiefs and
four highly born native women, all from districts so far unaffected by the unrest in Taranaki
and the Waikato.
The party sailed from Auckland on February 6, 1863, (five months before the outbreak of
the Waikato War) in the ship Ida Zeigler, and reached Plymouth on May 14.
Their reception (as described in Mr Jenkins journal, a copy of which is now in the possession
of his grandson, Mr A. S. Jenkins, of Glen Eden) was most cordial…
They were taken to Marlborough House to meet the Prince of Wales – then a young man of
22 and afterwards King Edward VII. They dined with the Duke of Newcastle, Secretary of
State for the Colonies, who undertook to present them to the Queen.
Her Majesty, then only a year or two older than her great granddaughter, Queen Elizabeth II
is today, received them graciously at Osborne. The Prince Consort had been dead for less
than two years, and Victoria entered the reception room dressed in black satin and wearing
a widow's cap.
She was accompanied by Princess Helena, then a girl of 17, Prince Leopold, aged 10, and
Princess Beatrice, aged six, and members of the Royal household.
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The tattooed chiefs - their heads adorned with the Huia feathers of their rank, and wearing
shark's tooth or greenstone ear pendants – and the wives of four of them were all arrayed
for the occasion in their finest flax cloaks.
With Mr Jenkins acting as interpreter, the Queen talked with individual members of the
party. On learning that Hare Pomare's wife, Hariata, was expecting a baby, Her Majesty
expressed a wish to stand godmother to the child. If a girl, she said, it should be named
“Victoria”, and if a boy “Albert”.
The child was born later in London. Queen Victoria's christening gift, now in the Auckland
War Memorial Museum, was silver gilt exquisitely designed cup, knife, spoon and fork. The
cup and knife were inscribed…
“To Albert Victor Pomare, from his godmother, Queen Victoria, November, 1863”
The visit to Osborne was the highlight of a tour packed with excitement for the
unsophisticated visitors from New Zealand. They spent two months seeing the sights of the
capital of the Empire. They were shown through The Times office and the Bank of England,
and went to the opera with which they were “delighted beyond measure”.
At John Wesley's house the party formed the subject of the painting reproduced on the
opposite page. A photograph of the group, in the same setting, was published in the
Illustrated London News.
They enjoyed the hospitality of such notable men as the Bishop of London, Lord Melbourne,
Lord Shaftesbury and Lord Leven, at whose house they met the famous Swedish singer
Jenny Lind.
They were shown the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich, where they saw “great guns and
castings”, and Portsmouth Dockyard.
Later, the party was invited to Bristol where the Mayor arranged a luncheon to enable them
to meet 50 or 60 leading citizens. For nearly two months Mr Jenkins made Bristol his
headquarters, visiting from there Bath, Cheltenham and other West of England towns.
But travel cost money and, while the Maoris were enjoying themselves, Mr Jenkins worries
mounted. Funds were running short; no help seemed to be forthcoming from his highly
placed English hosts who had frowned on his plan to recoup expenses by a lecture tour.
To finance the trip, Mr Jenkins had sold all his property, including even his house in Nelson.
Far from receiving any practical assistance, he found that - as the New Zealand Herald said
acidly on his return – “the good people of England had more sympathy than pence”.
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Less than four years later, worn out with his labours, (which had included sitting up late,
night after night, answering the scores of letters which had poured in daily during the tour)
and financial worries, Mr Jenkins died at Wanganui, a poor man.
The world is hard on the idealist. In the closing years of his life, Mr Jenkins had appealed to
the Government for a pension, as some compensation for his personal outlay in the
interests of racial harmony. The venture had cost him 3,000 pounds and no small amount of
worry.
The harassed colony, at its wits' end to pay for the recently concluded war, made him a
grant of 50 pounds, which he did not live to enjoy.
NORTHERN ADVOCATE 16 MAR 1974

Royal name had Queen's blessing…
Wi Pou, while in England, won the heart of a young woman member of Queen Victoria's
household named Georgiana. The story goes that the Queen gave their marriage her
blessing and that her Royal command was that the first-born of the union, if a son, should
take the surname ROYAL. The first-born son of the marriage was Joseph Desmond ROYAL of
Pakotai.
The eldest son of the late Mr and Mrs Joseph ROYAL is Mr William ROYAL, Pakotai ex-kauri
bushman, who had his 80th birthday yesterday. His mother was Miss Emily TREGONNING of
Onehunga.
NORTHERN NEWS 11 FEB 1986

Elizabeth Ann REID was a teenager working as a maid when she met chief Te Hautakiri
Kamariera WHAREPAPA in England in August 1863 and they fell in love...
Another Ngapuhi member of the delegation of 14 Maoris who went to England in 1863,
Wiremu POU, also returned with an English bride, Georgiana MEEN. Pou claimed the union
had been blessed by Queen Victoria, so a son was named William Royal POU and Royal later
became the family surname.
The marriages between the two Maoris and young Englishwomen did not endure, with both
women eventually moving to Auckland and remarrying Europeans.
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AN EXTRACT FROM WILLIAM JENKINS DAIRY 1863-1864…
Saturday: This has been the greatest day of my life. Who would have thought that I should
ever arrive at such honour? We engaged 3 private Carriages from the Grosvenor Hotel and
at half past 11 started for Marlborough House. Arrived - we were ushered into the
Reception Room - a large high room with a gallery all round - the walls panelled with
magnificent Tapestry which appeared like the richest paintings, a rich Turkey Carpet on floor
and velvet seats and chairs of same material - all very good but plain. In a few minutes the
Prince and Princess appeared and on entering the room walked merrily up to my side and at
once commenced in the friendliest manner to question the New Zealanders on various
subjects to which most prompt and shrewd answers were given.
The conversation was prolonged some minutes and when their Royal Highnesses were
about to retire - the old Chief Paratene stepped forward and laid his Dog skin Mat (Ihupuni)
at the Prince's feet - this was followed by Reihana and Tere - each presenting a Matt
(Kaitaka) to the Princesses - and Wharepapa presented ... a kind of ... staff of whalebone.
Hirini offered the Prince a piece of land. Another Chief gave an Ear drop and another a ...
The Prince appeared gratified with the present - and with my explanation of the nature of
the gift - and then requested Genl. Knollys to show the Chiefs through the various
departments of that splendid residence and also to let them see the Wedding presents he
and the Princess had received.
We proceeded to witness the brilliant rooms and the treasures of the Prince - and the whole
gave great pleasure to the Natives who were of cause highly honoured with the interview.
After inspecting the lawns and gardens - when we were again seen by the Royal pair from
the window - we entered our Carriages and drove off though the Park to the Clarendon
Hotel.
Arrived there - we were ushered into the Coffee room and then shown into private rooms
after which it was announced that His Grace the Duke of Newcastle was ready to receive us
- so we went to the reception room and after my introduction - I in turn introduced each of
the Chiefs to His Grace and to Sir...
The Duke at once entered freely into conversation with the Chiefs but they appeared
embarrassed and one of them made known to me his desire to be introduced forthwith to a
Native youth whom he saw there.
It appears that this youth, who is a son of a great Chieftain of Ngapuhi, has been over here
at school for some time, and as these Chiefs are related to him they at once recognized him.
The Duke acceded to their request and instantly the youth, deeply affected at the sight of his
countrymen rushed towards them and saluted them in true Maori custom by the rubbing of
noses, when the whole party burst into tears which could not for some time be suppressed.
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At length the emotion subsided and we were shown into the dining room where an excellent
Lunch was provided - The Duke took the head of the table. Mr Engleheart - the Duke's
Secretary sat opposite - Sir Fredk. Rogers and myself to the Duke's left - Lady Rogers and
Mrs Engleheart to the left of the Duke's Secretary and the Natives indiscriminately seated
themselves and felt quite at home - I told His Grace that it was the Maoris custom to ask a
blessing before partaking of food to which he replied “and very proper”.
I then requested the Natives to rise, and said grace in Maori. We then very freely partook of
the good things which were so plentifully provided, in fact, everything that the season could
produce was there.
The desert was sumptuous in the extreme finer fruit I never saw - There were Strawberries Nectarines - Melons - and every other fruit in season. The Native Chiefs were quite ‘at home’
frequently passing jokes with His Grace and his friends - very much to their amusement and
entertainment.
After lunch, I entered freely into conversation with the Duke about New Zealand matters
and about my intentions with respect to the Chiefs - His Grace signified his approval of our
scheme - and promised to forward our wishes in every possible way by giving us letters of
introduction to the various towns through which we travel and by facilitating our
introduction to the different Arsenals and public institutions throughout the Country.
At 3 p.m. we left the ‘Clarendon’ and drove off, surrounded by numerous spectators to our
residence. 48

48 SOURCE: HTTP://UTSESCHOLARSHIP.LIB.UTS.EDU.AU/DSPACE/BITSTREAM/HANDLE/2100/314/13SECTION4-CHAP15.PDF?SEQUENCE=13
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CONCLUSION…
JENKINS WAS DISCREDITED AND THE MAORI PARTY WERE UNHAPPY WITH HIS ORGANIZATION
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LETTER FROM A MAORI CHIEF IN ENGLAND
This letter from Kamariera (Gamaliel) Te Hautakiri Te Wharepapa, dated 29 January 1864, is
addressed to “Miss Selwyn and all the relations of the Bishop of New Zealand”.
Te Wharepapa was a member of a Maori performing tour party organised by the Wesleyan
lay preacher William Jenkins. Although the party were received as distinguished guests in
England, they had had a miserable voyage and Jenkins had mistreated them. By the time he
wrote this, Te Wharepapa was ill and homesick. Te Wharepapa’s words were translated
into English and written down for him by missionary friends. The letter reads…
“We are losing health & strength. In my opinion, if we stay long, we must find out some
devices for ourselves for these days. That is all; the trouble of this expedition cannot be
enumerated. You are the sister of the Bishop who loves New Zealand so well & you will
declare to him our sentiments. Your goodness to the Maoris who have visited you gives us
light and gladness in our hearts & makes us bold to speak out the burden that is laid on us
through’ this our ill-considered visit to England”.
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